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Introduction

It is generally accepted that spelling correctly is important for both readers and
writers of texts [Moats, 2005]. It is also important in other areas; misspellings
are also a problem for search engines, as it has been estimated that about ten to
twenty percent of queries are misspelled [Cucerzan and Brill, 2004, Broder et al.,
2009].
Computer programs that help with spelling, grammar or writing texts are
nothing new. Spell checkers, for example, have been around since the 1960s, and
everyone is to some degree familiar with the spelling and grammar checkers in
word processors and other (home) computer software.
In this thesis we concentrate on developing and testing computational methods for the detection and correction of a subset of spelling and grammar errors,
namely confusible errors, and determiner and preposition errors. To the casual
computer user these may seem like simple tasks which computers have been able
to do correctly for at least the last decade or more, but this is far from the truth;
rather, they are subject to continuous research and improvement [Choudhury
et al., 2007].
The first versions of spelling and grammar checkers were often constructed
around rules and patterns which specified whether certain constructions were
well-formed or not. Examples of early work in this area are described in [Damerau, 1964] and [Alberga, 1967]. Due to the advent of better computer hardware
and the availability of large amounts of textual data, tied in with the rise of the
internet, the last decade has seen a shift towards empirical systems which learn
from examples, often gathered from the internet [Carlson et al., 2001, Chen
et al., 2007]. From these examples, we can learn which words are likely to appear
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in which context, and how likely certain sequences of words are compared to
other sequences. The field that deals with these probabilities is called statistical
language modelling, or language modelling for short.
Language modelling is the basis of the ideas explored in this thesis, which
deals primarily with text correction. A statistical language model is a probability
distribution over sequences of words (language models will be discussed in more
depth in section 1.1). The text-correction systems we describe are built around a
language model implemented as a word predictor. The basis of each language
model is a classifier which predicts a list of words given a certain context. The
context refers to a number of words preceding and/or following the position of
the word to be predicted. The likelihood of the predictions can be calculated
from the statistics contained in these lists. These predictions and probabilities
are used in the text-correction systems to detect errors and provide potential
corrections. We chose this technique because it provides a simple approach to
text correction; the language model clues provide evidence that we are dealing
with an error, and the set of predicted words provides potential corrections.
In order to be able to explain the concepts which will be discussed, we will
open with a short introduction and overview of the field of language modelling.
We then discuss the research questions and structure of the rest of the thesis.

1.1 Language modelling
In [Manning and Schütze, 1999], a language model is defined as the distribution
of sequences of ‘words’ in the language, and language modelling as the problem to
predict the next words given the previous words. In a statistical language model, the
distribution of words is expressed in probabilities, which are calculated from the
number of times the words and the sequences occur. The term statistical is often
dropped, and statistical language models are commonly referred to as language
models.
Language models are used as a tool in many different fields of natural language processing, for example automatic speech recognition, machine translation
and information retrieval, see for example [Federico et al., 2008]. They have a
small but important task; provide a measure of how likely a sequence of words is
in a given language. In speech recognition, this helps to re-create the most likely
utterance from vocal data, and in machine translation it helps for example to put
translated fragments in the right order. Language models have their basis in a
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branch of mathematics and computer science called information theory.
Information theory describes how information should be represented, stored
and transmitted. The foundations of information theory were laid in the late
1940s with the publication of [Shannon, 1948]. It defines several key concepts
which later became the foundation for statistical language modelling, such as
using a logarithmic base for measuring information, entropy as a measure for
choice or uncertainty, and the noisy channel model for information processing.
The first practical application of language models came with automatic speech
recognition in the 1980s. The growth of computer capabilities over the last
decades have made it possible to induce language models from vast amounts of
natural language data. While the first statistics and probabilities were calculated
on the Brown Corpus containing around 1 million words [Kučera and Francis,
1967], today the Google GigaWord corpus and other web data1 provide access
to a trillion (1012 ) words [Sethy et al., 2005, Brants and Franz, 2006, Buck
et al., 2014]. The re-emergence of machine translation, this time in the form of
statistical machine translation (see for example, Moses [Koehn et al., 2007]) has
further increased the interest and research in language models, and nowadays
most language models are capable of handling large amounts of data (for examples
of large scale language models see [Federico et al., 2008, Tan et al., 2011]).
To illustrate the differences between statistical language models and our own
implementation we make use of srilm [Stolcke, 2002]. Srilm2 is a frequently
used collection of different programs and libraries to create and test statistical
(n-gram-based) language model implementations. It is available under an open
source software licence, and is still being maintained and developed.

1.2 A memory-based approach to text correction
Memory-based learning describes a class of supervised learning algorithms. In
general, supervised learning algorithms learn to solve classification tasks by
induction. Induction is the process of inferring a general rule from a set of
examples. The algorithms are called supervised because they learn from labelled
examples consisting of a number of feature values and a class label. In memorybased learning, new instances are classified by searching for similar instances in
memory according to a certain distance measure, and the class label is extrapo1
2

http://corporafromtheweb.org
http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
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lated from the labels of the nearest neighbours. Memory-based learning is also
a form of lazy learning, which is the collective word for learning techniques
which store information without permanently abstracting a model from the
examples. Instead, inferring a class from a set of nearest neighbours of a new
instance and assigning this class to this instance is postponed until the time
the information is needed [Stanfill and Waltz, 1986, Aha et al., 1991, Cost and
Salzberg, 1993, Daelemans and Van den Bosch, 2005].
In Chapter 2 of this thesis we present two algorithms, called igtree and
tribl2. Both are memory-based algorithms in the sense that they keep examples
in memory and postpone processing of the stored information until a new
example needs to be classified. At the same time, both algorithms abstract away
from the data by building a decision tree. Nevertheless, we consider the first
algorithm, igtree, to be an approximation of a memory-based algorithm as it
prunes the decision tree. The tree is pruned in such a way that only exceptions
to answers that are stored higher up in the tree are kept.
The second algorithm, tribl2, also builds a decision tree, but in contrast
to igtree, this tree is not pruned. In the tribl2 tree, all information on all
previously seen instances is stored and used when classifying instances. The only
concession made to storing every instance is that similar nodes in the tree are
merged to provide faster access and a smaller memory footprint.
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis we describe two text correction tasks.
One task deals with the correction of confusibles errors, and the other with
the correction of determiner and preposition errors. We implement different
systems based on the memory-based classifiers to perform the correction tasks.
The systems build on the idea of implementing a memory-based language model
in the form of a word predictor. The list of predicted words is used by the
correction system to detect errors and suggest potential corrections. We describe
a number of different implementations of each text-correction system, with
classifiers based on igtree or tribl2, and some implementations containing
more than one classifier.
The systems containing one classifier are referred to as monolithic systems,
and those containing more than one are called ensemble systems. In a monolithic
system, one classifier is trained on all the data in the corpus. This means that in
the monolithic type system, the classifier can return any word from the training
data, and is therefore also referred to as an all-word predictor. In the case of
the confusible correction task, this is likely to generate predictions which are
irrelevant. We define a subvariant of the monolithic system which filters the
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output on the words relevant to the correction task. This is called a selective
monolithic system. The ensemble systems consist of multiple classifiers, each
trained on a specific error to be detected and corrected. The ensemble system has
the advantage that the predictions come from a much smaller set of possibilities,
namely only those relevant to the error under examination.

1.2.1

Training the memory-based classifiers

The classifiers are trained on plain text, and the training material consists of
small sequences of text called instances. These instances consist of a word, called
the target word, with a few words before, after, or around it. Those words are
called the context. The individual positions in the context are called features,
and the words in the context are referred to as feature values. The position of
the target value is referred to as the focus position.
The instances are generated from the text by sliding a fixed sized window
over each sentence such that an instance is generated for each word in the
sentence. The beginning and end of each sentence are padded with a special
marker. This generates instances with each word in the focus position, enclosed
by its context. Figure 1.1 illustrates this for instances containing a target value
preceded by two words.
The diagram shows the first three ...

_

_

The

_

The

diagram

The

diagram

shows

Figure 1.1: Illustration of windowing to generate instances. The diagram shows
the three first instances generated from the sentence The diagram shows the
first... The instances contain a context of two words to the left followed by a
(bold faced) target word.

After training, a new instance can be classified, or tested. Testing consists
of trying to match the feature values in the context of the instance to the
information in the decision tree until an answer is found. When classifying
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instances, the classifiers return not just one word, but a list of word which can fit
the context. This list is referred to as a distribution. Figure 1.2 shows a diagram
to illustrate the idea and visualise the terminology.
Focus

The

quick

?

fox

jumps

brown

red
Left context

Distribution

Right context
scared

angry

Figure 1.2: Illustration of text correction based on word prediction. The diagram
shows a sequence of four words, where the word in the middle is missing. The
position of the missing word, marked with a question mark in the diagram, is called
the focus position. The word at the focus position is called the target value. The
words to the left and to the right are called the context, and the individual positions
in the context are referred to as features. The individual words in the context are
referred to as feature values. The word predictor predicts a list of words that fits
around the focus position, called a distribution.

The fact that the classifiers are trained on plain text means that they can
easily be adapted to other languages. Creating a text-correction system for
another language merely requires being able to generate instances from a corpus
in the desired language.

1.2.2

Specific properties of the memory-based systems

The memory-based language model we implemented possesses two properties
which make it different from typical statistical language models. The first
property is that it predicts sets of words which fit between a certain left and right
context of words. This is shown in Figure 1.2 where the word predictor is asked
to predict a word between The quick on the left and fox jumps on the right.
This is different from typical language models because these language models
usually operate on a left context only, and because they typically only deal with
the probabilities of words and word sequences, and abstract from the training data
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when building their model [Rosenfeld, 2000]. The second and most important
property of our implementation is the difference in back off strategy by having
the possibility to skip feature values that do not match, and continue processing
the remaining values. We expect that this will provide two advantages. First, it
allows the model to better capture the complex structures present in language,
some of which are not expressed in contiguous word sequences. Second, it may
allow for better generalisation by the model, due to the ability to skip unknown
words of a similar category of words which were present in the training data.
We illustrate this last point with the following example (Figure 1.3). Imagine
a language model trained on data containing, among other, the following two
instances. These instances consist of a three word left context, followed by a
target word.

value 1

value 2

value 3

target

about

two

hours

later

after

many

hours

of

Figure 1.3: Example instances consisting of a three word left context followed by a
target word.

The instances show that the sequence about two hours, is followed by the
word later, and after many hours is followed by of. In this example, we
make the assumption that the language model matches the feature values (the
context words) from right to left, so hours is the first word tested.
We ask a memory-based language model to predict the word following
the sequence about eight hours, which, for the sake of the example, we say
is not part of the training data. Depending on the algorithm used, different
classifications are possible.
If we choose igtree, which lacks the ability to skip unknown words, the
following happens. The classifier matches the word hours, and then fails to
match the next word, eight. At that point, igtree returns what it knows, and
that is that the answer can be either later or of.
If we choose tribl2, which has the ability to skip feature values, the following happens. Tribl2 would, after skipping the mismatch on the word eight,
continue and match on the word about. This narrows the possible answers
down to later.
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The ability to skip feature values make the tribl2 algorithm equivalent to
skipgram modelling [Guthrie et al., 2006], and allows the classifier to return
answers that tend to be both more precise and more relevant than the equivalent
non-skipping classifier would have done. For a (text correction) system which
depends on a list of predicted words, this answer would likely be more useful
than a list containing many possible words which depended on just one feature
value match.
The combined left and right-hand side context and the specific back off
strategy (skipping non-matching feature values) turn out to be particularly
useful for text correction, a task that requires precision; the correction system
has to detect and correct the errors without generating too many unwanted
corrections. The idea is relatively straightforward; for each word in a text, we
can let the language model predict a list of alternative words that are likely to
occur in the same position in the text. This list can be examined and compared
to the word in the text. If certain conditions are met, such as that one alternative
word is suggested with a likelihood that exceeds a certain confidence threshold,
this alternative word can be chosen as a replacement (i.e. correction) for the
word in the text.
The strategy outlined above is a simple way of correcting errors, and the
question springs to mind whether text correction can indeed be performed
without language-specific knowledge such as grammars and rules for spelling,
word morphology and word order. We take the approach that meaningful natural
language processing can be done without explicitly adding linguistic knowledge
such as grammatical rules or other information, and that the surface structure
of the text contains enough information for the system to perform the text
correction task. The systems described in this thesis all learn from unmodified
examples extracted from plain English text, without added language-specific
information. The idea behind this strategy is that the local context around the
words carries enough information for the text-correction systems to work.
This error correction approach will be tested on two linguistic tasks; the
correction of confusible errors and the correction of determiner and preposition
errors. Confusibles are words which are easily mistaken for other words, for
example two, too and to. Disambiguating them means choosing the correct one
in the given context. Prepositions and determiners are two classes of words
which occur in most sentences, but are hard to master, especially when learning
a foreign language [De Felice and Pulman, 2008, Bitchener et al., 2005, Lee
and Seneff, 2008]. Disambiguating between sets of confusibles and among
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prepositions and determiners were chosen as these tasks have been identified as
benchmark tasks in the literature.

1.3 Overall research question
We explore the possibilities of memory-based text correction, focusing on confusible correction and determiner and preposition correction. We determine
to what extent it can provide a viable method to perform text correction, and
explore how far we can take the text correction capabilities of memory-based
text correction. We will determine the answer to this latter question by stepwise
increasing the difficulty of the correction task. The overall research question we
try to answer in this thesis is the following.
Given the simple nature of the memory-based language model, what
are the limits of its text correction abilities?
This question can be divided into two subquestions. First, we would like to
know if the ability to skip words offers a real advantage when applying the system
to text correction. In addition, we would like to investigate if the possibility
to include right-hand side context offers an advantage. Second, we would like
to know if the systems based on ensemble classifiers provide an advantage over
the monolithic classifiers. This leads to two subquestions which we will discuss
below.

1.3.1

The advantage of skipping

As we showed in the beginning of this chapter, one of the differences of memorybased language models compared to typical statistical language models, is the
ability to skip feature values. Where a typical statistical language model would
back off to a shorter sequence on a feature value mismatch, the memory-based
language model continues to try to match the remaining feature values.
We will explore the differences in output between the skipping and nonskipping algorithm, and investigate if the differences will provide an advantage
in the text correction tasks. Thus, the second research question we will answer
is the following.
To what extent does the ability to skip words offer an advantage in text
correction?
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1.3.2

The advantage of ensemble systems

The third research question deals with the contrast between monolithic and
ensemble systems. The monolithic system is based on a classifier which has been
trained on all the data. In the case of the selective variant, the output is filtered
on the words (confusibles in the case of the confusible correction task) relevant
to the task. In contrast, the ensemble system consists of multiple classifiers, one
for each confusible set. That means that the ensemble system matches feature
values on data pertaining only to the confusible set in question, and will only
suggest relevant alternatives to the (potential) error. This should make it easier
for the system to detect and correct the error, and the expectation is that this will
prove to be an advantage. The third research question is therefore the following.
To what extent does the ensemble system offer an advantage in text
correction?

1.4 Research methodology
We will answer the research questions by implementing a number of memorybased text-correction systems (monolithic and ensemble) built around the igtree
and tribl2 classifiers. The systems will be tested on the confusible and preposition and determiner tasks using real-world and artificial data. In other words,
we will gather empirical evidence to answer our research questions. During the
course of this thesis, we make use of different implementations of the same basic
word predictor.
The chapters dealing with memory-based language model implementation
in relation to a statistical language model implementation (Chapter 2), and the
systems correcting the confusibles (Chapter 3) use a language model implementation written in C++ called wopr. Wopr uses the timbl library [Daelemans
et al., 1997] to implement the memory-based learning and classification part of
the systems. Its functionality includes word prediction with user-determinable
context: neighbouring words, a frequency-filtered context word memory with
decay, and document-global features. In addition to all words prediction, wopr
can be set to zoom in on specific prediction subsets (such as confusibles), or
specific contexts. It can test language models on new text, reporting perplexities,
prediction distributions, and word-level entropy, and can export arpa-formatted
language model files. It can filter its output to produce spelling correction
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candidates. Wopr was developed during the writing of this thesis, and is made
available to the research community. It has been released under the gpl v.3 and
is available at https://github.com/LanguageMachines/wopr.
The text-correction systems will be trained on plain text, without added
linguistic information. Different data sets have been used in the different chapters,
but all of them were in the English language. Our machine learning algorithms
are language agnostic, however. We could have used other languages3 , but we
contained ourselves to English because it is available in large quantities, it makes
it easier to understand and judge the output generated by the systems, and finally,
the data sets provided in the shared tasks in which the systems competed [Dale
et al., 2012, Ng et al., 2013b] were in English. In Chapter 2 where we compare
wopr to srilm, the Reuters Newspaper corpus [Lewis et al., 2004] has been
used. In the other chapters, the umbc [Han et al., 2013a] corpus has been used,
supplemented by the Cambridge Learners Corpus [Nicholls, 2003] which was
provided to us when competing in the hoo-2012 and CoNLL-2013 shared tasks.

1.5 The structure of this thesis
In Chapter 2 we provide a formal description of the memory-based language
model, and present a comparison of the memory-based model with a statistical
language model, specifically srilm. The two different memory-based algorithms,
igtree and tribl2, will be compared to each other, and we decide which is most
suitable for text correction.
From there, we will move on to Chapter 3 that deals with the first text correction task, the detection and correction of confusible errors. This is followed
by Chapters 4 and 5 where the correction of prepositions and determiners will
be explored. Chapter 4 focuses on substitution errors only, and in Chapter 5
insertion and deletion errors are added to the task. We wrap up with Chapter 6
containing conclusions and further research, and try to answer to what extent
we have been able to answer our research questions.
Part of the work presented in this thesis is based on [Van den Bosch and
Berck, 2009], [Van den Bosch and Berck, 2012] and [Van den Bosch and Berck,
2013], but has been reworked from scratch.

3

Languages similar in structure to English, like Dutch or Swedish, where determiners
and prepositions are identifiable words.
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Language Modelling
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2

Word Prediction and Language
Modelling

2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an entry point into memory-based algorithms, word prediction, and some of the mathematics behind them. We examine the particular
memory-based algorithms on which much of this thesis hinges, the tribl2 algorithm and (to a lesser extent) the igtree algorithm, which are the foundation of
the text-correction systems described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. This chapter begins
with a short explanation of the memory-based language model implementation
used in the systems described in this thesis, followed by an annotated example to
show the inner workings of the algorithms. Where appropriate, the differences
between our memory-based language model implementation and a statistical
language model implementation will be explained.
After the comparison, we move on to the word prediction capabilities of the
memory-based system, and show how the precision and recall of the predictions
can be influenced.

2.2 WOPR, word prediction and language modelling
In this chapter, we make use of a memory-based language model implemented as a
word predictor called wopr (word predictor). Wopr is based on the k-nn classifier
Timbl [Daelemans et al., 2010], and implements a number of tools geared towards
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the creation and evaluation of language models. Wopr has been developed by
the author during the past years, and the source code is freely available at
https://github.com/LanguageMachines/wopr. The timbl source code can
be downloaded from https://github.com/LanguageMachines/timbl.
Memory-based algorithms learn from fixed-length patterns of feature values
plus a resulting class, called instances. Figure 2.1 shows a diagram explaining
the terminology used in this thesis. The word prediction classifier is trained on
millions of fragments of text consisting of a couple of words, typically between
two and four. The word the classifier learns to predict is called the focus word,
or target word, and the words around the focus word are called the context.
The classifier can be trained on contexts containing words to the left, words to
the right, or words on both sides of the focus position. This is an important
difference to the statistical language models mentioned in Chapter 1, which are
typically trained on a left hand side context only.
Instance

The

quick

Left context

?

Focus
position

fox

jumps

brown

28

red

12

scared

4

angry

1

Distribution

Right context

Prediction

Frequency

Figure 2.1: Illustration of instance based word prediction. The diagram shows a
sequence of four words, where the word in the middle is missing. The position
of the missing word, marked with a question mark in the diagram, is called the
focus position. The words to the left and to the right are called the context, and
the individual positions in the context are referred to as features. The individual
words in the context are referred to as feature values. The word predictor predicts
a list of words which fit the focus position, called a distribution. Each word in the
distribution has a frequency denoting the number of times it was predicted from
the context.

Timbl implements several memory-based machine learning algorithms, including the archetypal ib1 [Aha et al., 1991]. We will be working mostly with
relatively fast and efficient approximations of ib1, namely igtree and tribl2.
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The latter two are approximations because they do not store all the instances,
but rather compress the data in a decision tree structure. In the case of the
igtree algorithm, this tree is heavily pruned. To distinguish the language models
implemented by wopr from other statistical language models, we refer to them
collectively as memory-based language models.
Ib1 is the simplest learning algorithm of the three. It implements the knearest neighbour classifier [Cover and Hart, 1967]. It compares vectors of
feature values by calculating similarity using a similarity function. One of the
disadvantages of ib1 is that it is rather slow for very large data sets, mainly due to
the required search for the exact k-nearest neighbours, one of the reasons why
igtree was developed.
The k in k-nn represents the number of nearest neighbours of the instance
being classified. The default value is k = 1, that is, it returns the instances (one or
more) that are equidistant and closest to the instance. There are often instances
in the training data which occur multiple times, but giving different answers.
The number of times an instance predicts a certain answer is referred to as the
frequency of occurrence of the particular answer. The nearest neighbours can
be seen as lying in rings around a centre, the exact match at distance zero, and
moving outwards like ripples in water with increasing k’s. Each ring contains the
nearest neighbours at a specific distance. The closest ring at which the algorithm
finds nearest neighbours is the k = 1 ring, the next one is k = 2 et cetera. In case
of two or more instances at exactly the same distance, the winner can not be
determined. In that case, all of them are returned by the classifier. The instance
with the highest frequency is in that case the designated ‘winner’.
Where ib1 keeps all the instances as a list in its memory, the instance bases in
our implementations are stored in a decision tree. In the decision tree, instances
are represented as paths through nodes labelled with class distributions. The
connections between the nodes are labelled with the feature values. The whole
structure is anchored in a root node containing a default class distribution,
representing unsmoothed word unigram probabilities. This default distribution
is returned in the case that none of the feature values match.
The igtree algorithm produces a compressed pruned decision tree. Word
prediction performance is often close to or equal to ib1, but its classification
speed is considerably faster [Daelemans et al., 1997]. While classifying new
instances, the igtree algorithm stops matching feature values when the first
mismatch is encountered. The algorithm returns the distribution on the node at
that point as the result.
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Tribl2 is a mix between igtree and ib1; it starts its classification according
to the decision-tree strategy of the igtree algorithm, but after a mismatch it continues classification with ib1’s strategy of determining the k nearest neighbours.
At this point, ib1’s strategy becomes useful again because it does not assume an
ordering of features and the number of instances remaining is small enough to
be computationally feasible [Daelemans et al., 2010].
It is important to note that possibly more than one answer is returned in
what will be referred to as a distribution. It is this distribution which we are
ultimately interested in. It should also be noted that the algorithms will always
return an answer, even in the case of no matching feature values. In that case, the
distribution contains all the possible class labels stored in the tree, representing
the word unigram likelihood in the entire training corpus.
The features in the decision tree are ordered by gain ratio [Quinlan, 1993],
with the most important feature being highest in the tree. The test instances are
matched against the tree in the same order until no more feature values match.
Gain ratio is a normalised version of information gain, which is a measure
that estimates how much information each individual feature contributes to the
classification. Normalisation is necessary because the information gain tends
to put an emphasis on features with a large number of values, even if they
contribute little to the classifiers generalisation abilities. It should be noted that
this has not as much impact in the case of our word features, where the number
of feature values are similar for all the features. These values are automatically
calculated when the classifier is trained. The typical ordering of the features
is that the positions closest to the focus position have the highest gain ratio,
that is, are considered to be the most important by the classifier. However,
it depends on the data, and different data sets can lead to different orderings.
Nevertheless, all the large data sets we have used in the experiments have shown
the aforementioned ordering of the closest features having the highest gain ratio.
Figure 2.2 shows the order of importance of the features in a context of four
words before and three words after the target word, i.e. the word to be predicted.
The values were calculated on a one hundred thousand line English text taken
from the Reuters newspaper corpus. The features nearest to the target (marked
with a T) are deemed to be the important ones, and in the example the first
feature to the right is the one which is most important. This feature is followed
by the one directly to the left of the target (marked l1). This pattern repeats
itself, with the next feature on the right being next in line (marked r2), followed
by the next one on the left (l2), et cetera.
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l4

l3

l2

l1

T

r1

r2

r3

Figure 2.2: Relative feature importance in an instance containing a context of
four words to the left and three words to the right of the target word. The word
immediately to the right of the target is the most important feature, followed by the
one immediately to the left, et cetera.

2.3 The decision tree explained
We explain the way Timbl prunes and stores its trees with an annotated example.
Both the trees generated by the igtree and tribl2 algorithm will be shown.
Figure 2.3 lists the five instances of our example data set. Each instance consists
of a context of two word preceding and two words following the target word
in the focus position. The target word is the word we are trying to predict, and
is the last word in each instance. The four context words are called the feature
values, and the target value is also called the class label. For clarity, the position
of the target word has been represented by an empty column. This position in
the instance is referred to as the focus position.
value 1

value 2

handsome

focus

value 3

value 4

target

clever

rich

with

and

of

existence

had

lived

and

indulgent

father

had

in

and

last

two

three

generations

of

next

eighteen

twenty

years

or

Figure 2.3: Example data set consisting of four feature values and a target value. The
focus position is marked with space and has a two word context on either side. The
last column shows the target values.
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In the first line of the example, we are telling the machine learning algorithm
that the word and was found in the training data to occur between the words
handsome clever to the left and rich with on the right. Training the instance bases
with the tribl2 and igtree algorithms on the example data gives the following
two tree structures (Figure 2.4).
root

root

{ and:3 of:1 or:1 }

{ and:3 of:1 or:1 }
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Figure 2.4: Tribl2 tree (left) and igtree tree (right) trained on the instances shown
in Figure 2.3. The top circle labelled ‘default distribution’ is the root node of the tree
containing the complete unigram distribution. The default distribution is returned
when none of the feature values match, and contains all the possible class labels
sorted by their frequency. For each node, the distribution is drawn underneath in a
box.

Classification is the process of taking a new instance, and determining the
resulting class. Given the example, the following will happen when a new test
instance is classified. The top node labelled default distribution is returned when
none of the features in the test instance match. In that case, the answer could be
any of the words in the distribution; and, of or or.
The igtree decision tree is the smaller of the two, and only contains two
nodes under the root node. The root node carries the default distribution, con-
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taining the three different target words with their associated frequency. The two
nodes under the root node contain exceptions to this default. When classifying
new instances, the features are matched according to gain-ratio order, and according to this order, the feature after the focus position is the most important
one and is matched first. When the word after the target word is three, the
algorithm decides the answer is of. Likewise for twenty; when that is the word
after the target word, the answer is designated to be or. In all other cases, the
igtree algorithm returns the default distribution (the complete word unigram
distribution according to the training set), consisting of and, of and or.
Due to this strategy, the igtree based approach has an inherent back off
mechanism. The algorithm tries to match a longer sequence and reduce the
number of possible predictions by moving further down the decision tree,
returning the distribution stored at that point in the tree when an unknown
word is encountered.
The tribl2 algorithm is more robust in that sense; it continues to try to
match the remaining feature values, skipping the non-matching value(s). The
tribl2 algorithm is therefore equivalent to a skipgram model (for a closer look at
skipgram modelling see for example [Guthrie et al., 2006, Onrust et al., 2016]).
If we look at the tribl2 tree in Figure 2.4 again, we see that all feature values
are present. The only compression is achieved by the merging of two nodes with
the word had, which predicts and.
The two trees also show that igtree and tribl2 return different answers for
the same input. If we look at the node last just underneath three, we see one
example of this. If the tribl2 algorithm was to encounter the word last, it would
return of, whereas the igtree algorithm would return the default distribution.
Even though of is part of this distribution, the word with the highest frequency
is and. The word last is not in the igtree decision tree, and the algorithm
would answer with the default distribution immediately, making it faster than
the tribl2 algorithm.
The distributions returned by the word predictor consist of a list with words
and their associated frequencies. In the example discussed in this section, the
default distribution was defined as [and:3,of:1,or:1]. In the next section, we show
how these distributions can be related to the calculations performed by statistical
language models, and to what extent or our word predictor is equivalent to a
statistical language model.
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2.4 Probabilities and perplexities
This section explains how statistical language models calculate probabilities, and
from these probabilities, perplexity. The calculations for statistical language
models and wopr are compared.
The first step of the calculations consists of calculating the probability of a
single word. The probability of a single word by itself is not a very meaningful
measure, but lies at the basis of language model calculations. The probability
of a word occurring in a corpus, written here as P (w), is calculated by dividing
the number of times it occurs in the text (its frequency) by the number of all
the words in the corpus. The term C(w) is the count of how many times word
w occurs in the corpus, and CW is the total number of words in the corpus.
Instead of CW , the symbol N is sometimes used. So in mathematical notation,
we have the following equation (2.1).
P (w) =

C(w)
CW

(2.1)

This is quite a simplification. To begin with, it depends on the length of
the text, and the probabilities will be generally overestimations, certainly those
based on low counts. It also depends on the domain of the text; weather forecasts
will give a different model than the sports pages in a newspaper. This can be an
advantage as well, for example if one wants to build a domain-specific system,
but there is a more fundamental problem with single word probabilities. Not
every word can occur freely in any position in a sentence and therefore a single
probability for a word does not really tell us much. For example, the probability
of the word ‘Union’ might be low, but it will be markedly higher after the
word ‘European.’ It would be better to calculate the probability of a word
following another word (or words). This is sometimes referred to as transitional
probability, but more generally we refer to it as conditional probability; the
probability of a word depends on the word or words preceding (or surrounding)
it. The conditional probability of a word (wn ) following another word (wn−1 )
is written as P (wn |wn−1 ). This is calculated as shown in the following equation
(2.2).
P (wn |wn−1 ) =

C(wn−1 , wn )
C(wn−1 )

(2.2)

The two-word sequence wn−1 wn is called a bigram. Aside from bigrams, se-
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quences containing three words, called trigrams, are commonly used in language
modelling.
The conditional probability for bigrams can be generalised for sequences
n−1
of arbitrary length N , n-grams, as shown in Equation 2.3, where wn−N
+1 is a
sequence of N − 1 words preceding word wn .
n−1
P (wn |wn−N
+1 ) =

n−1
C(wn−N
+1 , wn )
n−1
C(wn−N
+1 )

(2.3)

Sequences larger than trigrams have become more common the last years
because of the availability of larger data sets and better computers, but there
are good reasons to keep the sequences short. The longer the sequence, the less
often, if at all, it occurs in the corpus. It is estimated that in an English corpus
containing one and a half billion words, 30% of trigram tokens (individual
occurrences of trigrams, as opposed to trigram types) remain unseen [Allison
et al., 2006]. To show what kind of numbers we are dealing with in our data, we
calculated the percentages of unique n-grams created from one million lines of
English text, taken from the GigaWord web corpus [Han et al., 2013a]. Of all
the bigram types, 63.4% are unique. This figure goes up to 78.3% for trigrams
types and 83.7% for 4-gram types. This means that most sequences only appear
once in the training data. The longer they get, word sequences which are used for
training are often not present in the testing data, and the counts of the n-grams
to calculate the probabilities on are therefore not available.
The equations we have explained in this section are the basis on which
statistical language models calculate the probabilities for their models. The
resulting language model can then be used to calculate probabilities on a new
text, and compare them to the original text the model was created on. Another
measure that is often calculated, and which is used to compare the performance
of language models is called perplexity. How perplexity is calculated is explained
the next subsection.

2.4.1

Perplexity calculations

One of the measures that can be calculated from a distribution of predicted
word probabilities is called perplexity [Jelinek et al., 1977]. Perplexity can be
considered a measure of surprise; in this case surprise over how well a (new)
text fits into the language model. Less surprise means more certainty from the
language model’s point of view, that is, the text fits better in the model of the
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language. The mathematical definition of perplexity is as follows:
perplexity = 2H(p)

(2.4)

The factor H(p) is called the entropy of the probability distribution p (in
this case the probabilities calculated by the language model), and is a measure of
the unpredictability of information content [Shannon, 1948]. Its mathematical
definition is shown in Equation 2.5.
H(p) = −

X

p(x) log2 p(x)

(2.5)

x

The term p(x) is the probability of encountering event x, in this case the
probability of encountering a certain word x. To compute the entropy of a
complete text, we sum the term −p(x) log2 p(x) over all the words in the text.
Using base two for the logarithm states the entropy in bits. Base ten is also often
used; the resulting unit of entropy is then called ban [Good, 1966]. To be able to
compare perplexity values, the entropy is normalised for sentence or text length,
that is, divided by the number of words in the text, giving an average perplexity
per word. The exact perplexity for a single word can be calculated in a similar
manner. If we define the word level probability as shown in Equation 2.6, the
word level perplexity can be calculated according to Equation 2.7 [Jelinek, 1998].
word level probability = − log2 p(x)

(2.6)

word level perplexity = 2− log2 p(x)

(2.7)

Out-of-vocabulary words are words which did not occur in the training
data, and we have no way of knowing how often they occurred. We cannot
simply set the probability of unknown words to zero in Equations 2.5, 2.6 and
2.7 because we are, in fact, looking at evidence to the contrary. What we can to
do is provide an estimate. This can be done in different ways. An easy way is
to simply assign a very small fixed probability to new, unseen words. Another
more advanced method is to estimate how many unseen words are expected to
be encountered, and to adjust the counts or probabilities of the known words
with a certain amount. The ‘left over’ probability mass, as it is called, is assigned
to the unseen words. This process is called discounting or smoothing. For an
overview of different smoothing techniques we refer to [Chen and Goodman,
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1998].

2.4.2

Probabilities in

WOPR

Probabilities in wopr are calculated in a similar way as in the classical language
models, explained in the first part of this section, but with one important
difference. Instead of on the whole corpus, the word probabilities are calculated
on the fly from the counts of the items in the distribution returned by wopr,
according to Equation 2.8. The calculations only depend on the contents of
distribution, and are independent from the algorithm, igtree or tribl2, used.
C(w)
0
w0 ∈D C(w )

P (w|D) = P

(2.8)

In Equation 2.8, w is the target word, and D is the distribution returned by
wopr. The counts used are the local counts from the distribution. We back off
to the lexical frequency (Equation 2.1) if the correct prediction is not found in
the distribution.
As we mentioned before, the contents of the distribution returned by wopr
are more important than the probabilities. The text-correction systems discussed
in chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis are built on the words in the distribution.
In the next section, the perplexity values calculated by a standard language
model and our memory-based language models will be compared by letting them
calculate perplexity on the same text.

2.4.3

Perplexity learning curve

Perplexity is often used to compare language models, and lower perplexity scores
are considered to be better. Lower perplexity signifies a better fit of the test
data by the model. Wopr and srilm can both calculate perplexity on a text, and
we use this to compare the two language model implementations. The srilm
toolkit and wopr produce the perplexity graphs on the English data as shown in
Figure 2.5. The graph has been created by training the classifier on increasingly
larger amounts of data and calculating perplexity on the same test set after each
iteration. The training material consisted of trigrams, that is, two context words
followed by the target word. In this thesis the context format is abbreviated with
an l_r_ shorthand notation, specifying the number of words to the left and to
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the right of the focus position (l for left and r for right). Trigrams are referred
to as l2r0 in this notation.
500
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400

perplexity

350
300
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200
IGTree
Tribl2
IB1
srilm

150
100
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104
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Lines of data
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Figure 2.5: Perplexity scores calculated by different language models on a test
set containing one thousand lines of text. Training data was varied between one
thousand and five million lines of text. The solid lines are wopr scores with igtree,
tribl2 and ib1 and a context of l2r0, the dotted line is srilm with a third order
(i.e. using trigrams) language model. Note that the x-axis is logarithmic, and that
neither axis starts at zero.

Referring to Figure 2.5, the behaviour of the implementations can be explained as follows. The perplexity scores are low in the beginning, due to the
large number of unknown words, which in these calculations are ignored. The
only known words at this stage are the function words, making up the skeleton
of the sentence. Most of the content words will still be unknown at this point.
As we train the classifiers on more and more data, more of the content words
become known, and their probabilities are added to the calculations. Once
enough words are known, the balance tips, and the perplexity scores start to
fall. In this respect, the statistical language model and the wopr language model
implementations show the same behaviour. We also see that the lines converge
after the models have been trained on a larger amount of data. After one million
lines of training data, the graph shows the same perplexity values for all the
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algorithms except for igtree. The reason it trails behind is, as explained before,
the fact that its decision tree is pruned, and that only exceptions are stored. This
leads to lower probabilities because a lot of exact matches are not present in the
tree and the values are increasingly often calculated from large, default distributions. In this respect, the better feature value matches and smaller distributions
of the tribl2 algorithm help to keep the probabilities higher and the perplexity
lower.
This learning curve shows us that with respect to perplexity, the statistical language model and memory-based language model implementations show
similar behaviour, and given enough training data, they produce roughly the
same perplexity score. There are some differences in scores; the srilm scores are
higher in the beginning of the curve. This can be explained by the smoothing
algorithm implemented by srilm. Our memory-based language model does not
implement smoothing, and this leads to higher probabilities when trained on
small amounts of data. The effect of smoothing diminishes after enough training
data has been processed.
The differences between the memory-based algorithms can be explained by
the different back off-strategies they implement, and by the fact that the igtree
decision tree is pruned. The curve also shows that we need a substantial amount
of data, at least a million lines, to reach similar perplexity scores.

2.5 Word prediction and the distribution
The remainder of this chapter will focus on the distributions returned by the
word predictor, with an emphasis on aspects of the distribution which can easily
be measured, such as its size and distribution of the sizes. The contents of the
distributions will be put to the test in the second part of this thesis dealing with
the text-correction systems. There we will determine if the predictions are good
enough to detect and correct textual errors.
There are a number of parameters which can be changed to control the
distribution returned by wopr. These are the choice of the algorithm, the size
of the context and the amount of training data. If we want the contents of the
distribution to contain the correct answer to different kind of textual errors, it
needs to be precise, preferably containing only the right answer. We also need to
find the right trade-off between speed and size of the system. Speed and size are
important when implementing text-correction systems that are to be used in the
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real world. With the growing use of mobile systems (telephones, tablets) it is
important that the system fits in the device’s memory, and does not cause extra
waiting time.
We have two ways to determine the best combination of algorithm and
context. The first one is to look at the accuracy of the predictions. This can
be calculated in a straightforward manner, but it only measures the success of
predicting the correct word. Our implementations return a distribution of
words. The second way is to look at this distribution. Several characteristics of
the distribution can easily be measured, and we mention three of them. The
first two are the size of the distribution, and how often certain distribution sizes
occur. If the correct prediction is not the first item in the distribution, but is
contained further down the list, the third characteristic, the mean reciprocal rank
of the prediction can be calculated. Of course, proof of the pudding is in the
eating, and in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis we will examine the usefulness of
the distribution in the text correction tasks.
First, in the next section, we will compare the three algorithms, ib1, igtree
and tribl2, to each other.

2.6 Comparison of the algorithms
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, we have three memory-based
learning algorithms at our disposal in the timbl toolkit; ib1, igtree and tribl2.
In this section, these algorithms are tried on different tasks to compare the
output, processing time and perplexity scores. The sections opens with a baseline
experiment to determine and compare the word prediction capabilities of the
different algorithms to a simple word predictor.

2.6.1

Baseline experiment

We run three word prediction experiments, one for each algorithm, and compare
them to a baseline system. The baseline system is a simple system, which
consists of a word predictor which always returns the full training set, sorted by
lexical frequency. In other words, it returns a large distribution which always
predicts the majority class from the training data. The score of this classifier
was compared to the score obtained by the ib1, igtree and tribl2 algorithms.
The classifiers were trained on trigrams (an l2r0 context) extracted from one
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million lines of English language data taken from the GigaWord corpus, and
tested on one thousand lines of test data, taken from the same corpus. Table 2.1
shows the baseline score compared to the score obtained by the three classifiers.
Note that the context l2r0 does not apply to the baseline classifier – the baseline
classifier has no context to match; it just returns the full distribution. The table
shows three columns with scores. The column labelled ‘Correct’ shows the word
prediction accuracy. This is calculated by comparing the first element in the
distribution to the word in the text. The column labelled ‘In distribution’ counts
a correct prediction if the word in the text is contained in the distribution, but
not with the highest frequency. The last column shows the incorrect predictions,
where the word in the text was not contained in the distribution at all.
Table 2.1: Baseline versus ib1, igtree and tribl2 word prediction scores on one
million lines of training data and one thousand lines of test data. The baseline
classifier always returns the majority class and full distribution. The igtree, tribl2
and ib1 classifiers were trained on an l2r0 context.

Algorithm

Correct

In distribution

Incorrect

Baseline

5.23

93.76

1.00

ib1
igtree
tribl2

20.84
20.73
20.76

46.00
48.64
42.23

33.16
30.63
37.01

With accuracy scores of over 20, the three algorithms obtain scores which
are considerably higher than the baseline score 5.23. At first sight, the baseline
experiment may not seem to give us much information, but it shows two
important things. The first one is what difference two words of (left hand
side) context make, considering that the baseline classifier operates without
any context. The second one is the difference in back off-strategy between ib1,
igtree and tribl2. All three classifiers obtain approximately the same accuracy
scores, but there is a difference in the scores shown in the column labelled
‘In distribution’. There the tribl2 classifier scores lower than the other two
classifiers, and this is due to the fact that it produces smaller distributions because
of its skipgram-like matching. Smaller distributions generally mean less chance
that the correct answer is found somewhere in the distribution. To put it another
way, igtree plays it safe and predicts many words in the hope the correct answer
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is among them. Tribl2 takes a risk and predicts a smaller list of words, with the
possibility that the correct answer is not predicted at all.
In the next three subsections we look closely at three aspects of word
prediction using these algorithms. We show the differences in processing time,
take a look at the sizes of the distributions returned by each algorithm, and
examine the influence of the context format on the distributions. We also take a
look at the amount of training material in relation to word prediction accuracy.
The processing time measurements are of course very much dependent on
hardware, and given the evolvement of computer technology will be out of
date by the time this thesis is finished, but the relative differences between the
algorithms will still be relevant.

2.6.2

Processing time

To show the differences in processing time between the algorithms we measured
the time it takes to classify 1,000 lines of test data (22,829 instances) trained on
100,000 lines of data (2,269,935 instances). The experiment was run on a 24 CPU
Intel Xeon E7450 Linux server, using timbl version 6.4.0. The data was taken
from the Gigaword corpus1 . Table 2.2 shows the results; the score is reported
as the percentage of correct classifications. The column labelled C/sec shows the
number of classifications per second. The column labelled ‘Time’ shows the
time in seconds. These numbers were taken from the output from timbl.
Table 2.2: Processing times of three algorithms compared. The table shows the
differences in execution time (in seconds), classifications per second (labelled C/sec )
and accuracy for ib1, igtree and tribl2 on trigrams. The classifiers were trained on
one hundred thousand lines of text and tested on one thousand lines.

Trigrams (l2r0)

1
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Algorithm

Time

C/sec

Accuracy

ib1
igtree
tribl2

2,161
51
999

11
447
23

16.93
16.86
16.85

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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The differences in accuracy between the three algorithms are small. The
differences in processing time however, are much larger. Although the ib1
algorithm scores marginally better than the other two on a l2r0 context, it is
more than 40 times slower than igtree. We are only showing the result of one
run here, but all the experiments we ran during the course of writing this thesis
showed ib1 being marginally better and markedly slower than igtree. Regarding
processing time, tribl2 lies between the other two algorithms. It is about 20
times slower than igtree on the l2r0 context. Tribl2 performance on this
particular data set is slightly worse than the other two on the l2r0 context.
On the basis that ib1 is computationally too demanding, the decision was
made to dispense with ib1 and build the text-correction systems described in the
second part of this thesis around the igtree and tribl2 classifiers. Ib1 results are
still included in the results in the remainder of this chapter.

2.6.3

Size of the distribution

The difference in back off strategy between igtree and tribl2 is that igtree
returns a distribution upon the first feature mismatch, whereas tribl2 will
continue to try to match the remaining features. The ib1 algorithm always tries
to match every feature. We therefore expect the igtree algorithm to return
distributions containing more items than tribl2. For tribl2 to fully reach its
potential, it needs more than a two or three features to be able to continue
matching feature values after a mismatch. For igtree, this is the other way
around; training on more than a two or three features does not make sense
because the algorithm stops on the first mismatch. A full match on all the feature
values will almost never be found due to data sparseness, but the expectation is
that tribl2 distributions give better predictions because of the extra matches;
better in the sense that they are smaller and more specifically suited to the
context.
Figure 2.6 shows the differences in the sizes of the distributions returned
by ib1, igtree and tribl2, calculated on one thousand lines of test data. The
training data was increased in several steps from one thousand lines of data up to
ten million lines of data. The graph shows that with an l2r0 context the average
distribution size for tribl2 (and ib1 ) is smaller than for igtree.
From the position of the correct prediction in the distribution, the mean
reciprocal rank, mrr, of the classification can be calculated. The reciprocal rank
of a classification is the multiplicative inverse of its position in the distribution.
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Figure 2.6: Average distribution sizes for different algorithms, ib1, igtree and tribl2.
The classifiers were trained on an l2r0 context. The logarithmic x-axis shows an
increasing amount of training data from one thousand lines up to ten million lines
of text. Averages were calculated on a one thousand line test set.

If the correct answer is the third element in the distribution, the reciprocal rank
is 1/3. Another learning curve experiment was run where the three classifiers
were trained on increasing amounts of text, and tested on a one thousand line
test set. As in the previous experiment, an l2r0 context was used. The average
mrr values were calculated, and the plot is shown in Figure 2.7. The plot shows
that compared to igtree, using the ib1 or tribl2 algorithms leads to higher mrr
values. The lower mrr values for the igtree algorithm indicate that on average,
the correct answer is found further down the distribution. In Figure 2.6 it was
shown that tribl2 returns smaller distributions than the other two algorithms.
Here it is shown that the smaller distributions still contain the correct answer,
leading to the higher mrr scores.
The predictions in the distribution are sorted by frequency, in ascending
order, and the element with the highest frequency is the first one in the distribution. Higher frequency counts mean that the predictions are more certain,
which has implications on text correction where a decision to apply a correction
is based on the statistics calculated from the counts in the distribution.
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Figure 2.7: mrr plot for three different algorithms, ib1, igtree and tribl2. Training
data ranged from one thousand lines to ten million lines, context was l2r0. The
mrr numbers were calculated on a one thousand line test set.

2.6.4

Size of the context

So far we have been using a trigram context (l2r0) for the learning curves and
comparison between the algorithms. We now show what happens when we
double the size of the context from two to four. We can add the two extra
features in two different ways. We can either extend the left hand side context to
four features (an l4r0 context) or we add two features to the right side of the
focus position (which we refer to as an l2r2 context).
Our algorithms can learn from both the left and right context around a
word, and it depends on the particular algorithm chosen whether it makes sense
to choose a large context or not. For the igtree algorithm, which stops matching
on the first mismatch, a large context only increases accuracy a little. The reason
is that we need a match on feature value one and on feature value two, and
on the next one, et cetera, which happens only occasionally. Using the tribl2
algorithm, feature two might mismatch, but the algorithm does not give up at
that point and continues matching the remaining features.
The effect that adding two features has on the three algorithms can be observed in Table 2.3. Running a word prediction experiment with the algorithms,
using an l4r0 and an l2r2 context, shows the impact a right hand side context
has on the accuracy scores. Adding two features to the left context (making an
l4r0 context) only marginally increases the accuracy on word prediction. A
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larger increase in accuracy, however, is observed when we include a right hand
side context (it is easier to guess which word goes between other words than it
is to guess which word follows a sequence). The context contains four feature
values in both experiments, but the experiments with the right hand side context
obtain a higher accuracy. The standard two word context (l2r0) scores are also
shown in the table to illustrate the increase in accuracy more clearly.
The experiment also shows that a larger context is not necessarily better;
the accuracy has increased only a little for all three algorithms when adding
more context to the left hand side only. There are a few cases where the extra
feature values match and improve the score, but the overall gain is minimal.
Interestingly, the igtree classifier obtains the highest accuracy on the l4r0
context, but otherwise shows the expected behaviour, a smaller increase in
accuracy on the l2r2 context compared to the other two algorithms.
Table 2.3: The table shows the differences in performance on two experiments with
a four word context (l2r2 and l4r0), and on a two word context (l2r0). The table
shows the accuracy on word prediction for the ib1, igtree and tribl2 algorithms.
The classifiers were trained on one million lines of data and tested on one thousand
lines of data taken from the GigaWord corpus.

Accuracy

ib1
igtree
tribl2

l2r0

l2r2

l4r0

20.84
20.73
20.76

34.81
32.89
34.24

20.24
21.21
20.78

Another effect of using a right hand side context is that it decreases the size
of the distributions returned. Table 2.4 shows the mean size of the distributions
returned with the different classifiers on an l2r0, l2r2 and an l4r0 context.
Adding two features to the right hand side context, the mean distribution size
returned by the igtree classifier is more than halved, decreasing from 9,403 to
4,552. The mean value is calculated on a one thousand line test set. The decrease
for the tribl2 classifier is even larger, going from 3,138 down to 131, more than
twenty times smaller. The numbers for the l4r0 in relation to the l2r2 context
show that increasing the number of feature values on one side of the context is
not enough; it is adding feature values on the right hand side which makes the
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difference.
These values again show the difference in matching feature values between
the igtree on one side, and the ib1 and tribl2 algorithms on the other. On the
l2r0 context, the tribl2 classifier returns distributions which are on average only
one third of the size of the distributions returned by an igtree classifier. When
we include a right hand side context this difference is even more pronounced,
with the mean size of the distributions returned by tribl2 being almost 35
times smaller than those returned by igtree. The absolute number of small
distributions (size 1, 2 or 3) is also larger for the tribl classifier.
When we compare tribl2 and ib1 we see that the differences are much
smaller, with tribl2 reaching a smaller average distribution size, and ib1 returning
more distributions containing only one answer. Not only are the perplexity
scores obtained by the two classifiers very similar, so is the composition of the
distributions they return.
Table 2.4: Mean size of the distributions returned (labelled n̄), and the number of
distributions containing 1, 2 or 3 items. Values are returned by classifiers trained
on one million lines of data and tested on one thousand lines of data using an l2r0
and l2r2 context. The table shows that on average, the ib1 and tribl2 algorithms
return smaller distributions than the igtree algorithm.

l2r0
n̄

1

l2r2
2

3

ib1
4085 1749 640 566
igtree 9403 1237 748 576
tribl2 3138 1749 1049 776

n̄

1

l4r0
2

3

162 8790 2448 1416
4552 3424 2704 1560
131 8630 2888 1601

n̄

1

2

3

2057 6479 1800 1377
6103 3068 2065 1501
1907 6285 2425 1631

Aside from the composition of the context, there is another important
aspect to memory-based word prediction; the amount of training data. When it
comes to linguistic tasks, there is evidence that increasing amounts of training
data lead to an increase in performance [Banko and Brill, 2001a]. Figure 2.8
shows a learning curve on word prediction accuracy using a tribl2 classifier. The
graph shows two experiments, one with an l2r0 context and one with an l2r2
context. As expected, increasing the amount of training data leads to an increase
in accuracy. The learning curves shown in this graph can be approximated in
general with the following function (Equation 2.9). In this function, x represents
the percentage of correct classifications and is larger than 0 and less than or equal
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to 100. The functions have been calculated with the curve fitting capability of
the gnuplot program2 .
f (x) = a · log10 (x) + b

(2.9)

Figure 2.8 shows two learning curves and their approximation. Inversely, we
can calculate the number of instances needed to reach a x% score (number of
correct classifications, or accuracy) with the following equation (Equation 2.10).
The variable N Ix represents the number of instances required to get the desired
accuracy x.
N Ix = 10

x−b
a

(2.10)

We make two observations. First, when it comes to word prediction, more
data leads to better performance. Second, to get a linear increase in performance,
the increase in data needs to be exponential, leading to longer processing times
and larger memory requirements.
This is only an approximation which only works for the corpus the function
was calculated on. It also assumes unique training data without repeating larger
chunks of texts to give a continuously rising score.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter we have shown how a memory-based word predictor can be used
to implement language modelling. We have provided an introduction of the
mathematics involved in language modelling, both in statistical language models
and in our implementation of a memory-based language model.
We have explored three different memory-based learning algorithms available
to us in the timbl toolkit; ib1, igtree and tribl2. Ib1 is what we consider to be
a pure memory-based learning algorithm. The instances that form the model
are stored in one large flat list which is traversed on processing. The algorithm
attempts to match all feature values, skipping those that do not match. It is
therefore also the slowest of the three algorithms.
Igtree and tribl2 are two approximations of the ib1 algorithm. Igtree is
the fastest implementation because it takes two shortcuts. First, the instances
are stored in a decision tree that is heavily pruned. The algorithm prefers to
2
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Figure 2.8: Learning curve approximation with a logarithmic function. The figure
shows the percentage correct classifications for a tribl2 classifier with contexts l2r0
and l2r2. The best fit for the l2r2 context is the function 6.48 · log10 (x) − 17.66

return a default result as quickly as it can, and only exceptions to the defaults
are stored in the tree. Second, the algorithm stops matching feature values and
returns the distribution of all possible predictions stored at that point as soon as
it encounters a mismatch. It is therefore also the fastest of the three, and uses
the least amount of memory. The fact that it stops on a mismatch makes its
behaviour similar to an n-gram-model with back off. Similarity of the igtree
memory-based language model with statistical language models was shown by
comparing perplexity values. In general, similar probabilities were assigned by
both models to the words in our test data.
Tribl2 is a hybrid form between igtree and ib1. It starts its classification
process like igtree, but it does not stop on a feature value mismatch. When
a mismatch is encountered, it skips the feature value and tries to match the
remaining feature values in an ib1 like fashion. It can therefore skip feature values,
and is in that respect similar to a skipgram model. The fact that it can skip feature
values makes it significantly different from the igtree model, and therefore also
from the statistical language models. Even though it was not obvious from the
word predictions scores, when we compare the statistics on the distribution
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sizes returned by igtree and tribl2, we see the real practical difference between
the two algorithms. Tribl2 always returns smaller distributions, as shown in
Table 2.4 and the mrr plot shown in Figure 2.7. In fact, the tribl2 distribution
sizes are almost equal to those of the ib1 algorithm, but with higher mrr numbers.
We expect that this feature of the tribl2 algorithm will be an advantage in the
text correction tasks; more values are matched, which means that instead of
working with a large default distribution, the correction system works with a
smaller distribution of only a few words. This will be explored in Chapters 3, 4
and 5 of this thesis.
Another noticeable difference to standard statistical language models is that
igtree and tribl2 can easily make use of a right hand side context. In some realworld contexts (e.g. real-time speech recognition or word processing) right-hand
side context is not available, but in others (e.g. full-text spelling correction) righthand side context is readily available. The performance on the word prediction
task showed that inclusion of a right hand side context raised accuracy by more
than 10%. This is an important improvement on the statistical language models
we have looked at in this chapter, and is one of the strengths of the memory-based
methods described here.
In the next part of this thesis, we will describe the text-correction systems
built on the basis of the memory-based language models. The first task is
confusible error detection and correction, described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
describes a similar application to determiner and preposition substitution error
detection and correction. The third and last chapter on text correction, Chapter 5, describes a system that detects and corrects three types of determiner and
preposition errors; substitution, omission and insertion errors. All systems
use the information in the distribution returned by the classifiers to detect and
correct the errors.
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Correction of Confusibles

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe the first of the two text-correction systems built
around the output from the memory-based word predictor. The first task we
describe is confusible correction, and this chapter opens with a description of
what we consider to be confusibles and which confusibles will be selected to
be handled by the correction system. This is followed by a description on how
a memory-based corrector is constructed. The remainder of the chapter will
report on the text correction experiments and the results obtained. The systems
we describe are trained on plain English texts gathered from the web, and they
will be tested on data containing artificial errors. The results obtained by the
memory-based systems are compared to results obtained by other systems.

3.2 Confusibles
Confusibles are words that bear some similarity to other words such that they
are easily mistaken for each other. For example, to, too and two, allusion and
illusion, or flare and flair. Confusibles are a type of spelling error. Spelling errors
can result in words that are not in a dictionary (so called non-word errors) or
words which are in a dictionary (real-word errors). Confusible errors fall solely
in the latter category. Other than spelling errors which arise from sloppy writing
or missing or inserting keys on the keyboard and often do not need more than a
dictionary to be corrected, confusibles need context to be corrected. Instead of
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confusible correction, the term confusible disambiguation is sometimes used; it
is known what the correct word sounds like, but a choice has to be made with
regards to its spelling.
Confusible errors have several underlying causes. We mention three of them.
First, they arise when words sound similar, for example their versus there, or
principle versus principal. Second, there are words which are similar in meaning,
but may not be used in place of each other. This type of error is called a semantic
error. Examples of semantic errors are number versus amount, and fewer versus
less. The third and last cause we mention are typographical errors, for example
form versus from or nuclear versus unclear which stem from incorrectly hitting
or failing to hit keys on the keyboard.

3.3 Evaluation of confusible correction systems
Confusibles and the area of context-sensitive spelling checking have been the
subject of research for many years. [Golding and Roth, 1996] discuss a Winnowbased system to disambiguate confusibles. Their work is the origin of the list
with confusibles we use to test our text-correction system on. This list will
be introduced and explained later in this chapter. Another approach is described in [Mangu and Brill, 1997] who induce correction rules with a variant of
transformation-based learning. Other confusible disambiguation techniques used
include trigrams [Mays et al., 1991], decision lists [Yarowsky, 1994], Bayesian
statistics [Golding, 1995], memory-based learning [Van den Bosch, 2006], and
suffix-tree-based language models [Stehouwer and Van Zaanen, 2009]. For more
recent work we refer the reader to [Bergsma et al., 2009] who uses the recent
availability of large web corpora to train a number supervised and unsupervised
systems on, amongst others, the task of context-sensitive spelling correction on
confusible sets. Similarly, [Carlson et al., 2008] and [Lapata and Keller, 2005]
compare systems trained on very large amounts of web data on several natural
language processing tasks, such as spelling correction. In the last section of this
chapter, we compare the results of our memory-based system to several of these
systems.
A commonality between some of the approaches from before 2005 is that
they measure the accuracy of disambiguating confusibles, that is, the accuracy on
correctly choosing the right word in the given context from different confusible
sets [Golding and Roth, 1999, Gamon et al., 2008, Bergsma et al., 2009]. This is
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akin to running the system on a test set without any errors. The accuracy numbers reported are usually fairly high, but they lack one important aspect; they
do not measure whether these systems can actually detect (and after detection,
correct) confusible errors, and to what extent. A high accuracy in disambiguating
a confusible set may correspond to a good detection of errors, but confusible
errors are typically only a small and hard-to-detect subset of all occurrences of
the words in a confusible set. Confusible error detection, like other spelling
detection tasks, is a needle-in-a-haystack problem. Most of the confusibles in a
text will be correct, and errors occur only occasionally.
The following example illustrates the fallacy in reporting only the accuracy
numbers and assuming these reflect the performance on confusible error detection. Imagine we have a system which disambiguates confusibles with an
accuracy of 98%. This means the system makes a mistake in producing the
right confusible in two out of one hundred confusibles. That sounds good, but
now imagine we are trying to correct errors in data containing one error in two
hundred confusibles. In those two hundred words, our system can be expected
to be wrong four times. That means we might find the error, but we are likely
to introduce a number of new errors as well. A system correcting one error in
two hundred words would need an accuracy of at least 99.5% if we do not want
to introduce more errors. To provide a better estimate of the performance, we
need to measure the precision and recall of the detection and correction of errors
as well. Precision measures the number of (correct) corrections in relation to
the number of corrections the system suggested. Recall measures the number of
(correct) corrections in relation to the number of errors in the text.
Fortunately, measuring the precision and recall of the detection and correction of errors has become standard practice when evaluating spelling and
grammatical correction systems [Reynaert, 2005, Ng et al., 2013b]. It is important that a correction system detects all errors, which is shown by the recall
score; the higher the better. At the same time, generating too many false alarms
(suggesting a correction where none is needed) will lower the precision score.
The harmonic mean of the precision and recall is called the F -score. In this
chapter, we therefore report the precision, recall and F -score numbers when
describing the results obtained by the systems. Accuracy numbers are reported
when comparing the results to other systems. The precision, recall and F -score
are calculated as follows.
When we examine the output from the correction systems, we count the
errors that have been corrected, missed, or corrected wrongly. There are two
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related but complementary ways of specifying these numbers. The first one
is using the following four statistics. A true positive (tp) is counted when we
correctly correct a confusible error. A false negative occurs when the system
does not try to correct a confusible error, or when the system gives the wrong
correction. A false positive (fp) is counted when the system tries to correct a
confusible that was correct. Finally, the remaining words are the true negatives
(tn).
The second way to specify them is to count the following; proposed edits,
correct edits and gold edits. The proposed edits are the number all the corrections
put forward by the correction system. The correct edits are the number of
proposed edits that were correct. The gold edits are the number of edits necessary
to correct the full text, that is, the number of errors in the text. These relate to
the true and false positives and negatives explained above in the following way.
Correct Edits = T P

(3.1)

Proposed Edits = T P + F P

(3.2)

Gold Edits = T P + F N

(3.3)

From these statistics, we can calculate precision (abbreviated in this thesis as
pre), recall (abbreviated here as rec), and accuracy (abbreviated here as acc).
Precision counts the number of correctly identified errors compared to the total
number of errors identified. Recall counts the number of correctly identified
errors compared to the total number of errors. Accuracy gives a measure of how
good the classifiers are by putting the number of correctly classified instances
in relation to the total number of instances in the test data. Expressed in terms
of true and false positives and negatives, these are calculated according to the
following equations.

Precision =
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TP
TP + FP

(3.4)
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Recall =

Accuracy =

TP
TP + FN

TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN

(3.5)

(3.6)

From the precision and recall, the Fβ -score [Van Rijsbergen, 1979] can be
calculated. The Fβ -score computes an average score taking both precision and
recall into consideration. The β factor controls the relative importance assigned
to the recall value. With β = 1, the Fβ -score is the harmonic mean of the
precision and recall, written as F1 -score. With β = 0.5, the F0.5 -score assigns
only half as much weight to recall as to precision. The equation for the Fβ -score
and F1 -score are as follows.

Fβ -score =

(1 + β 2 ) · P RE · REC
β 2 · P RE + REC

F1 -score = 2 ·

P RE · REC
P RE + REC

(3.7)

(3.8)

Using the proposed, correct and gold edit terminology, the F1 -score is
calculated as shown in Equation 3.9.
F1 -score = 2 ·

Correct Edits
Gold Edits + Proposed Edits

(3.9)

In the remainder of this chapter, and in Chapters 4 and 5, we will report the
performance of the text-correction systems in proposed, correct and gold edits.

3.4 Memory-based confusible disambiguation
Spelling checking and confusible disambiguation are tasks which can be done
with a system built around the memory-based classifiers discussed in the previous
chapters. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the confusible disambiguation
system. For every confusible in the text, we run a classifier, generating a number
of alternatives for the word we are looking at. If the indicators are strong enough,
we decide the word in the text was wrong and we choose the correct form from
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the list of alternatives given by the classifier. The indicators are values calculated
from the contents of the distribution returned by the classifier, such as the
number of elements or the frequency of the elements. Because we are dealing
with a fixed list of known confusibles, the classifiers will only be applied when a
confusible is encountered in the test set; the other words will be ignored.

is

there

choice

run
classifier

my

their
a
by

distribution

choose right alternative
and make correction
depending on parameters

Figure 3.1: High level diagram of a confusible disambiguation system. The diagram
shows that on encountering the word there, a classifier generates a distribution of
different words, from which an alternative could be chosen.

We will introduce the following four main system types in this chapter, based
on how the different classifiers that make up a text correction are assembled.
ML

Monolithic system (plus a selective variant, sml)

EN

Ensemble system

MLER Monolithic error system (plus a selective variant, smler)
ENER Ensemble error system
The systems will be referred to by their acronyms. The monolithic system
(ml) is an all-word predictor which is trained on the complete data set, and not
just on the confusible sets. It can therefore predict any word from the training
text, and should be seen as a baseline system to which the other systems can
be compared. The ensemble system (en) consists of multiple classifiers, each
trained on a single set (in this case a pair or triplet) of confusibles. This makes
each classifier an expert on disambiguating a single confusible set. Each classifier
in an ensemble system is trained on a subset of the training data, namely only
those instances which have one of the confusibles from the right set in the focus
position. The relevant classifier is called when a confusible from the set is found
in the test data. Using only a limited number of small, specific classifiers has
two advantages. They will be quicker to apply than a monolithic classifier, and
they will only return a result from the confusible set they have been trained on.
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The latter advantage will hopefully make it easier to choose the right alternative
from the set, and as a consequence introduce fewer new errors into the text.
The monolithic systems suffer from the problem that the classifier always
returns a large number of words which are not relevant for the confusible
set being checked. To alleviate this problem, we introduce a subtype called a
selective monolithic system (sml). This variant filters the distributions returned
on the confusibles from the relevant set, and discards the other words in the
distribution.
Spelling and grammatical correction systems can benefit from training data
in which errors have been artificially introduced [Brockett et al., 2006, Ehsan
and Faili, 2013, Yuan and Felice, 2013]. The monolithic and ensemble error
systems mler and ener are based on this idea. Instead of training the classifier
on the context around the focus word, with the focus word masked, the focus
word is included in the training material. Then, a random subset of confusibles
in the training data is substituted by another confusible from the same set. This
results in training data which contains examples of artificial errors in context,
as well as examples of the (assumedly) correct form in context. We hypothesise
that having both types of examples in the training set will have the following
two effects on the error detection capabilities of the system. First, the errors in
context will be models for future errors in similar contexts. Second, the correct
forms in context will lead the classifier to be confident about the correction of
an error in a similar context. This confidence stems from the ratio between
examples found with and without an error. If the number of examples of correct
usage is much larger than the number of error examples, the system is likely
dealing with a real error. The number of errors in the training data will need to
be determined as it is unclear a priori where the optimum ratio between artificial
errors in the training data and errors in the testing data lies. The error systems
will be explained in more depth in section 3.8.

3.4.1

System parameters

There are two positions in the system (Figure 3.1) where we can influence
the performance. The first possibility for adjustment is by modifying the
classifier; how to train it, on which data, and which context size and algorithm
to use. The second way is to change the tuning parameters which govern the
decision if the distribution returned by the classifier contains a correction. The
parameters determine whether the distribution will be kept or discarded. When
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the distribution is kept, the parameters decide if one of the answers could be a
correction of the word under examination. The parameters control what we
call abstention; the system abstains from using the suggested correction if it falls
outside the limits of the parameters. We showed in Chapter 2 that the classifiers
return a distribution of a certain size and with a certain entropy. Knowing this,
we distinguish the following two measures.
entropy

The entropy of the classification, i.e. the distribution of predicted
words. A measure of how certain the classifier is of the result.
An entropy threshold value can be used as a cut off point when
deciding to use a classification or not.

confidence Confidence is defined as the ratio between the count of the first
answer in the distribution, and the sum of the counts of the
complete (including the first) distribution.
The entropy and confidence measures are calculated on the count values
in the distribution. They both try to quantify the certainty of the classification.
Experimental results show the first measure, entropy, ranges from zero to about
12 when running an all-word classifier (see Chapter 2). Simply put, a lower
entropy means more certainty. The confidence values lie in the interval from
zero to one (but not including zero, in formal notation the interval would be
written as ]0,1]). A high confidence value either means that there are only a few
answers, or that the frequency of the top-answer is high compared to the other
answers in the distribution. The maximum value of 1 means there is only one
answer in the distribution. Previous experiments suggest that this parameter is
ideally set to a high value, somewhere in the range 0.95 – 1.00. This, however,
may cause problems in the case of low frequency answers, which can occur in
the case of instances which match most, or all, feature values. A perfect match
on a context of two words to the left and two words to the right will not happen
very often, but tends to result in low frequency counts in the distribution. For
example, a distribution where the top answer has a frequency of four, and there
are two other answers with a frequency of one will only result in a confidence
of 0.67 ( 4/6 ). This will probably fall under any practical threshold set by the user,
but it is still potentially a good classification. A confidence threshold value of
exactly one will only allow distributions with one item.
The entropy and confidence parameters lose some of their usefulness when
used in the ensemble systems. The classifiers in an ensemble system are trained
on subsets of the data containing only words from a certain confusible set.
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Having zoomed in on the data like this causes more feature value matches, and
distributions which never contain more than the number of elements in the
confusible set. That means the entropy of the classification is much lower than
in the case of the single all-word classifier. Experimental results suggests that
when dealing with ensemble classifiers, the entropy lies mostly below two. This
effect also affects the confidence parameter, where small distributions with low
frequency elements cause the confidence to change a lot when the frequency of
one of the elements changes by as little as one.
A similar effect is observed when dealing with the error systems. Error
systems contain an example of an error in context. The relevant instances in the
instance base will always match this feature value; this means the entropy of the
classifications will be much lower than that of its non-error counterpart, and the
entropy values are too small to be used as a discriminating threshold.
A number of different experiments were run in the early stages of this thesis
comparing the results with different parameter settings to each other. Only the
confidence parameter turned out to be useful. As we will see later, we need
to filter the distribution on elements from the relevant confusible set. This
invalidates entropy which is calculated on the unfiltered distribution returned
by the classifier. Add to this the limited range of the entropy values when
using the ensemble or error classifier, and the decision was made to discard
this parameter. We limited ourselves therefore to the confidence parameter;
it is easily recalculated on filtered distributions, and it gives a fair indication
of the relevance of the element with the highest frequency (the classification)
compared to the other elements in the distribution. When reporting on the
results of the text-correction systems, scores with different confidence thresholds
will be shown, and the following values have been chosen because they represent
the interesting boundaries of the decision making process: 0.0, 0.5, and 0.9
(sometimes 0.95 or 0.99 as well). A confidence threshold of 0.0 always assumes
the answer given by the classifier is the correct word to fit the context. This
means that every prediction that is different from the word in the text will lead
to a correction. After all, the classifier will always suggest something when
it is called, and it is this parameter which decides whether this suggestion is
considered a correction or not. Ignoring the confidence, which is what a value
of 0.0 implies, therefore provides an upper bound on the number of corrections
the system will suggest. No matter how we change the confidence threshold,
the system will never generate more corrections. In this case, recall will be
maximal. A confidence value of 0.5 is more conservative – the system only takes
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classifications where the given answer has a majority in the distribution. For
a confidence values of 0.9 and larger, the system is more sure of itself and the
expectation is that it will correct less errors, but at the same time generate less
false positives. For the confidence to reach 0.9 the frequency of the first element
must be at least nine times larger than the sum of the frequencies of all the other
elements in the distribution. This translates into low recall and high precision
numbers. Setting the confidence threshold higher than 0.9 tends to cause the
discarding of too many potential corrections, leading to a drop in performance.

3.4.2

Data

The English language data used for the experiments in this chapter was taken
from the umbc corpus [Han et al., 2013b]. This corpus consists of three billion
words taken from the Stanford WebBase [WebBase, 2007] projects web crawl
from February 2007. It contains texts from one hundred million web pages
which have been post-processed to remove undesired sections, foreign language
texts, repetitions and other noise. The resulting English language text has been
rearranged into paragraph form. There are two versions of the corpus; one
tokenised with pos-tags, and one plain text version. We have taken the plain
text version, and applied the ucto tokeniser [Gompel et al., 2012] to tokenise
the text ourselves. This way, the tokenisation can be kept consistent with other
corpora which have also been tokenised by ucto. To get everything the way we
wanted, we had to apply two post-processing steps.
The first step was to turn the separation by the tokeniser of, for example,
‘you’re’ into the three separate tokens ‘you ’ re’, back into one token. This
admittedly arbitrary step was performed to keep the variations in context sizes
within a small, manageable range, and to keep the patterns of words fed into the
system more like they would appear in unprocessed text. Without the tokenising
step, the above mentioned ‘you ’ re’ would need three context positions and not
even fit in a two word left or right context.
The second post-processing step was capitalisation. It appears that this point
is often left unmentioned in literature, but we feel it should not be ignored. In
this thesis a practical approach has been taken, necessitated by the fact that we
train the systems on plain English texts. For each confusible set, a duplicate set
is created containing capitalised versions of the words, so we have one set for
at the start of a sentence, and one for the other positions. The set I – me is the
odd one out, and has not been duplicated. In this particular task, the capitalised
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versions will not occur too frequently, but we do not want the system to suggest
a (non-)capitalised version of the same confusible as a potential correction.
We test the system on a collection of twenty sets of confusibles. Similar sets
of confusibles have earlier been the subject of research and have been discussed
in, amongst others, [Golding and Roth, 1996] and [Mangu and Brill, 1997].
However, due to the way in which we process text, we have to make one change
in the set. The confusible set maybe – may be (which is an example of a run-on
or split error, where a space is incorrectly omitted or inserted)) has been left
out. As discussed in Chapter 2, text in our memory-based system is processed
word by word, and instances of a fixed length are created to train the system.
The two token sequence may be can therefore never be a feature or class value.
This could have been solved by placing a single, new token instead of may be in
all the texts, but we felt the amount of work this would entail would not justify
the benefits, and we chose not to do this. The full collection of confusible sets
therefore becomes the following.
accept except

affect effect

among between

amount number

begin being

cite sight site

country county

fewer less

I me

its it’s

lead led

passed past

peace piece

principal principle

quiet quite

raise rise

than then

their there they’re

weather whether

your you’re

The tests were run on artificially created test data. The confusible errors
were inserted into one hundred thousand lines of the test data with the help
of a Python script. For each line of text, the script checked if it contained a
confusible from one of the confusible sets. If it did, it was randomly replaced by
another confusible from the same set. Only one confusible per line was changed,
and this confusible was randomly chosen if the line contained more than one
confusible. Different sets with different error percentages were created, ranging
from around 0.6% up to around 10%. Both development and regular data sets
were created. Training data for the error variants was created in a similar way,
but it contained more errors, all the way up to 30%. A realistic, real world test
set would contain around 0.5% errors.
The next section continues with the description of our first experiment,
which is a baseline experiment, in order to establish a comparison point for our
systems.
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3.5 Baseline experiment
The scores on the test sets must not only be compared to those of other systems,
but also to a simple baseline system providing a minimum score we should be able
to improve on. For the confusible task, we will calculate two different baseline
scores. The first one is a score calculated by using a plain all-word predictor on
the task (the ml system). The second score is obtained by simulating another
statistical language model. This allows us to relate the scores obtained by the
memory-based systems with those which could be obtained by a system based
on statistical language models.
If we refer back to Chapter 2 we see that for the word predictor, we reach a
maximum accuracy score of around 20% to 25% depending on the algorithm
and context size. Consequently, we cannot expect a plain word predictor to do
very well on the confusible task. After all, only one in four or five classifications
will be right, and this means that apart from correcting the occasional confusible,
we will be introducing a large number of errors in the text as well. Aside from
that, in the case of an monolithic, all-word predictor, the distribution would
mostly contain other, high frequency words instead of the confusible.
Table 3.1 shows the performance of such a naïve system. Two baseline
systems were tried, one using the igtree classifier, and the other using tribl2.
The confidence threshold was varied between 0 and 0.99, but only the best result
for each classifier is shown in the table. As expected, the performance is very
low. Using a plain word predictor is clearly not a good idea in this case.
Table 3.1: Monolithic system, highest F1 -scores on confusible disambiguation.
Classifiers trained on one million lines of data, tested on one hundred thousand
lines, containing 227, 0.61%, confusible errors, l2r2 context. For each algorithm,
the score with the highest F1 -score is shown.

Algorithm

Conf.

igtree
tribl2

0.95
0.50

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

13
40

3,674
11,009

227
227

0.35
0.36

5.73
17.62

0.67
0.71

We also need to establish a link with the performance which could be
obtained with a statistical language model, and this is why we provide a second
baseline score as well. Due to the differences between memory-based language
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models and statistical language models, and the difficulty of implementing such
a word prediction system in a statistical language model, we have constructed a
simulated baseline system. A statistical language model does not readily provide
a distribution of answers with different frequencies, but could conceivably be
used to disambiguate confusibles in the following way. When encountering a
confusible, the probability for the confusible can be estimated from the trigram
probability at that point. The system knows the confusible sets, and can look
up or calculate the probability for the other members in the relevant confusible
set at that point. The confusible which provides the highest probability at that
point can be taken to be the correct one.
This was simulated as follows. A classifier was trained using trigrams, or
an l2r0 context, and using igtree. This is the classifier which has a back off
strategy comparable to that of a statistical language model. When a confusible
was encountered, a prediction was made, and the distribution returned was
filtered on the confusibles in the relevant set. The highest frequency confusible
was considered to be a possible correction at that point. To provide a better
comparison with the results in the rest of this chapter, we examine the effect of
the confidence threshold parameter on the performance.
Running this experiment on the same one hundred thousand line test set
containing 227 errors yielded the scores listed in Table 3.2. The highest F1 -score,
34.24, reached is with a confidence of 0.95. This is a reasonable F1 -score, with
a precision of almost 25 and a recall over 55. The score with a confidence
threshold of 0.50 is equivalent to a system that takes the confusible with the
highest frequency (or probability). With higher confidence levels, the frequency
of the chosen confusible has to be a number of times larger than the others,
if present. The confidence value can only go below 0.5 in case there are three
or more elements in the distribution (with two elements, the minimum value
is 0.5). The small difference in the scores between a confidence level of 0 and
0.5 is due to a few of the three member confusible sets where the sum of the
frequencies of the two last elements is only slightly lower than the frequency of
the first element.
In the next section, we turn to the first of the memory-based correction
systems, the selective monolithic system.
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Table 3.2: Simulated baseline score computed from the output from an igtree
classifier trained on one million lines of data and varying confidence levels. The
test data consisted of one hundred thousand lines of text containing 227 confusible
errors, and the context used was l2r0 (trigrams).

Confidence
0.00
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.99

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

168
168
141
126
116

2,564
2,558
628
509
472

227
227
227
227
227

6.55
6.57
22.45
24.75
24.58

74.01
74.01
62.11
55.51
51.10

12.04
12.06
32.98
34.24
33.19

3.6 Selective monolithic system
The monolithic baseline system described in the previous section performed, as
expected, badly. To improve it, we perform a similar filtering as in the simulated
baseline system. We filter the distributions returned by the classifier on all the
confusibles from the relevant confusible set (typically two, sometimes three).
This filtered distribution is then considered to be the new distribution. The
confidence is calculated on the new distribution. If the confidence value passes
the test, the confusible with the highest frequency from the new distribution is
taken as the correction. We call this a selective monolithic system (sml).
Table 3.3 shows the results when training the two classifiers on a two word
left and right (l2r2) context. The sml scores are only marginally higher than
the simulated baseline system, which obtained an F1 -score of 34.24. With the
confidence threshold at 0.5, the biggest gain compared to the baseline systems is
the lower number of proposed edits, leading to higher F1 -scores. This shows the
strength of the two word right context which keeps the number of proposals
down. With the higher confidence levels, we get a slightly better F1 -score, mainly
due to the higher precision values. The absolute number of corrected errors is
slightly lower at the higher confidence levels, leading to lower recall figures. The
table shows similar trends for the igtree and tribl2 based systems. The highest
F1 -score of the tribl2 based system is slightly lower than that of the igtree
based system, again due to lower recall numbers. The precision is the highest for
the tribl2 based system, just over 30%.
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Table 3.3: Selective monolithic system, selected scores on confusible disambiguation.
Classifier trained on one million lines of data, tested on one hundred thousand lines,
containing 227 confusible errors. Confidence parameter varied between 0.00 and
0.99. Scores are shown for systems based on the igtree and tribl2 classifiers with
an l2r2 context.

Algorithm

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

igtree

0.50
0.90
0.95
0.99

135
124
121
114

940
456
427
402

227
227
227
227

14.36
27.19
28.34
28.36

59.47
54.63
53.30
50.22

23.14
36.31
37.00
36.25

tribl2

0.50
0.90
0.95
0.99

110
107
107
104

571
359
353
345

227
227
227
227

19.26
29.81
30.31
30.14

48.46
47.14
47.14
45.81

27.57
36.52
36.90
36.36

Compared to the simulated baseline system, this system is only slightly
better. Both systems obtain recall figures of over 50, showing that more that half
the errors have been corrected. Table 3.4 shows that the performance on the
most frequent confusibles is good. Of the eight errors in the confusible your,
seven were successfully corrected.
Table 3.4: Statistics on the top five confusibles for an sml system. The count column
shows the total number of each confusible in the text. Igtree classifier, l2r2
context, and the confidence threshold was at 0.95.

Confusible

count

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

your
I
than
its
their

1,902
2,553
2,989
5,109
6,529

7
7
15
15
26

7
12
52
31
32

8
9
21
30
43

100.00
58.33
28.85
48.39
81.25

87.50
77.78
71.43
50.00
60.47

93.33
66.67
41.10
49.18
69.33
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3.7 Ensemble system
The ensemble system is a system made up of a separate classifier for each confusible set. When a confusible is encountered in the test data, the corresponding
classifier is selected and queried and, if necessary, the result is corrected.
Ensemble systems offer two a priori advantages over the monolithic systems.
First, the classifiers are smaller. This makes them quicker to train and they
run faster. Second, and more important, they will never return more than
the number of confusibles in the set they were trained on as an answer. This
makes processing the distribution easier, as it does not need to be filtered on
the confusible set as is the case for the selective ml classifier. Even in the worst
case, the size of the distribution will never be larger than three, the number of
confusibles in the largest set. The data sets to train and test the systems on were
extracted from the same data that was used for the ml and sml systems. The
results are shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Ensemble system, selected scores on confusible disambiguation. Training
material for the classifiers was extracted from one million lines of data, and tested on
one hundred thousand lines of data containing 227 confusible errors. Scores shown
are from two systems, one based on the igtree and one on the tribl2 classifier.
Context used was l2r2.

Algorithm

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

igtree

0.00
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.99

210
210
109
87
45

2,613
2,612
481
369
265

227
227
227
227
227

8.04
8.04
22.66
23.58
16.98

92.51
92.51
48.02
38.33
19.82

14.79
14.79
30.79
29.19
18.29

tribl2

0.00
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.99

209
209
201
196
188

2,193
2,192
1,140
1,080
1,036

227
227
227
227
227

9.53
9.53
17.63
18.15
18.15

92.07
92.07
88.55
86.34
82.82

17.27
17.28
29.41
29.99
29.77

The two highest F1 -scores are around 30 for each of the ensemble systems,
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but there is a difference in the absolute numbers. The igtree based system
corrects 109 confusibles (confidence threshold at 0.90), but the tribl2 based
system corrects 196 (at confidence threshold 0.95). This leads to a higher recall,
but unfortunately, it proposes more than twice the amount of corrections leading
to a lower precision. Both systems reach the highest scores when the confidence
threshold is above 0.90, but the igtree based system breaks down at the 0.99
level. The reason for this is the back off strategy employed by the igtree
algorithm. The classifier stops at the first feature value mismatch. This results
in distributions which contain more elements with higher frequencies, leading
to a lower confidence. A confidence threshold of 0.99 means that the frequency
of the first element needs to be about a hundred times larger than that of the
second element for it to be considered a correction. The elements in the igtree
distributions tend to be more evenly distributed than that, and the confidence
threshold is never crossed.
Figure 3.2 illustrates this by showing the distributions returned by igtree
and tribl2. In this example, the confusible there is corrected to their; in
both distributions it is the classification with the highest frequency. The first
line in the diagram shows the relevant instance processed by the systems. The
distribution returned by the igtree classifier contains three elements, and has
a confidence of 0.77. The tribl2 classifier only returns one element, resulting
in a confidence of 1. This particular igtree correction would be ignored at the
confidence levels 0.90 and higher, but the tribl2 correction would not. Note that
the reverse is also true; the tribl2 classifier can be very confident, but wrong.
Table 3.6 shows the five most frequent confusibles in the test set. The
numbers are much lower than the corresponding values for the sml system,
except for the than and their confusibles, which score much better. In general,
the precision values are lower, while the recall values are higher. The table shows
the results from an ensemble system (en) based on a tribl2 classifier.
The ensemble classifiers are trained on individual confusible sets. Table 3.7
lists some of the sizes of the training material used to train them. The individual
data sets have all been extracted from one million lines of training data. The
training material for a classifier consists of all the instances which have a member
from the relevant confusible set in the focus position. That is, if an instance
predicts a member of a set, this instance is added to the training material for
the classifier for that set. To give an idea of the numbers involved, we counted
how often each instance occurred in the individual sets extracted from the data.
The instance with the highest frequency is in which is a there in the their –
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Instance

items

from

Left context

?

holiday

Focus
position

wish

their

64688

there

18910

they're

790

their

2

IGTree

Right context

Tribl2

Figure 3.2: Different distributions returned by igtree and tribl2 on the instance
items from holiday wish. The text contained the error there in the focus position (not part of the instance, and not shown in the diagram), guiding the correction
system to use the there – their – they’re classifier.
Table 3.6: Statistics on individual confusibles in the output from a tribl2 based
ensemble system trained on one million lines of training data with an l2r2 context.
Confidence threshold was set at 0.95 in this example.

Confusible

count

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

your
I
than
its
their

1,902
2,553
2,989
5,109
6,529

7
9
19
27
42

14
25
40
75
73

8
9
21
30
43

50.00
36.00
47.50
36.00
57.53

87.50
100.00
90.48
90.00
97.67

63.64
52.94
62.30
51.43
72.41

there – they’re training set. This instance occurs 83 times. This instance represents
a left and right context of two words, where the confusible there is predicted in
the middle. Even though the original data set contains one million lines of text,
some of the classifiers in the ensemble system are only trained on a little more
than one thousand instances.
Using more training data generally raises the precision and recall scores,
and the ensemble system behaves as expected. Extracting the training data for
the classifiers from a corpus containing between one million up to five million
lines of text results in the following scores (Figure 3.3). This time the results
have been presented in the form of a learning curve graph to show the relation
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Table 3.7: Number of instances in the different training sets for an ensemble system
extracted from one million lines of training data.
1,325
3,662
8,840
16,075
36,362

peace/piece
accept/except
affect/effect
begin/being
it/it’s

1,704
6,115
10,603
25,778
36,771

quite/quiet
country/county
sight/site/cite
number/amount
your/you’re

1,904
6,742
10,865
27,940
51,310

principle/principal
passed/past
weather/whether
among/between
then/than

2,220
7,834
12,112
31,536
84,388

raise/rise
lead/led
less/fewer
I/me
their/there
/they’re

between precision and recall more clearly. The curves shows that the tribl2
based system obtains an almost constant recall, but more training data raises
the precision. The igtree based system shows improvement on both recall and
precision when the amount of training data is increased. For this learning curve,
the confidence values which gave the highest F1 -scores in Table 3.5 were used;
0.90 for the classifier based on igtree and 0.95 for the classifier based on tribl2.
50
IGTree
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45
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Fscore
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Figure 3.3: F1 -score, recall and precision for different amounts of training data using
two ensemble systems, one based on igtree and one based on tribl2. Between
one million and five million lines of training data have been used, using an l2r2
context. Systems were tested on one hundred thousand lines of data. The confidence
threshold was at 0.90 for the igtree classifier and at 0.95 for the tribl2 classifier.
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Zooming in on the top five confusibles on the data trained on five million
lines (tribl2 classifier, confidence at 0.95), shown in Table 3.8, shows that almost
all errors have been corrected, and that the number of proposals have decreased.
For the confusible its for example, the proposed count has gone down from 75
to 52.
Table 3.8: Statistics on individual confusibles, tribl2 based ensemble system trained
on five million lines of base material. Confidence threshold was set at 0.95.

Confusible
your
I
than
its
their

count

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

1,902
2,553
2,989
5,109
6,529

8
9
19
29
43

11
17
41
51
62

8
9
21
30
43

72.73
52.94
46.34
56.86
69.35

100.00
100.00
90.48
96.67
100.00

84.21
69.23
61.29
71.60
81.90

The overall performance of the ensemble systems is lower than was expected.
When training on the same amount of training data, the F1 -scores obtained are
not as high as those obtained by the selective monolithic systems. Certainly,
there is an increase in recall, even with the higher confidence levels which we
have not seen in the baseline and sml systems, but at the cost of a much lower
precision, and consequently lower F1 -scores. This was possibly due to the small
size of the training data due to the classifiers being trained on a subset of the data
extracted from the full training set. Increasing the base material to five million
lines of data saw an expected increase in performance (shown in Figure 3.3).
Of course, the monolithic systems will also score better on five million lines
of training data, but these classifiers have the disadvantage of being larger and
slower, and need additional filtering of the distributions.
Looking at the F1 -score, the igtree based system scores slightly better than
the tribl2 based system. The highest F -score obtained by the igtree based
system is 44.0, compared to 38.8 for the tribl2 based system. Similar behaviour
was observed in the selective monolithic classifier. In both systems, when raising
the confidence threshold, the number of proposed corrections decreased more for
the igtree classifier than for the tribl2 classifier. This behaviour is unexpected,
as we predicted the better feature matching capabilities of the tribl2 classifier
to be the decisive factor for a better performance. It appears that the larger
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distributions returned by igtree are an advantage. In combination with the
confidence threshold, it allows more corrections to be accepted by the system.
As was explained earlier, the low frequency counts in the tribl2 distributions
make it more difficult to apply the confidence parameter successfully.

3.8 Error-infusion systems
It has been observed that context-sensitive spelling correction and grammatical
correction can benefit from training on data in which errors have been artificially introduced [Brockett et al., 2006, Ehsan and Faili, 2013, Yuan and Felice,
2013]. These approaches employ statistical machine translation, which requires
large amounts of parallel training data of clean and error-infused data. In this
section we apply this idea to our classifier-based approach; we train the classifiers
explicitly on data containing errors and their correction. Figure 3.4 shows what
the training and testing data looks like in the error systems.

left

Normal variant

focus

is

right

target

choice

their
Training data

Error variant

is

there

choice

their

Figure 3.4: Format of the training data for the normal versus the error variant.
The diagram shows that the focus position, which is normally empty, contains an
explicit (artificially generated) error in the data for the error variant. The target
feature contains the correct word in the instance in both variants.

Instead of just training the classifier on the (empty) context around the
focus word (the line labelled ‘normal variant’ in Figure 3.4), the focus word is
included in the training material. In part of the training material, errors are
inserted in the text, in much the same way as is done in the testing material.
Some confusibles are substituted by another confusible from the same set, while
others are retained as they occur in the focus position. This results in training
data which contains (artificial) examples of errors in context, but also examples
of the correct form in context simply being copied in the target category. The
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item labelled error variant in Figure 3.4 show an example of the confusible pair
there – their, where their is used instead of there. The idea behind this is that the
focus word feature will guide the classifier towards the right answer. When a
similar error in a similar context is encountered in the text, a match on the error
feature value and other context feature values should hopefully lead directly
to the right answer. The fact that we use artificially generated errors probably
means that we lose information which is present in text containing real-world
errors. It is likely that in reality the distribution of the errors is neither random
nor balanced, and that the level of confusion between the individual confusibles
is skewed. That is, peace might be written as piece in 30% of the error cases, and
piece as peace in the remaining 70%. Due to lack of relevant statistics, the errors
were distributed evenly in the artificial error data. In this data peace would be
written as piece as often as the reverse.
We introduce a new notation to specify the error context. The string t1
will be specified between the normal l (left) and r (right) values. A context of
two words to the left, two to the right and one error feature will be specified as
l2t1r2, and contains five feature values. This is one more than the four feature
values contained in the l2r2 context used previously.
Figure 3.5 shows several instances from the training data where an error
between a two word context to the left and right is shown together with its
correct form. The error in this example is the word their used instead of there.
The first line of the example shows an instance teaching the system that if the
text ‘issued when their is substantial’ is encountered, with the focus word their and
the target word there, their should be corrected into there. On a perfect match
of all the five feature values, this works similar to a look-up function. However,
the strength of the tribl2 algorithm means that on a partial match, for example
on only three of the five features (‘to [mismatch] their is [mismatch]’), the system
will still suggest there. In this example, the feature value directly to the left of
the error feature, and the last feature value, do not match. The tribl2 algorithm
would stll match on the second feature value to the left (to), where as igtree
would not. This is shown in the last line of the diagram.
The next two sections show the results of the monolithic and ensemble
classifiers combined with the error data. The parameters and learning algorithms
used will be similar to those described before. The only difference is that the
error data has been added to the training material of the classifiers.
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Figure 3.5: Example of error data with an l2t1r2 context showing the incorrectly
used confusible their should have been there. The two tokens ‘_’ signify empty
context after and before a sentence respectively.

3.9 Monolithic error system
To get an idea of how many errors are needed in our training data, a series of
experiments was run with different percentages of errors in the training data. The
training data consisted of one million lines of data taken from the umbc corpus
in which artificial errors were inserted. The errors were inserted separately per
confusible set, that is, one member from a certain set was replaced by another.
The test set in this experiment consisted of one hundred thousand lines of umbc
data in which errors had been introduced with the same algorithm. Both igtree
and tribl2 based classifiers were trained, with a context of l2t1r2, that is, two
words to the left, two words to the right and one error feature. The only two
parameters varied in this experiment were the amount of errors in the training
and testing data, everything else was kept constant.
Figure 3.6 shows the behaviour of the selective monolithic tribl2 based
system on this experiment. The recall versus precision has been plotted, with
the dotted lines representing F1 -scores values. For the test data containing 0.61%
errors, the highest F1 -score is reached when the training data contains 1.1%
errors. The test data containing 1.1% errors needs training data with 2.5% errors
to obtain the highest F1 -score. When the training data contains more errors,
2.0% and 3.0%, the highest F1 -scores are reached with 5.0% errors in the training
data. Even though it increases the recall figures, too many errors in the training
data lower the precision and the F1 -score. Roughly speaking, about double the
number of errors in the training data compared to the test data are needed to
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Figure 3.6: F1 -scores for different amounts of errors in training and testing data.
System used was an selective mler tribl2 based system with an l2t1r2 context,
trained on one million lines of text, and tested on one hundred thousand lines of
text. Confidence threshold was set at zero. The amount of errors in the training
data ranged from 0.6% to 7.4%. The amount of errors in the test data ranged from
0.6% to 3.0%. The lower line with the numerical labels shows the scores for the test
data containing 0.6% errors and the errors in the training data ranging from 0.6% to
7.4%. The same labels apply to the other curves in the same left-to-right manner.

reach the highest F1 -scores.
This relation between the number of errors in the training and testing data
is surprising. If the classifiers have been trained on a representative sample of
the data, the amount of errors in the test data should not matter. We think the
observed relation can be explained by overgeneralisation of the training data. If
the test set contains approximately the same relative number of errors than the
training set, the system performs well. When the relative number of errors differ
by more than a factor two, the scores obtained are lower.
If we compare some of these scores, shown in Table 3.9, to the scores
obtained by the non-error sml system shown in Table 3.5, we observe quite a
large increase in performance using a tribl2 based system. The F1 -score jumps
from 36% to over 54%. The igtree score stays the same, around 36%, but in this
case, the precision has gone up to almost 55 (was 28), while the recall has fallen
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Table 3.9: Selective mler system, scores on one hundred thousand lines of test data
containing 227 confusible errors. Classifiers were trained on one million lines of
text with 1.1% artificial errors. Context used was l2t1r2, confidence threshold was
at 0.00.

Algorithm
igtree
tribl2

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

0.00
0.00

61
108

112
168

227
227

54.46
64.29

26.87
47.58

35.99
54.68

to 27 (from 53). The recall figures for the tribl2 classifier are almost the same as
the score obtained by the selective ml system (shown in Table 3.3), around 47.
Precision however, has gone up from 30 to 64. The increase in precision leads
to the increase in the F1 -score. Summarising, we see a reversal in precision and
recall figures. The precision is much higher, while the recall is somewhat lower.
Furthermore, in the error systems, the tribl2 classifier scores better than the
igtree classifier. In this case, the error feature helps the tribl2 classifier, which
as before proposes more edits than its igtree counterpart, to choose the correct
confusible. The tribl2 based system does very well on the test data, correcting
almost half the errors, 108, with 168 proposals. This translates into an F1 -score
of almost 55, the highest score obtained so far with a million lines of training
data.
Table 3.10: Statistics on the five most frequent confusibles. The column labelled
‘count’ shows the total number of each confusible in the text. Selective mler tribl2
based system, l2t1r2 context. Training data consisted of one million lines of data
containing 1.1% errors, tested on one hundred thousand lines of text containing 227
errors.

Confusible

count

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

your
I
than
its
their

1,902
2,553
2,989
5,109
6,529

5
5
10
16
31

6
6
13
16
32

8
9
21
30
43

83.33
83.33
76.92
100.00
96.88

62.50
55.56
47.62
53.33
72.09

71.43
66.67
58.82
69.57
82.67
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Table 3.10 shows the tribl2 scores on the five most frequent confusibles. The
columns labelled ‘Correct’ and ‘Proposed’ shown in this table are particularly
interesting; they show that the mler system corrects about the same number of
confusibles as it proposes. The figures on its show the classifier has corrected 16
out of 30 errors, without introducing new errors. A precision of 100%. The
corresponding score for the selective ml system (shown in Table 3.4) trained
on the same amount of data is 15 corrected, but 31 corrections proposed, more
than twice as many as were needed. The precision is therefore only about 50.
We could say that the error system is more cautious; it corrects the real errors
without introducing new ones, but at the expense of missing some of the errors.
We have only shown the top five confusibles in the previous tables. It will
be interesting to see the performance on the other members in the relevant
confusible sets. This is shown in Table 3.11.
Table 3.11: Statistics on individual confusibles. The values have been computed
on all occurrences of the confusible in the test text. The count column shows the
total number of each confusible in the text. Selective mler tribl2 classifier, l2t1r2
context. Training data consisted of one million lines of data containing 1.1% errors.

Confusible

count

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

they’re
you’re
it’s
me
then
there

60
65
231
369
937
1,749

0
0
0
0
4
5

0
0
9
2
11
6

0
0
1
3
8
8

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
36.36
83.33

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
62.50

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
42.11
71.43

The first thing to notice is the imbalance between the occurrences of the
members of the different sets. In this particular test set, you’re occurred only
65 times, compared to 1,902 times for your. On top of that, there were no
errors involving you’re in this data. Looking at then, we see it has eight errors in
total, four of which have been corrected. The false positive count (the difference
between the number of proposed and corrected confusibles), however, is seven,
so the classifier has not really improved the text with respect to this confusible.
The there confusible does better, its false positive count is only one.
When trained with more data, the F1 -score goes up. Figure 3.7 shows the
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graph for a context of l2t1r2. The training data contained 1.1% errors. The plot
shows a rising F1 -score between one million and five million lines of training
data. The tribl2 curve is different from the igtree curve, which shows an almost
linear increase in F1 -score when trained on more data. The tribl2 classifier
starts with an F1 -score at one million lines for which the igtree classifier needs
five million lines of data, albeit at a slightly lower precision. In the beginning of
the curve, the tribl2 F1 -score rises only marginally (with decreasing precision)
before taking off after three million lines of training data, and ending up over 60.
This is again due to the tribl2 classifier needing more data to be able to make
use of the full context matching. Recall and precision are both over 50, so this
system could be applied blindly to a text to correct it; more errors would be
fixed by the system than would be introduced.
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Figure 3.7: F1 -score, recall and precision for different amounts of training data
using an mler system. Performance is tested on one hundred thousand lines of
text containing 227 errors. Between one million and five million lines of training
data have been used. System used were igtree and tribl2 based with an l2t1r2
context. The confidence threshold was set at zero and the training data contained
1.1% errors.
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Figure 3.8: Plot of precision versus recall for different confidence thresholds using
the four systems described in this chapter, sml, en, mler and ener. The confidence
thresholds in the plot are 0.50, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99, of which the 0.50 and 0.99
points have been labelled in the plot. The systems were trained on one million lines
of training data, using an l2r2 context. The training data for the error systems
contained 1.1% errors. Test set was one hundred thousand lines of data containing
227 confusible errors.

3.10 Ensemble error system
The last system type we discuss is the combined ensemble error system, which
is a combination of the ensemble and the error systems. The training data is
generated in the same manner as for the regular ensemble system, but has, similar
to the monolithic error system, error information included. A system trained
on data containing 1.1% errors, and tested on the same data containing 227
errors as in the previous experiments, obtains the scores displayed in Table 3.12.
These scores are considerably higher than on the regular ensemble system, which
scored 30.79 and 29.99 for the igtree and tribl2 classifiers respectively. In
fact, these scores are comparable to and even somewhat higher than that of
the selective mler system, which had an F1 -score of 54.68 using a tribl2 based
classifier. Table 3.13 shows the scores on the five most frequent confusibles.
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Figure 3.9: Plot of precision versus recall for different confidence levels using the
four systems described in this chapter, sml, en, mler and ener. The confidence
thresholds in the plot are 0.50, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99, of which the 0.50 and 0.99
points have been labelled in the plot. The systems were trained on one million lines
of training data, using an l2r2 context. The training data for the error systems
contained 1.1% errors. Test set was one hundred thousand lines of data containing
227 confusible errors.

On the top five, both the recall and precision scores are higher than 50 in all
cases. The ener system has found the right balance between suggestions and
corrections; the number of proposed corrections is in the neighbourhood of the
number of errors in all cases as well. This is what we were looking for, and can
be called impressive for a system that is only trained on plain data.
The ensemble system described previously did well on correction; the number of corrections was around 200 for the tribl2 based system, but at a cost
of around 1,100 proposed. The selective mler system corrected fewer errors,
108, but only proposed 168 corrections. The ideal situation would be for the
ener system to get the high correction rate from the en system, and the low
proposal rate from the selective mler system. Alas, although the tribl2 based
ener system proposes around the same number as the mler system, it only
corrects marginally more confusible errors and its performance is close to the
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Table 3.12: Ensemble error system, selected scores on confusible disambiguation.
Igtree and tribl2 based classifiers extracted from one million lines of text, tested
on one hundred thousand lines of text containing 227 confusible errors. The scores
for confidence threshold at 0.00 are shown.

Algorithm
igtree
tribl2

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

0.00
0.00

77
115

111
171

227
227

69.37
67.25

33.92
50.66

45.56
57.79

Table 3.13: Statistics on confusibles, ener system, tribl2 classifier trained on one
million lines of data containing 1.1% errors, tested on a one hundred thousand line
test set containing 227 errors. The count column shows the total number of each
confusible in the text.

Confidence

count

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

your

1,902

5

6

8

83.33

62.50

71.43

I

2,553

6

7

9

85.71

66.67

75.00

than

2,989

13

16

21

81.25

61.90

70.27

its

5,109

17

17

30

100.00

56.67

72.34

their

6,529

31

32

43

96.88

72.09

82.67

level of the mler system. Still, with the F1 -scores the systems obtained, and with
the best precision and recall figures above 50, we can conclude that the task has
been successfully performed by the memory-based text-correction systems.
Increasing the amount of training data shows the expected increase in performance (Figure 3.10). Trained on classifiers extracted from five million lines of
data, the tribl2 based ensemble error system reaches an F1 -score of just over 65.

3.11 Discussion of the results
Table 3.14 summarises the performances of the four different systems, selective
ml (sml), en, selective mler (smler) and ener. For each system, we include
the best F1 -scores for both the igtree and tribl2 classifiers. Both of the error
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Figure 3.10: F1 -score, recall and precision for different amounts of training data
using an ener classifier. Data is tested on one hundred thousand lines of data.
Between one million and five million lines of training data have been used. Classifiers
used were igtree and tribl2 with an l2t1r2 context. The confidence threshold
was set at zero and the training data contained 1.1% errors.

systems perform best, with F1 -scores over 50 and precision over 60. The ener
system managed to produce a recall over 50 as well, albeit just. All of the results
are obtained with classifiers trained on one million lines of base material, which
we considered to be the right amount of material to allow training and testing in
a short time whilst at the same time giving an acceptable performance. Increasing
the amount of training material yielded increasing performance, with F1 -scores
up to 65 and precision and recall over 60 at a training set size of five million
lines.
Igtree and tribl2 perform differently. The summary results in Table 3.14
and Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the differences in precision and recall of the
two system types. The graphs also clearly show the superiority of the systems
based on tribl2 when precision and recall are also taken into consideration.
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3.11.1

Comparison to other systems

It is difficult to compare these results to other systems due to the differences
in training and test sets, confusible sets, algorithms and evaluation method,
et cetera. Many system descriptions in the explored literature report their
performance in accuracy numbers only, and leave out precision, recall, and
F1 -score. We collected a number of these accuracy figures from literature on
confusible disambiguation, and show them in Table 3.15. In Table 3.16 we
show the accuracy figures from the four systems described in this chapter. For
each system, the accuracy for the result giving the best F1 -score result has been
reported.
Comparing the accuracy figures in Tables 3.15 and 3.16, we see that the
accuracy scores of the non error systems sml and en are higher on all sets but
then–than. When we compare the accuracy figures relating to the error systems
smler and ener, shown in Table 3.16, to the figures in Table 3.17, we see that the
memory-based systems obtain the highest accuracy numbers on every confusible
set.
It should be stressed again that even though the memory-based systems show
higher accuracy figures, it is hard to draw any firm conclusions on the relative
performance of the different systems. For that we would need similar statistics
on the number of proposed corrections and corrected errors for all the systems,
information which was not available to us.

3.12 Conclusion
We have compared several confusible disambiguation systems based around a
simple memory-based classifier. We have shown that introducing artificial errors
in the training data leads to an substantial increase in performance. Four different
system types were tried: a selective monolithic, all-word predictor (sml), and an
error variant of the sml system (smler), an ensemble system (en), and finally,
the ensemble error system (ener).
The performance of the selective monolithic, all-word predictor, confusible
disambiguation system went from good to better in the system trained on error
infused data. The F1 -scores went from 37 to almost 55 for the system based on
the tribl2 classifier. The ensemble variant obtained an F1 -score of around 30 on
the same task. The ensemble error system reached the highest F1 -scores, up to
almost 58. All these figures are on systems trained on one million lines of plain
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Table 3.14: Summary of the best scores of the four systems trained on one million
lines of training data (containing 1.1% errors for the error systems) and tested on
one hundred thousand lines of test data containing 0.61% (227) errors.

Algorithm
sml
igtree
tribl2
en
igtree
tribl2
smler
igtree
tribl2
ener
igtree
tribl2

Context

% Errs

Conf.

pre

rec

F1 -score

l2r2
l2r2

0.61
0.61

0.95
0.95

28.34
30.31

53.50
47.14

37.00
36.90

l2r2
l2r2

0.61
0.61

0.90
0.95

22.66
18.15

48.02
86.34

30.79
29.99

l2t1r2
l2t1r2

0.61
0.61

0.00
0.00

54.56
64.29

26.87
47.58

35.99
54.68

l2t1r2
l2t1r2

0.61
0.61

0.00
0.00

69.37
67.25

33.92
50.66

45.56
57.79

Table 3.15: Accuracy scores on selected confusible sets taken from [Stehouwer and
Van Zaanen, 2009] (labelled Ste), [Bergsma et al., 2009] (labelled Ber), [Carlson
et al., 2008] (Carl), [Banko and Brill, 2001b] (Ban), [Brill, 2000] (Brill), and [Mangu
and Brill, 1997] (RuleS).

Confusible
then–than
its–it’s
your–you’re
their–there–they’re
among–between
overall

Ste
ib1

Ste
igtree

98.01
98.67
96.36
97.12

97.07
96.75
96.00
93.02

Ber
S-LM

92.8
95.7

Carl

Ban
unsup

Ban
sup

97.3
96.3
98.6
97.2
87.4
96.8

97.15

98.78

83.35

90.21

Brill

RuleS

89.9

92.79

text data. Larger amounts of training data, up to five million lines of text, show
an increase in the F1 -scores to about 65 for the ensemble error system.
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Table 3.16: Accuracy scores on selected confusible sets from the four systems
described in this chapter. For each system, the accuracy of the system that gave
the highest F1 -score has been reproduced. The systems have been trained on one
million lines of base material, and tested on one hundred thousand lines of data
containing 0.61% errors. For the error systems, the amount of errors in the training
data was 1.1%.

Confusible set
then–than
its–it’s
your–you’re
their–there–they’re
among–between
overall

sml
igtree

en
igtree

smler
tribl2

ener
tribl2

98.62
99.14
99.95
99.56
95.69
98.89

95.77
95.37
98.93
98.85
77.58
93.47

99.36
99.57
99.80
99.80
99.06
99.52

99.41
99.57
99.80
99.80
99.10
99.55

Table 3.17: Performance on 5% corruption, table taken from [Golding and Roth,
1996]

Confusible set
then–than
its–it’s
your–you’re
their–there–they’re
among–between

Bayes
unpruned

Winnow
unpruned

Bayes
Sup/un

Winnow
Sup/un

93.4
95.9
90.0
94.6
78.5

97.7
99.2
99.5
98.4
84.4

96.2
95.7
87.8
90.8
80.5

97.6
98.8
93.2
98.8
90.6

The error and ensemble systems behave differently on the disambiguation
task. The mler and ener systems correct about half the errors in the text, and
introduce few new errors. Their cautious approach is due to the fact that the
decision tree is split on the focus feature (i.e. the confusible) which guides the
system towards nodes with distributions which contain less false alarms. The
right amount (to reach the highest F1 -scores) of errors in the training data was
shown to be related to the amounts of errors in the test data. Unfortunately, the
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amount of errors in the test data is not known in advance, but about double
that amount of errors in the training data seemed to give the best performance.
Our test data contained 0.6% errors, and the best performance was reached by
systems trained on data containing 1.1% errors.
The fact that the ener system obtains slightly higher precision and recall
figures than the mler system is most likely due to the fact the each of the
individual decision trees can have its own set of feature weights and feature order
specifically tailored for the confusible in question.
The plain ensemble system on the other hand, is a rather eager system. It
corrects almost all errors, but introduces a number of extra errors in the text as
well. Precision scores attained by the system are the lowest of the four system
types tested. The selective monolithic system did better than the ensemble
system, but it too was overly eager, and also generated too many corrections
compared to what was needed.
In the end, the ener system trained on five million lines of data reached
precision, recall and F1 -scores which were all over 50. This means that this
system could be applied blindly to a text without intervention from the user,
and the text would contain fewer confusible errors. This is an encouraging result,
and it shows that memory-based confusible disambiguation works.
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4

Substitution Errors in Determiners
and Prepositions

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we show how the ideas introduced in the previous chapter can be
extended from a confusible set of several pairs and triplets to two larger classes of
words. The two classes treated in this chapter are determiners and prepositions.
Determiners are words that precede nouns and noun phrases, and determine
the sort of reference they have in relation to their context. Common English
determiners are the, a or this. Prepositions are words which tell when, where or
how something occurred as well as specify position in place and time. Common
prepositions are in, with or by. The full list of determiners and prepositions
treated in this chapter will be detailed later.
Confusible errors with determiners and prepositions constitute interesting
classes of problems, especially for students whose mother tongue is not English.
Prepositions are especially notorious in this respect, and their unpredictable
behaviour poses problems for most foreign speakers [De Felice and Pulman,
2008, Bitchener et al., 2005]. These difficulties are caused by a number of factors, of which we mention three. First, most prepositions have several different
functions. The preposition at, for example, can be use in the following ways,
denoting time, place, or situation.
They stopped at a small station.
The wind is cooler at night.
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Driving a at 30 kmph.
He looked at him.
Second, there is no logical way to choose the right proposition, for example:
after the adjective available, a number of different prepositions are possible:
Tickets are available from the box office.
Not enough information was available to us.
No figures are available for the number of items produced.
There are hardly any jobs available in the area.
Third, different prepositions change the meaning of an otherwise similar
sentence:
He looked at him.
He looked for him.
He looked after him.
He looked through him.
Determiners and articles are considered to be slightly easier to use depending
on the mother tongue of the speaker [Lee and Seneff, 2008], but for foreign
speakers, it can be difficult to know when to use for example many, every, or
few, and some native speakers of for example Russian are known to leave out
determiners all together when speaking English.
The determiner, article and preposition classes are closed, that is, they
contain a fixed number of members. They also occur frequently, meaning they
often make up a large part of all the errors made, which in its turn means that a
good correction system should be able fix a substantial number of errors in a
text.
One of the goals of this thesis is to determine the limits of memory-based
text correction. The determiner and preposition task is more complex than the
confusible task of the previous chapter in two ways. The first is that it makes use
of larger classes, containing dozens of elements instead of only two or three. The
second is that there are three error types instead of only one. In the previous
task, a confusible could only be replaced by another one. In the case of the
determiners and prepositions, words can also be omitted (called an omission
error) or unnecessarily inserted (called a insertion error).
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To be able to correctly determine the limits of memory-based text correction,
we have chosen to introduce the new classes in this chapter, but only apply them
to substitution errors. The other two error types, omission and insertion, will
be added in Chapter 5. The determiner class is a combination of determiners
and articles, but will be referred to as the determiner class.
This chapter grew out of the work done for the hoo-2012 shared task [Dale
et al., 2012]. A description of that system and a summary of the results will be
given in the next chapter.

4.2 Related work
There is a considerable amount of related research on the subject of correcting
determiner and preposition errors. Even though the full correction task will not
be discussed until the next chapter, we already present an overview discussing
the most notable work and results now, and we take a special interest in the error
statistics contained in the research. The reason for this is we use training and
testing data which have been infused with artificially created errors, as introduced
in the previous chapter. The statistics on the errors are necessary to determine
how many errors of each kind, and in which proportions, are typically present
in English language texts.
We start by reviewing the oldest work, which was carried out already in the
eighties and nineties of the previous century. Dalgish [Dalgish, 1985] presents a
study of about 3,000 sentences written by non-native English speakers, mostly
Chinese, Spanish, Russian and Korean esl1 students. The study analyses the
kinds of errors made in the texts, focusing on prepositions, subject-verb agreement, part-of-speech confusibles, articles, verb tenses, et cetera. For prepositions,
error counts are presented in Table 4.1.
These counts, and statistics on other errors, are used to create software to
train esl students to write correctly. The software presents sentences with errors
to students for them to correct and measures their performance. The errors
presented are typical for those made by people with the student’s mother tongue.
An evaluation of the system is not given.
In [Atwell, 1987], a system named claws (Constituent Likelihood Automatic
Word-tagging System) is described which is built around a first order Markov
model language model. This system is modified to detect grammatical errors by
1
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Table 4.1: Counts of errors in prepositions, by students first language. Counts are
errors found in 3,000 sentences. Table from [Dalgish, 1985].

Language

Preposition
Errors (absolute) Errors (%)

Chinese
Greek
Korean
Russian
Spanish

201
47
64
41
69

19 %
18 %
23 %
13 %
17 %

Omissions

Confusions

30 %
17 %
37 %
27 %
29 %

70 %
83 %
63 %
73 %
71 %

detecting word order probabilities which lie outside of those previously observed
by the system. This is done by augmenting claws’s table of pos-tag bigram
frequencies by adding an error-likelihood number. This number is calculated
from how frequently pos-tag bigrams occur in texts containing errors compared
to how frequently they occur in error free texts. However, the author abandons
this approach with the remark that it is too much work to collect the data needed
to create such a corpus. The second attempt simply uses the same pos-tag bigram
frequencies built on an error free text, marking a possible error if the frequency
of a pair in a test text is very low. As a side-step, a system is constructed around
error tags; these are lists of alternative, but erroneous, pos-tags in a certain
context. As they put it “(a better) system includes knowledge not just about tags
of words, but also about what alternative word-classes would be plausible if the
input was an error.” Unfortunately, no performance figures are given. Finally,
relevant to the work presented in this chapter, an error-corpus is described which
will be used to check errors in written text. The system is presented as work in
progress, and no performance figures are given.
In [Bitchener et al., 2005] we do find a table showing numbers and percentages of different error type in texts written by esol2 students. We reproduce
a shortened version of it containing only error types relevant to this chapter
in Table 4.2. The kinds of errors (omission, substitution or insertion) were
not specified explicitly, but in the appendix examples are giving which include
omission errors for prepositions and determiners.
2
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Table 4.2: Counts of different errors in texts written by esol (mainly Chinese)
students. Extract only, taken from [Bitchener et al., 2005].

Feature

Errors (absolute)

Errors (%)

171
67
50
2

29.23 %
11.45 %
8.54 %
0.34 %

Prepositions
Definite article
Indefinite article
Determiners

We note that the figures for prepositions are quite a bit lower than those
mentioned in Table 4.1. The nationality of the students in the study was mainly
Chinese, but included also Sri Lankans, Romanians, Russians and a few other
nationalities.
In [Jiménez Catalán, 1996], there are some statistics of the different kinds
of errors made by Spanish students of English. Some of the relevant figures
are shown in Table 4.3. This is one of the times we find a breakdown into
the different kind of errors that can be made, namely substitution, omission or
insertion errors. This breakdown is not given for the article errors, or rather,
the only type mentioned for article errors is substitution errors. It is not clear if
that constitutes 100% of the errors.
Table 4.3: Counts of different errors in texts written by Spanish esol students. The
relative error percentages show the division between substitution, omission and
insertion within the preposition class.

Error

Errors
(absolute)

Errors
(relative %)

Errors
(% of total)

Substitution of prepositions
Omission of prepositions
Insertion of prepositions

407
127
111

63.1 %
19.7 %
17.2 %

11.88 %
3.71 %
3.24 %

Substitution of article

109

n.a

3.18 %

In a study of grammatical errors made by Swedish students in written
English [Kölmyr, 2001], we find the division between substitutions, insertions
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and omissions of prepositions listed in Table 4.4. There is a clear preference for
substitution errors in both classes, so much that in fact the substitution error is
the only error type when it comes to the definite article category.
Table 4.4: Counts of different errors in texts written by Swedish esol students. The
relative error percentages show the division between substitution, omission and
insertion within the preposition class.

Error

Errors (absolute)

Errors (relative %)

Substitution of prepositions
Omission of prepositions
Insertion of prepositions

487
76
51

79 %
12 %
8%

Substitution of definite article

132

100%

For Arabic students of English, the division between the different kinds of
errors is different again [Abushihab et al., 2011]. In a study conducted on essays
written by 62 students a division amongst prepositions was found that is listed
in Table 4.5. It is also noted that most errors are made in this category, namely
26% of all grammatical errors made.
Table 4.5: Counts of different errors in texts written by Arabic esol students. The
relative error percentages show the division between substitution, omission and
insertion error within the preposition class.

Error

Errors (absolute)

Errors (relative %)

25
50
15

27.8 %
55.5 %
16.7 %

Substitution of prepositions
Omission of prepositions
Insertion of prepositions

[De Felice and Pulman, 2008] describe an approach using classifiers to
correct determiner and preposition errors. They analyse the three most frequent
determiner cases (a, the and ∅3 ) and the nine most frequent prepositions (at, by,
for, from, in, of, on, to and with). Their system relies on “full syntactic analysis
3
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of data”, where data in this case refers to the bnc corpus. Their system scores
70.06% accuracy on predicting prepositions when tested on a held-out part of
the bnc training corpus. Note that this is data which is presumed to be error free.
For the determiners, this score is 92.15%. They note a strong correlation between
the size of the training data and the performance on determiners. This definite
correlation was absent in the case of the prepositions (although it was present for
some of the prepositions, like of and to). Their system was also evaluated on the
Cambridge Learner Corpus (clc). Here it scored 68% accuracy on recognising
incorrect prepositions, but they point out that a correct preposition was only
suggested in 51.5% of these cases. The performance for the determiners on
the clc data is comparable to that on the bnc, 92.2%, and they observe there
are markedly fewer false alarms compared to the prepositions. However, on
detecting incorrect determiners, the recall is below ten percent. Finally, it is
mentioned that the most frequent error type for determiners is omission of a
determiner where one is required, but that their model does not do well on that
task.
[Gamon, 2010] describes an error correction system combining a language
model and an error specific classifier. This meta-classifier is trained on data
containing error annotations and optimises the output from the language model
and the classifier. The error correction is restricted to articles and prepositions,
but only the top twelve most frequent prepositions (at, on, for, since, with, to, by,
about, from, of and as) and three determiners; the, a and an. Gamon also uses
what he calls a presence-classifier (what we will call a positive – negative classifier
in the next chapter) to determine the presence of a word of a certain category.
Similar to our system, a choice-classifier is used to choose the right confusible
when the presence classifier gives a positive signal. The choice-classifier is our
word predictor. As we will show later in this and the next chapters, using a
presence and a choice classifier gives rise to six possible operations (three for each
of the two classes); insertion (a word not present in the text), deletion (present
in the text, but unwanted) and substitution (present in the text, but wrong). The
classifiers in this particular system are only trained on the three highest-scoring
operations of these six. The language model and error specific classifiers are
trained on data that is considered to be error free. The meta-classifier is trained
on suggestions from these classifiers on texts from the clc, containing errors and
corrections. Results are presented for a manual evaluation of the output. The
evaluation has been done manually to be able to sort them into seven categories.
These range from a correct suggestion via several forms of alternative suggestions,
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to several grades of bad suggestions, with ‘the introduction of a new error’ at
the bottom. On prepositions, the system achieves a precision of 32.87% if only
correct suggestions are counted. For articles, this figure is 33.34%.
[Yi et al., 2008] describe a system that queries the web to get frequency
counts to identify and suggest corrections for writing errors made by esol
students. Their system obtains a 41% recall figure on determiner usage errors,
and of the suggested corrections, 62% are correct.
In [Foster and Andersen, 2009], automatically generated error data is used
in detecting grammatical errors. Their system is trained to determine whether
a sentence is grammatical or not, and to detect specific errors, like determiner
and preposition errors. Their view on using error data in training is that, in
general, including negative evidence leads to more accurate classifiers. As they
put it, positive examples are necessary to detect correct usage, negative examples
are needed to detect errors. They also note the lack of error data that is freely
available and suggest generating artificial error data. This data, they argue, has
to have a similar statistical nature to real error data, an argument which is also
voiced by [Wagner et al., 2009]. Artificially generating errors has the added
advantage that the types of errors generated will occur in multiple contexts, even
contexts that have hitherto been unobserved (although care should be taken to
generate naturally occurring errors). They present a computer program called
‘generrate’ which implements these ideas.
In [Han et al., 2010] a preposition correction system is described that is
trained and tested on English essays written by Korean students of the Chungdahm Institute. The system is optimised for precision as opposed to recall, and
on a preposition substitution error detection task scores a precision of 93.3% and
a recall of 14.8%. For insertion errors, the error detection scores are a precision
of 100% and a recall of 4.9%. The precision on the detection of omission errors
is 83.3%. The error correction scores for substitution errors are 81.7% precision
and 13.2% recall. For insertion correction the precision and recall numbers are
81.7% and 13.2% respectively. No figures are given for correction of omissions.
The hoo-2012 shared task focused on the detection and correction of determiner and preposition errors [Dale et al., 2012]. It provided the opportunity
to train and test a correction system on real-world data, and compare the results with other systems on the same task. It provided training material with
annotated errors, some of the statistics are shown in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Error counts in hoo-2012 shared task. Relative error percentages are
within their respective grammatical category. The training data contained 374,680
words in total, the test data 18,013. Data from [Dale et al., 2012]. The label A in the
table refers to the original test set ‘A’ provided for the task. At the end of the shared
task, a revised test set was constructed with input from the contestants. Statistics
from that test set are not reproduced here.

Type

Train (abs)

Train (rel %)

A (abs)

A (rel %)

822

18.1%

43

18.2%

Omission (missing)

1,105

24.3%

57

24.2%

Substitution (replacement)

2,618

57.6%

136

57.6%

Insertion (redundant)

1,048

26.9%

53

24.4%

Omission (missing)

2,230

57.4%

125

57.6%

609

15.7%

39

18.0%

Prepositions
Insertion (redundant)

Determiners

Substitution (replacement)

Examining the literature, we find that different numbers of errors are reported. For example, in the case of Swedish students (Table 4.4), substitution
errors are the most frequent category when it concerns prepositions, but for
Arabic students (Table 4.5), the omission category is the most frequent. The
summary from the hoo-2012 shared task (Table 4.6) also shows substitution
errors are the most frequent category when it concerns prepositions, but in the
case of determiners the most frequent category is the omission error.

4.3 The determiner and preposition correction task
The text-correction systems described in this and the next chapter detect and
correct errors from two grammatical word classes; determiners and prepositions.
Instead of one type of error, substitution errors, this task deals with the following
three types of errors. First, omission errors; a determiner or preposition can be
omitted, that is, we are dealing with a missing word. Second, insertion errors; a
determiner or preposition can be inserted when not needed. The third and last
type is when the wrong determiner or preposition is used, which is what we call
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a substitution error. For each error type, there is a corresponding edit action to
correct the mistake. For example, to correct a missing word the corresponding
edit action is to insert the right one. Table 4.7 lists one example of each error
type and its corresponding edit action. We will refer to these errors by their
two-letter abbreviations (md for missing determiner, et cetera) in this and the
next chapter. A missing word will be represented by the symbol ∅.
Table 4.7: Three different error types with examples in the determiner and preposition classes. For each error type, the corresponding edit action to correct the error
is also listed.

1

Missing determiner (omission error); insert missing determiner:
I gave him (∅ → a) book.

2

Unnecessary determiner (insertion error); delete unnecessary determiner:
I gave him two (the→ ∅) books.

3

Incorrectly used determiner (substitution error); replace the incorrect
determiner:
I gave him (a→the) books.

1

Missing preposition (omission error); insert missing preposition:
I sit (∅ →on) the chair.

2

Unnecessary preposition (insertion error); delete unnecessary preposition:
Take your shoes off (of→ ∅) the bed.

3

Incorrectly used preposition (substitution error); replace the incorrect
preposition:
I sit (at→on) the chair.

4.3.1

Data

The data on which the error correcting systems are trained is taken from the
umbc [Han et al., 2013b] corpus. The data on which we test the correction
system will be taken from two sources. First we create data infused with artificial
errors. That way we have control over the amount and type of errors in the
text. The disadvantage is that the errors are randomly generated and have no
cognitive source. This makes for a good test of the error correcting capabilities
of the system, but it is not a very realistic test. Second, we will use the data from
the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task [Ng et al., 2013a]. This particular task was set up
to correct five types of grammatical errors, two of which are the preposition and
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determiner errors which we will tackle in this chapter. The CoNLL-2013 texts
have been written by non-native (primarily Chinese) students of English and
contain real errors. The disadvantage of this data set is that it contains more than
just the determiner and preposition errors, which can negatively influence the
classifiers. The classifiers are trained on ‘perfect’ data, and classification relies on
the matching of feature values (words) around the potential error. The context
around the error is assumed to be free of errors. If the training and test sets differ
too much with respect to the kinds of errors they contain, the algorithms may
not find a lot of matches, leading to lower scores.
To get an idea about the errors, we examined the CoNLL-2013 training data,
specifically how the errors were distributed and which errors were present. We
concentrated on the determiner and the preposition errors. The training corpus
contained a total of 57,151 lines of text, with 44,385 annotated errors. The total
number of determiner errors was 6,520 (14.7% of all errors), and the number
of preposition errors was 2,403 (5.4% of all errors), totalling 8,923 in the two
categories together. The 8,923 errors in the two classes constitute just over 20%
of the annotated errors in the text. Of the 6,520 determiner errors, 517 are
substitution errors (7.9%), and of the preposition errors, 1,528 are substitution
errors (63.6%). Relative to the full text, the determiner errors cover 0.6% of all
words, the preposition errors cover 0.2%.
The errors can be subdivided into three different types; insertion errors,
omission errors and substitution errors. The substitution errors can be further
divided into single word and multi-word substitutions; multi-word substitutions
replace one word in the text with a longer sequence. Table 4.8 shows the
distribution of the substitution errors in the data. The single word substitutions
errors are labelled sub and the multi-word substitutions are labelled sbl. The
memory-based text correction system does not handle the sbl category but they
are mentioned to give a complete picture.
Table 4.8: Distribution and counts of different determiner and preposition errors
in the CoNLL-2013 training data. The table shows the number of single word
substitutions (labelled sub) and multi-word substitutions (labelled sbl) errors in the
text.

Class

Total

sub

Determiners
Prepositions

6,520
2,403

517
1,528

sbl
7.93 %
63.59 %

71
2

1.09 %
0.08 %
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The test data, also taken from the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task corpus, contained 1,381 lines of text containing the a distribution of errors listed in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Distribution and counts of substitution errors in the determiner and
preposition classes in the CoNLL-2013 test data.

Class
Determiners
Prepositions

Total

sub

676
303

69
160

sbl
10.21 %
52.81 %

11
7

1.63 %
2.31 %

Observe that in both data sets the amount of substitution errors is much
higher in the preposition class than it is in the determiner class. All the errors in
the data sets were annotated by human annotators.
We performed a number of experiments in which the data was infused with
artificial errors. These data sets were created from material extracted from the
umbc corpus, both for training and testing purposes. The error infused data was
constructed in a similar way as the data for the confusible correction systems
described in the previous chapter; random occurrences of words from each class
were replaced with alternatives from the same class. A 1,500 line artificial test
data set was constructed from the umbc data with 77 determiner errors and 210
preposition substitution errors. The number 1,500 was chosen because it is small
enough to run many experiments in a short time, and in the neighbourhood
of the number of lines in the CoNLL-2013 data test set which we will be using
later on. As these are different data sets with different contents and errors, no
effort was made to create an artificial data set with the exact same number of
lines or errors. However, the relative number of determiner and preposition
errors generated was similar to those of the CoNLL-2013 test data.

4.3.2

Evaluation of the correction system

To evaluate the system we used the maxmatch-scorer (m2–scorer) [nus nlp group,
2016] included with the data and scripts provided for the CoNLL-2013 Shared
Task. The m2–scorer algorithm computes the necessary edits between sentences
from a gold standard and the output of a (text correction) system. It looks for
the edits which achieve the highest overlap between the output and the given
standard [Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012].
For some of the experiments, we generated our own errors and accompany-
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ing annotations for the m2– scorer. An example showing the annotation syntax is
shown in Listing 4.1. It shows an edit annotation which in words says: replace
the preposition apart with the preposition up. The scorer requires that each line is
prefixed with the letter S, and that the accompanying annotations are prefixed
with the letter A. One sentence can have multiple annotations.
Listing 4.1: Example m2–scorer file
S It was just too important to give apart on .
A 7 8||| Prep ||| up ||| REQUIRED ||| - NONE -|||0

The plain text output of the correction system is fed into the m2– scorer
together with the relevant scorer file containing the edit annotations. From this,
the recall, precision and F -scores are calculated. The scorer also produces output
for each line of data processed, showing the gold edits and the edits made (or
missed) by the correction system. Listing 4.2 shows an excerpt from the output
where a correct edit sequence (deletion of the redundant determiner the on word
position three) by the system is identified by the scorer. To save space, the lines
have been truncated and the running totals of the different statistics have been
left out in this example. The output includes the original sentences (source),
the corrected version (labelled hypothesis), followed by the edits made by the
corrector (edit seq), the gold edits, and the edits which were correct.
Listing 4.2: Example m2–scorer output
SOURCE
HYPOTHESIS
EDIT SEQ
GOLD EDITS
CORRECT EDITS

:
:
:
:
:

ACE offers the tutoring and workshops on ...
ACE offers tutoring and workshops on topics ...
[(2 , 3 , u ’ the ’ , ’ ’)]
[(2 , 3 , u ’ the ’ , [u ’ ’])]
[(2 , 3 , u ’ the ’ , ’ ’)]

At the end of the run, the scorer outputs the precision, recall and F1 score based on the number of correct, proposed and gold edits, as explained in
Equation 3.7 on page 45.
Listing 4.3: Precision, recall and F1 -score output
CORRECT EDITS : 416
PROPOSED EDITS : 1514
GOLD EDITS
: 2731

Precision
Recall
F1

: 0.2748
: 0.1523
: 0.1960
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Finally, to get a better understanding of the performance of the correction
system, the above output can be processed together with the annotation file to
provide statistics per category.

4.3.3

Introduction to the experiments

The experiments described in this section provide an estimate the performance
of our confusion correction system on two classes, determiners and prepositions.
We constrain ourselves in these experiments on the detection and correction of
substitution errors, i.e. confusible errors, within these two classes; insertion
and deletion errors are investigated in the next chapter. The elements of both
sets have been taken from the annotations supplied together with the data. The
annotations were examined for the right tags (in this case Prep and Det) and
the relevant words were put in their respective sets. The resulting determiner
and article class contained 23 elements, and the preposition class contained
64. The two sets are listed in Appendix A. We duplicated both classes in a
lowercase and capitalised (the initial letter) version. This is to prevent the system
from suggesting lowercase words in the beginning of sentences (for example, the
instead of The). This means we are working with two sets of words for each
class.
In the previous chapter we used two variants of two different systems, a
(selective) monolithic system (ml and sml) and an ensemble system (en), and
their corresponding error variants (smler and ener). Due to their performance,
the two non-error systems will not be explored further in this chapter. Of the
two error systems smler and ener, the tribl2 based ener system performed
best in the previous chapter and it is this system we use for the experiments
in this chapter. An ener correction system consists of a number of classifiers
only dealing with the relevant words from each class. Table 4.10 shows the
amount of instances for each class when they are extracted from five million
lines of material, containing around 132 million words. Note that the instance
bases have different amounts of instances; the number of instances containing
determiners in the focus position is not the same as the number of instances
containing prepositions, but the statistics reflect what is present in the training
data. Also note the distinction between the lower case and capitalised variants as
explained earlier.
The first experiment we run is a learning curve experiment, designed to
determine the optimum number of errors in the training data for the error
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Table 4.10: Number of instances in the determiner and preposition class classifiers
extracted from five million lines of training material. The data shows the counts for
the instance bases containing lowercase and capitalised instances for the two classes.

Class

lower case
instances

capitalised
instances

Determiners
Prepositions

13,651,017
17,013,957

1,453,771
753,174

classifiers.

4.4 Learning curve experiment
An initial learning curve experiment was run to determine the amount of errors
in the training data giving the highest F1 -score. The error classifiers were
tested on a development test set containing 136 artificial errors. Because we
found varying numbers of errors in the literature, and we are interested in the
performance on both determiners and prepositions, the errors were divided
about evenly across the two classes, 64 determiner and 72 preposition errors.
The tribl2 classifiers were trained on five million lines of training data, using
the ener method described in the previous chapter. The error percentage of the
errors in the training data was varied between 0.5% and 15.0% in a number of
arbitrarily chosen, discrete steps (0.5%, 2.5%, 5.0%, 7.5%, 10.0%, 12.5% and
15.0%). The confidence threshold was varied between 0.0 and 0.9, in three steps
(0.0, 0.5 and 0.9). The plot for the confidence threshold at 0.0 is shown in
Figure 4.1; this confidence setting obtained the highest F1 -scores. The graph
shows a similar trend as the graphs in the previous chapter, although a bit
flatter. Again, the precision decreases as the amount of errors in the training data
increases, whilst at the same time the recall increases, until a certain point. After
the 10.0% errors point the performance degrades, shown by the falling F1 -score.
This again illustrates the importance of knowing both precision and recall
to be able to judge a system on its usefulness. In any case, the F1 -score goes
up to almost 40. This is not as good as the F1 -scores obtained by a similar
ener system correcting confusibles described in the previous chapter, but still a
reasonable performance; the task is more difficult. The tribl2 based classifier in
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the confusible correction system reached an F1 -score of 57.
100
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40

2.5
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40

7.5
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20
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Figure 4.1: F1 -scores for different amounts of errors in training data. The system
was trained on five million lines of text, and tested on fifteen hundred lines of
text. Classifier used was an ener tribl2 based system with an l2t1r2 context.
Confidence threshold was set at 0. The amount of preposition and determiner
errors in the test data was 1.5%.

After the learning curve experiment, the system was tested on the artificial
data set containing 287 errors, described in the previous section. We reach F1 scores of just over 41 with 10% errors in the training data, as shown in Table 4.11.
Keep in mind that, just as with the confusibles, detecting and correcting the
errors in the determiner and preposition classes is a needle-in-a-haystack problem.
In 1,500 lines of text containing 37,687 words, we have to find 287 errors. Relative
to the number of the determiners and prepositions in the text, this is 3.16%, not
very high.
To give the system a task which was a little more challenging, a new artificial
test set was created with 1.6% errors (106 preposition and 38 determiner errors),
and it was run with the same error classifiers trained on data containing 5%
and 10% errors. The results on the training data containing 5% errors, which
obtained the best results, are shown in Table 4.12. As expected, the precision,
recall and F1 -score are a bit lower, with the F1 -score decreasing to just under 33.
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Table 4.11: Precision, recall and F1 -scores on 1,500 lines of artificial test data
containing 287 errors, with an ener tribl2 based classifier, trained on five million
lines of training data containing 10% errors. Results shown are for the confidence
threshold at 0.0, which obtained the highest F1 -score.

Algorithm
tribl2

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

0.00

123

308

287

39.94

42.86

41.34

The F1 -score on the 10% error data was 30.8, confirming our suspicion raised in
the previous chapter that the ratio between the number of errors in the training
set and the number of errors in the test set should not be too large.
Table 4.12: Precision, recall and F1 -scores on test data containing around 1.6%
errors, tribl2 ener classifier trained on five million lines of data containing 5%
errors, with the confidence threshold set at 0.00.

Algorithm
tribl2

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

0.00

51

169

144

30.18

35.42

32.59

Artificial data is what its name suggests — artificial. In the next paragraphs,
we test the system on texts written by students of English containing real errors.
This data was provided by the organisers of the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task.

4.5 Experiments on the CoNLL-2013 shared task data
The first system applied to the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task [Ng et al., 2013a]
data is an ener system trained on five million lines of data. The training data
contained 10% errors, which gave the highest F1 -score on the artificial data.
Table 4.13 shows the scores obtained by an igtree and tribl2 based classifier.
These results are markedly lower in relation to the scores on the artificial
data. The tribl2 based system scored higher than its igtree counterpart, and
a new experiment was run with a tribl2 based classifier, trained on double the
amount of training data. Table 4.14 shows the scores. The best F1 -score of this
system is 5.99 obtained with a confidence threshold of 0.50. The F1 -scores on
the systems trained on ten million lines of data are only marginally better than
those trained on five million. This suggests that the classifier generates too few
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Table 4.13: Scores on CoNLL-2013 test data, ener system trained on five million
lines of data containing 10% errors. Scores shown for igtree and tribl2 based
classifiers with confidence threshold at 0.0, 0.5 and 0.9. The test set contained 251
errors.

Algorithm

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

igtree

0.00
0.50
0.90

7
4
4

146
76
31

251
251
251

4.79
5.26
9.30

2.79
1.59
1.59

3.53
2.45
2.72

tribl2

0.00
0.50
0.90

11
7
7

165
109
77

251
251
251

6.67
6.42
9.09

4.38
2.79
2.79

5.29
3.89
4.27

Table 4.14: Scores on CoNLL-2013 data containing 251 errors, ener system trained
on ten million lines of data containing 10% errors. Scores shown for a tribl2 based
system with varying confidence threshold levels.

Algorithm
tribl2

Conf.

Correct

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

0.00
0.50
0.90

14
13
5

265
183
128

251
251
251

5.28
7.10
3.91

5.58
5.18
1.99

5.43
5.99
2.64

corrections, and again only a few of the most frequently occurring errors have
been corrected. If we examine the thirteen corrections we see that the system
corrected just a few percent for each category.
Determiners

83 errors,

5 corrected

(6.02%)

Prepositions

168 errors,

8 corrected

(4.76%)

Before we discuss the reasons why these results are considerably lower than
with the experiments on artificial data, we will try to improve them by changing
the class definitions a bit to focus on the high frequency errors. This is described
in the following section.
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4.6 Experiment on subsets of determiners and prepositions
Until now we have been correcting the classes as they are, without any partitioning or ordering of the elements. In the literature we examined (especially
work in connection with the hoo-2012 shared task, for example [Dahlmeier
et al., 2012, Rozovskaya et al., 2012]), we found several suggestions on how to
improve determiner and preposition correction. One of these is to concentrate
on the most frequent class members which have errors. This is tried in the next
experiment.
The training data was examined to determine the extent of the substitution
errors in our classes. Table 4.15 shows the five most frequent errors for each
class. The table shows a determiner or preposition with the number of times it
had to be corrected by replacing it by another member from the class. We took
the lists to be bidirectional; that is, we made the assumption that if in should
have been (replaced by) on, the reverse was also possible. This is a simplification,
but given the limited amount of data these lists were extracted from, we did not
want to model the errors and corrections too precisely, and instead aimed for a
general corrector. However, four observations have to be made. First, note that
for some of the determiner errors there are fewer than five entries in the top–5.
Second, there is overlap between the sets (in appears in all five preposition sets).
Third, the sets are not clean, for example, to does not belong in the determiner
set. The annotation is correct, the word to should have been the in this case, but
the error and correction are from different sets. This makes it impossible for
the system to correct this particular error because to is considered a member of
the preposition class, and the will not be part of the answers suggested by the
classifier. Fourth, and last, the third row in the determiner class contains four
elements, but they are of low frequency. They were included anyway because
they are the variants with the capital letter, that is, the first words in the sentence.
It seemed logical to include them even when the frequencies were low, otherwise
the capitalised versions would be ignored completely. This resulted in ten sets
with between four and six confusibles. Sentences starting with prepositions
are not very common, which is why there are no capitalised versions in the
preposition sets.
Table 4.16 shows the results of several tribl2 based ener systems trained on
these subsets instead of the full classes. The systems are trained on one, five and
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Table 4.15: The five most frequent substitution errors in the CoNLL-2013 data
for the preposition and determiner classes. The table shows the error, and the
corrections with the highest frequency. The first line in the preposition table shows
that where we had of in the text, we should have had for in 98 cases, in in 64 cases,
et cetera. Note that the data contains errors which have been labelled incorrectly,
notably to in the determiner and article class.

Preposition

top–5

of
in
on
to
with

for
on
in
for
to

Determiner

top–5

the
a
The
an
to

a
the
These
the
the

98
67
64
63
23

147
76
1
13
3

in
of
of
on
in

64
58
34
40
9

on
to
to
in
at

24
30
32
29
7

to
at
for
of
by

an
an
This
a
of

44
21
1
7
1

their
A
Their
this
at

10
1
1
1
1

these
this
An
An

23
28
31
27
7

8
1
1
1

from
for
with
into
about

this
one

10
25
16
22
5

5
1

ten million lines of data. In all cases, the training data contained 10% errors. The
test set was the same as before, the CoNLL-2013 data containing 1,381 errors.
The table shows an improvement in F1 -scores compared to the systems
trained on the full sets. The F1 -scores also improved by increasing the amount
of training data. Using five million lines as base training material raised the
F1 -score from 5.99 to 9.31, and ten million lines yields 11.74, which is almost
double the F1 -score compared to the system trained on the full sets. The best
scores are reached with a confidence of 0.00 except in the case of the ten million
lines of training data, where the experiment with the confidence threshold at
0.50 scores the highest F1 -score.
Another observation we make is that the recall figures for the system trained
on ten million lines of data are lower than those of the two systems trained
on one and five million lines of data. The precision is considerably higher, but
the recall appears to have gone down. This is due to the fact that the instance
bases in this case are large enough to provide good matches and return smaller
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Table 4.16: Precision, recall and F1 -scores for an ener system trained on one,
five and ten million lines of data containing 10% artificial errors. The confidence
threshold was set to 0, 0.5 and 0.9. Test data consisted of 1,381 lines of CoNLL-2013
data containing 251 determiner and preposition substitution errors. Results are
shown for tribl2 only.

Algorithm

Conf.

Corr.

Proposed

Gold

pre

rec

F1 -score

tribl2 (1·106 )

0.00
0.50
0.90

71
45
40

1,495
911
871

251
251
251

4.75
4.94
4.59

28.29
17.93
15.94

8.13
7.75
7.13

tribl2 (5·106 )

0.00
0.50
0.90

87
76
50

1,618
1,413
870

251
251
251

5.38
5.38
5.75

34.66
30.28
19.92

9.31
9.13
8.92

tribl2 (10·106 )

0.00
0.50
0.90

36
35
24

405
345
259

251
251
251

8.89
10.14
9.27

14.34
13.94
9.56

10.98
11.74
9.41

distributions. This is corroborated by the fact that the F1 -score even goes up
a little when we raise the confidence threshold to 0.50. This suggests that the
distributions returned contain one answer that sticks out a bit more than the
others, while in the other two cases the frequencies of the answers are closer
together which means they get rejected when we raise the confidence level. In
any case, the systems are trained on smaller sets (compared to the full classes),
which means that the distributions returned by the classifiers are smaller. As we
are dealing with sets containing high frequency determiners and prepositions, it
more likely the right answer is contained in the distributions.
If we look at the individual scores for the two classes (ten millions lines
of training data, confidence threshold 0.5, as shown in Table 4.16), we see the
following numbers. The results show the corrections for the tribl2 ener system
trained on ten million lines of data containing 10% artificial errors.
Determiners
Prepositions

83 errors,
168 errors,

15 corrected
20 corrected

(18.07%)
(11.90%)

In the determiner class, three times as many errors have been corrected compared to the system trained on the full classes. The rise in corrected preposition
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errors is slightly smaller, about two and a half times as many errors have been
corrected compared to the system trained on the full classes.
In the next section, we discuss the results obtained by the memory-based systems. The next chapter, Chapter 5, discusses a correction system that corrects all
three error types, substitution, omission and insertion errors, in the determiner
and preposition classes.

4.7 Discussion of the results
In this chapter we applied the correction system developed in the previous
chapter to a new correction task. The task in this chapter was substitution errors
in two word classes; articles and determiners, and prepositions. Following from
the results from the previous chapter, we decided to use the tribl2 ensemble
error system for the experiments.
The initial experiment was a learning curve over training data with different
amounts of errors to determine the optimum amount for the ener classifier. The
test data contained 1,500 lines of data with artificial errors. The system trained
on error data containing 10% errors obtained the highest F1 -score of just under
40. The learning curve showed a similar, albeit flatter, shape as the learning
curves shown in the previous chapter. In both cases, the systems showed a falling
precision versus a rising recall and rising F1 -score when the amount of errors in
the training data was increased. The systems also started to degrade when the
amount of errors in the training data increased from 10 to 15%.
After having determined the amount of errors needed, the experiment was
repeated on artificial data containing errors which were distributed similarly to
those in the data supplied for the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task. The ensemble error
system obtained the highest score F1 -score of just over 41 on this test set.
The same system was then applied to the test data supplied for the CoNLL2013 Shared Task. This data contained five different kind of errors, two of which
were of interest, namely the determiner and preposition errors. Together with
the data, the organisers of the shared task supplied an annotation file and a
program to process output from a correction system to calculate statistics on the
corrections made. We filtered the annotation file on the two kinds of errors of
interest, and used that to calculate the performance of our systems.
Running the ener tribl2 based system on the CoNLL-2013 data, gave a
maximum F1 -score of 5.99. This system had been trained on ten million lines of
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error data containing 10% errors. This was not as high as we expected from the
results on the data containing artificial errors.
We tried to raise the scores by dividing each of the two classes into five
smaller subsets. Each subset contained one of the five most frequent class
members together with its five most frequent substitution errors. This created a
system with ten classifiers in total. The ener tribl2 based system constructed
in this manner obtained an F1 -score of 9.31. One more system was trained on
double the amount of data, ten million lines of text, and obtained the highest
F1 -score, namely 11.74.
The scores obtained on the determiner and preposition task are not as good
as those obtained on the confusible task in the previous chapter. The main
reason for this is that after the system has correctly detected an error, the correct
replacement needs to be found. In the case of the pairs and triplets in the previous
chapter, this was much easier than for the larger determiner and preposition
classes. When dealing with pairs, the correction is the other element of the pair,
and even in the case of triplets we have a good chance (even if we pick randomly)
of picking the right answer. When the classifiers were trained on the five most
frequent errors only, the F1 -score almost doubled, showing that training data on
all class members instead of the most frequently confused ones, makes it harder
to pick the correct answer.
On the other hand, the scores on the artificial data were considerably better than the scores on the CoNLL-2013 data, and were more in line of our
expectations after having done the confusible task in the previous chapter. The
CoNLL-2013 data appears to suffer from three problems. First, it contains more
errors than those in the two classes we were trying to correct. The total number
of errors in the test data was 1,643, of this we tried to correct 251 substitution
errors. Even though we only counted the performance on the relevant errors,
there were enough errors left of the other types to influence the classifiers, which
were of course trained on ‘perfect’ data and only contained errors of the right
kind in the right place. Second, the test set with the artificial data had been
extracted form the same corpus as the training data, whereas the CoNLL-2013
data is from another corpus altogether. Third, several of the confusible sets
contain members that are in other grammatical classes, for example to – too –
two where we have a particle, a quantifier and a numeral. This means the context
around the words is sufficiently different to be able to pick out the right one.
After all, the confusion in this case stems from similarity in pronunciation, and
the context in which two is used is different from the context in which too is
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used. In the case of the determiner and preposition sets, the contexts will be very
similar because we are dealing with words in the same grammatical class. In the
case of prepositions, it is not uncommon that several different prepositions are
possible in the same four or five word context on which the system is trained, all
leading to grammatically correct sentences which only differ in meaning. Picking
the intended one in this case is not possible without understanding what the
author is trying to say.
On a final note we must add that we can not really compare these results
with other correction systems yet as we have only investigated substitution errors.
In the next chapter, we will expand the correction task to include omission and
insertion errors as well, and we will be able to compare our results to those of
others.
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5

Omission and Insertion Errors in
Determiners and Prepositions

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we discussed a text-correction system that corrected
substitution errors in determiners and prepositions. In this chapter we extend
the task by adding two more error types to the corrector; omission and insertion
errors. To be able to handle these two new error types, we introduce a new
kind of classifier which we call a positive – negative classifier. This type of
classifier returns a binary yes – no, or a positive – negative answer in response to
the question if a certain word can, should, or should not be present in a certain
context.
This is different from the classifiers previously used where the presence of
a certain class member (a confusible, preposition, or a determiner) was not
disputed, but the actual form used was possibly wrong. The positive – negative
classifiers we introduce can be used to query the presence or absence of a class
member. As we will show, this has implications on the way the instances to train
the classifiers are generated.
This chapter grew out of the work done for the hoo-2012 shared task [Dale
et al., 2012]. The hoo-2012 (Helping Our Own) task focused on building a
text-correction system to, ‘. . . “help our own” by developing tools which can help
non-native speakers of English (and maybe some native ones) write academic
English prose of the kind that helps a paper get accepted’ ( [Dale and Kilgarriff,
2010]). The 2012 task involved the correction of determiner and preposition
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errors. In this task, the errors were not limited to substitution errors only, but
also included insertion and omission errors.
The chronology of the text-correction systems in this thesis needs some
explanation. The hoo-2012 task was one of the first grammatical error problems
tackled with the memory-based language model based correctors. The work
was done simultaneously with the development of the confusible corrector in
Chapter 3, but growing insights led to differences in parameters and data sets,
most notably the use of the classifiers trained on error data, and the use of a
single confidence parameter instead of the five parameters used in the hoo-2012
system. From a task-oriented point of view, it made more sense to start this thesis
by describing the confusible corrector with substitution errors first, which we
considered the easier task. This is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduced
the larger determiner and preposition classes on the same substitution task, and
finally, this chapter adds the insertion and omission errors.
Therefore the chapter begins with a description of the system built for
this task, and a discussion of the results obtained by it. A shorter version of
this appeared in [Van den Bosch and Berck, 2012]. After this description, we
discuss a new system which adds the error classifiers which were developed after
the hoo-2012 task, and were already introduced and discussed in the chapter
describing the confusible correction task.

5.2 The HOO determiner and preposition error corrector
The Helping Our Own (hoo) linguistic tasks were created to encourage the
development of natural language processing tools to help people writing texts
[Dale and Kilgarriff, 2010, Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011]. The hoo-2012 task dealt
with the detection and correction of determiner and preposition errors [Dale
et al., 2012]. A total of fourteen teams competed in this task, including our
hoo-2012 system which we describe in this chapter.
The hoo-2012 system is similar to the systems we have described in Chapters 3 and 4, but there are two important differences. The first difference is the
use of positive – negative classifiers which are used to determine missing and
redundant words. The second difference is the use of the number of parameters
to control the corrections. These differences will be explained in the next two
subsections.
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5.2.1

Binary classifiers

To detect and correct insertion and omission errors, a different strategy is needed
compared to the substitution errors. The substitution errors can be detected
and corrected in one step. The classifier suggests a word that fits the context
with a certain confidence. Is the confidence high enough, the word in the text
is replaced by the suggested word. However, this strategy will not work for
the insertion and omission errors, as the normal classifiers do not provide the
right kind of information. These classifiers will always respond with an answer,
and that does not tell us if there is a missing or redundant word. For that, we
introduce the binary classifiers, which provide a yes – no answer to the question if
we are dealing with insertion or omission. The binary classifier can only return
a distribution of maximum two class labels, yes or no, which makes it easier for
the correction heuristics to process and work with.
Depending on whether we are checking for redundant or missing words, an
answer from a binary classifier can be interpreted in four different ways, shown
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Possible interpretations of the positive – negative classifiers depending on
the task.

Task

Positive answer
means

Negative answer
means

Checking for insertion
Checking for omission

no, nothing inserted
yes, missing

yes, insertion
no, nothing is missing

This can be explained as follows. The classifiers for the substitution errors
were trained on instances where the focus position is a position on a word, but
in the case of omission or insertion errors, the focus position is between two
words. A positive – negative classifier predicts whether a position between words
should contain something or not. Therefore this type of classifier can be used
for both insertions and omissions.
Figure 5.1 shows a diagram explaining this. To check if a word should be
deleted, an instance is created without the word, pretending it is missing. The
system then calls the binary classifier on this instance. If this classifier returns
a ‘negative’ answer, it means the classifier does not think a word is missing in
this context. This means the word was redundant. In the same vein, a positive
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Focus is on a word, in this
case the word "above"

The

sky

The

sky

above

the

port

above

the

Focus is between words. Should there be
a word between "sky" and "above"?

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the focus position; on a word or between words. In both
examples, the context is two words to the left and two words to the right (l2r2).
The top example shows the instance for a substitution error, asking if above is the
correct word in the context. In the bottom example, an instance for the insertion or
omission errors is shown. For these kinds of errors, the classifier returns a yes – no
answer specifying whether a word should be present or not. The example shows
the instance for the question if there should be a word between sky and above.

answer from the classifier in this case signals that there should be a word in this
particular context. If this is the case, a new instance is created with the word
that was removed earlier in the focus position, that is, a normal instance such
as explained in the previous chapters. A new word that fits the context is then
generated by the normal predicting classifier that is also used for the substitution
errors. This means that in order to correct missing words, two different instances
are generated and classified.

5.2.2

System parameters

The systems described in Chapters 3 and 4 used one adjustable parameter setting
and measurement, confidence, to control whether a prediction was a valid correction or not. The hoo-2012 system, makes use of five adjustable parameters to
control the corrections. These five parameters can be assigned different threshold
values for the different classes. Analogous to the confidence, the measurements
are calculated from the different quantities relating to the distribution, such as
size and frequency of the elements. Two of the parameters are for the positive –
negative classifiers, and three for the word predictor. The following list shows the
parameters for the preposition class. They are shown here with an abbreviation
to which we refer when we discuss them. The corresponding parameters for the
determiner class, not shown in this list, are similar. Separate sets of parameters
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were used for each class in order to be able to fine-tune the behaviour of the
corrector.
UP_PNR The ratio between the frequencies of the positive and negative classifications must be larger than the value of this parameter. Calculated
for a possibly redundant preposition (or determiner in the case of the
determiner class). For example, if the classifier returns a distribution
containing a positive answer with a count of 12,028, and a negative classification with a count of 640, the ratio is 18.8. This value is compared
to the specific UD_PNR threshold.
MP_PNR The ratio between the frequencies of the positive and negative classifications must be larger than the value of this parameter.
MP_DS

The size of the distribution returned when predicting a preposition
may not be larger than this.

MP_R

The ratio between the frequencies of the classification and the original
(the word which might need correcting) must be larger than this. If the
original word is not part of the predicted distribution, the threshold is
considered passed.

MP_F

The count of the first classification in the distribution must be larger
than this value.

The rationale behind the use of the parameters is to increase the certainty
of the predictions. They decide whether the classifier output is used or not; in
other words, the parameters control abstention. They give the corrector a way to
abstain from changing (correcting) the text. As was shown in Chapter 2, a large
distribution tends to point to a bad match on the feature values, resulting in a
default distribution being returned by the classifier. This is not the case for the
positive – negative classifiers, which only return a distribution of two elements.
In this case we calculate the ratio between the frequencies of the two distribution
items.
An optimisation procedure was run on the gold training data provided by
the organisers of the hoo-2012 task. The aim was to optimise the parameters
for precision, recall, and F1 -score respectively. Table 5.2 shows the optimal
settings found by the search. The results given in Section 5.3 refer to the system
optimised on F1 -score, listed in the rightmost column in Table 5.2.
The table shows that most of the ratio thresholds found to optimise F1 -score
are quite high. The positive – negative preposition classifier for example needs
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Table 5.2: Thresholds that optimise precision, recall, and F1 -score. Optimisation
was performed on the hoo-2012 training data.

Optimising on
Threshold
MD_PNR
UD_PNR
RD_DS
RD_F
RD_R

Optimising on

pre

rec

F1 -score

30
30
5
50
10

10
4
50
5
20

20
4
50
5
20

(a) Prepositions

Threshold
MP_PNR
UP_PNR
RP_DS
RP_F
RP_R

pre

rec

F1 -score

30
30
5
50
10

10
2
50
5
20

20
2
20
20
20

(b) Determiners

to assign a likelihood to a positive classification that is at least 20 times more
likely than the negative classification in order to trigger a missing preposition
error. The threshold for marking unnecessary prepositions is considerably lower
at four (and even at two for determiners). The high threshold settings prevent
the system from performing a correction in most cases, only allowing a change
in the text when it is certain.

5.2.3

Data

Apart from the data sets for the substitution classifiers introduced in the previous
chapter, new specialised data sets had to be constructed for the newly introduced
positive – negative classifiers. How this data is made is shown in Figure 5.2.
The example uses the opening sentence from the novel Neuromancer [Gibson,
1984]; ‘The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead
channel.’ The example shows how the classifiers are created from positive and
negative examples. A positive example shows a correct sequence of words, while
a negative example shows a sequence containing an error. The error can be either
an omission or an insertion error.
We look at the positive examples first. There are two kinds of positive
examples in the data; one which consist of correctly used prepositions or determiners in their context, and the other of word sequences without a determiner
of preposition. The latter are also correct, but in the sense that they are examples
of where there should not be a preposition or determiner in the text. For every
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positive example, we included one negative example to keep the data balanced.
Without the negative examples, the classifier would not be able answer negatively
to the question if words are redundant or missing; the classifier would always
return a positive answer. It must also be able to give a negative answer to the
question if there is a word missing or if a word is redundant. The focus position
is empty in these instances; the classifiers are checking between words.
Note that there is a ‘grammatical asymmetry’ between the positive and negative examples when constructing artificial data. Without linguistic knowledge
about the errors, artificial insertion errors will be random, and words will be
inserted in places where human subjects would very unlikely insert them. The
artificial omission errors do not suffer from this problem, as it takes existing
determiners or prepositions and deletes them. They are deleted from a position
they occupy in a correct text. We made no effort to correct this asymmetry as
this would have required large amounts of data containing real insertion errors,
which was not available to us at the time.

left

focus

right

target

Normal variant

The sky

(above)

the port

above

+/- variant

The sky

the port

+
Training data

Normal variant

the port

+/- variant

the port

(was)

the color

was

the color

-

Figure 5.2: Training data dealing with prepositions. This figure shows how the
positive and negative examples are created from the instances previously used to
train a word predictor. Occurrence of the class member above results in a + label.
The + label signifies that there can be a preposition between The sky and the port.
The positive – negative classifier returns the answer to the question if there should
be a preposition, and the normal classifier returns which one it should be. Similarly,
a negative example is constructed with a − target. The negative example states that
a preposition between the port and the color is not expected.
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left

focus

right

target

a dead

?

television ,

?

television, tuned (TO) a dead channel
Missing variant

, tuned

Testing

the color of THE television,

Redundant

color of

(THE)

Figure 5.3: Instances used in the correction task. Different instances are created
depending on whether we want to check for a missing or for a redundant class
item (but the same classifier is used). To check for a missing word, the instance for
the classifier is constructed without the normal skipping of the focus word. The
example shows the instance created to check for the missing preposition to. To
prepare an instance to check for a redundant word, the word needs to be included.
The example shows an instance for the redundant determiner the (labelled ‘(the)’)
in the instance.

The training data for the system was constructed from the Google 1 tb
5-gram corpus [Brants and Franz, 2006]. The format of the corpus is nicely
suited to the l2r2 format used by the classifiers, the middle word in the 5-gram
being the focus word with the four context words to the left and the right.
Table 5.3 shows the amount of training data used to train the classifiers.
Table 5.3: Counts of normal (labelled ‘Substitution’) and positive-negative instances
in training data for the preposition and determiner classes extracted from the Google
1 tb 5-gram corpus.

Corpus

Determiners
Substitution

Google

132,483,802

+/−

252,634,322

Prepositions
Substitution
118,105,582

+/−

235,730,253

The organisers of the shared task also supplied training data, containing
374,680 words. We chose not to use this training data, except to extract the list
containing the prepositions and determiners to be corrected by the system.
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5.3 Results on the HOO-2012 test set
A correction system was applied to the test set supplied by the organisers of the
shared task. The test file consisted of a collection of one hundred small files,
comprising 18,013 words in total.
Table 5.4 summarises the best scores of our system optimised on F1 -score,
before and after revisions. The results were calculated by the organisers of the
shared task [Dale et al., 2012]. The ‘After Revisions’ columns include new
gold-standard corrections suggested by several of the other contestants in the
task. The scores of the system described here improved slightly when these new
suggestions were included. The detection score shown in the table is a measure
of the systems ability to determine that something is wrong in the text, and
recognition is determining what kind of error it is specifically. The correction
scores quantify the success of finding the right kind of correction.
Table 5.4: Best scores of the system before (left) and after (right) revisions. Scores
are reported at the overall level (top), on prepositions (middle), and determiners
(bottom). The results have been taken from the full table available in [Dale et al.,
2012].

Before revisions
Task–Evaluation

After revisions

pre

rec

F1 -score

pre

rec

F1 -score

overall
Detection
Recognition
Correction

12.50
10.87
6.16

15.23
13.25
7.51

13.73
11.94
6.77

13.22
11.59
7.25

15.43
13.53
8.46

14.24
12.49
7.80

prepositions
Detection
Recognition
Correction

13.44
11.46
7.51

14.41
12.29
8.05

13.91
11.86
7.77

14.23
12.65
8.70

14.75
13.11
9.02

14.49
12.88
8.85

determiners
Detection
Recognition
Correction

11.04
10.37
5.02

15.21
14.29
6.91

12.79
12.02
5.81

11.71
10.70
6.02

15.28
13.97
7.86

13.26
12.12
6.82
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The best score obtained by the memory-based system is an overall F1 -score of
14.24 on error detection, after revisions. The system performs slightly better on
prepositions than on determiners, but the differences are small. Optimising on
F1 -score implies that a reasonable balance is found between recall and precision,
but overall our results are not impressive, especially not in terms of correction.
Compared to the other systems competing in the task, it ended on place nine out
of fourteen, with an overall F1 -score of 7.80 on correction. The highest F1 -score
on correction obtained in the task was 37.83, the lowest was 2.05.

5.4 Discussion of the HOO-2012 results
The best score was obtained by the system from the University of Singapore
(nus) [Dahlmeier et al., 2012], which obtained an F1 -score of 37.83 on correction,
followed by the system of the University of Indiana with a score of 32.99
[Rozovskaya et al., 2012].
These two systems obtain much better scores than we do, which we will
try to explain. There are four important differences between those two systems
and our system. First, both systems make use of the supplied training corpus,
and even preprocess the text; spelling correction is done by both universities,
and the nus goes as far as to even correct the casing of the text. We on the other
hand, have taken a more general approach and built a system without knowledge
about the texts to be corrected. We have only used the training data to compile a
list of determiners and prepositions the system needed to correct. We feel that
correcting the training text beforehand is debatable. On one hand, extra errors
in the text do interfere with the classifiers, but on the other hand, no text is
perfect. It is unlikely that the corpora used for training the classifiers were error
free, and even if both training and testing data are (spelling) corrected before
processing, a lot depends on the quality of the spell checker which possibly
performs differently on different bodies of texts. This can lead to unwanted
differences between training and testing data.
The second difference is that both best-performing systems use grammatical
knowledge. The Singapore system depends on part-of-speech tags, and syntactic
parser and chunker output to identify the phrases where errors occur. The
University of Indiana uses the output from a shallow parser and pos-tagger to
extract features for their learning algorithms. The only linguistic knowledge used
in our system are the two lists with the determiners and preposition members.
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These are used to detect a determiner or preposition in the text, and call the
relevant classifiers.
Third, after analysing the training data, both universities decided to correct
only a subset (the most frequent) of all the errors, while we tried to handle all
errors.
Fourth, the University of Indiana uses an ‘adapted’ model, plus a technique
called ‘error inflation’ which introduces artificial errors in the training data
[Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010]. An adapted model is a model which includes
the source word (in this case the preposition chosen by the author of the text)
amongst the features. In the systems described in Chapters 3 and 4, this is called
the error feature. Since non-native speakers mistakes are often systematic, the
source word carries a lot of information [Lee and Seneff, 2008, Rozovskaya and
Roth, 2011]. Models that use this word in training learn which errors are typical
for the author and outperform systems that only look at context. Error inflation
is used to correct for the fact that the errors in the training data are few and far
apart. Most of the prepositions or determiners used in the text will be correct –
the actual error rates are in the neighbourhood of 2.5% in case of the training
data supplied with the task. To improve the training data, the error inflation
method reduces the number of correct examples in the text, and replaces these
by artificially generated errors similar to those that already occur in the text. It
balances the ratio between correct and incorrect examples in the text. We have
shown in the previous chapter that the percentage of errors in the training data
plays an important role in the performance of the system, and that it should be
neither too low nor too high; our results suggested an optimal factor two more
errors in the training set than in the test set. One difference with our method is
that [Rozovskaya et al., 2012] uses training data with errors, and tries to capture
the systematic errors made by the author(s) of the data when applying the error
inflation step. This has the advantage that it creates a better classifier, but it also
has a disadvantage; the classifier will be tuned to the errors of the author(s) of
the training data. We, on the other hand, introduce our errors randomly in the
text, which means that the classifier is probably partly trained on errors which
never occur in real life, but is likely to be more general than a classifier trained
on specific errors.
Summarising, we can say that the systems made by the Singapore and Indiana
teams are more complex, both in preprocessing and processing of the training and
testing data, requiring language-specific spell checkers, pos-taggers and parsers.
We also compare our system to some contesting systems that scored lower
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than ours. A system that scores slightly below ours is the system from Trinity
College in Dublin, obtaining an F1 -score of 4.94 [Lynch et al., 2012]. Their
system uses a naïve Bayes classifier using 39 features in the error detection step,
and 42 features in the error correction step. Like in the previous two systems
discussed above, the features in this system include pos-tags and spell-corrected
versions of the context words, four to the right and four to the left. Information
on speaker age and native language is also included in the features. The system
goes through three steps; (1) identifying errors, (2) classifying the edits into one
of the six error types, and (3) suggesting corrections. After the correction step,
the corrections are re-evaluated based on a few simple heuristics which makes
use of pos-tags and head word information. This heuristic determines whether
suggested corrections are allowed or discarded, much like our five parameters
controlling abstention. In their conclusion they recognise the difficulty of
the task, and suggest several areas of improvement. One of the improvements
they suggest is a better spell-checker to be used in the pre-processing stages –
something we did not make use of either, but the best performing systems did.
Another system that obtained a slightly lower score than ours is the vtex
system [Daudaravičius, 2012]. This system uses rules based on word length and
word endings to do match patterns in the sentences where an error might be
corrected. A language model is used to decide if a potential correction is good
or not. It does not make use of taggers or even other corpora; the rules and
language model are extracted from the training data supplied with the task. This
system also uses, like we do, a context of two words before and after the position
of interest.
The last system we mention is that submitted by the University of Cambridge [Kochmar et al., 2012]. Their F1 -score after submission is 9.06, which
is higher than ours. The system uses naïve Bayes classifiers, but in this case
they are not using word context features, but rather a number of grammatical
features. These feature include pos-tags, lemmas, and grammatical relations such
as head noun (in the case of the determiner errors) and dependent lemmas (in
the case of prepositions). The main motivation for this is, they write, that these
features have been shown in previous work to be effective for error detection
and correction. Furthermore, they had access to the full clc corpus, of which
the hoo-2012 data was a subset, so they had access to more training material containing real-world errors. They also limited the sets to the three most frequent
determiners and the ten most frequent prepositions.
If we look at their missing preposition classifier, we see that they model
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the relations between the head lemma of the grammatical relation of which the
target preposition is or is not present and the dependent lemma in which the
preposition is the head. If we take the following sentence as an example:

I am looking forward to your reply
we have to as the preposition, look is the head lemma and reply is the dependent
lemma of the relation where the preposition is the head. This technique allows
long distance relations to be modelled as well, something which is lacking in our
system. To overcome this limitation, we could try to train our system on data
with a very large context, but as it is commonly observed that n-gram models
do not improve with n-grams larger than five [Huang et al., 1992], it can be
expected that the long-distance dependencies are not easily captured using surface
structure only.
Summarising the above we can conclude that we have one of the simpler
systems. We train classifiers from general data (Google), and do not use spellcheckers, pos-taggers or other linguistic knowledge or (pre-)processing, nor do
we limit the number of class members we try to correct. We train our classifiers
on data which consist of a simple four word context around the focus word we
are interested in.
The question remains why some of the system score so much better than
others. Including extra linguistic information like pos-tags, speaker information,
or applying spell-checking on the data does not seem to help in every case;
compare for example the scores from Dublin and Singapore. The two topscoring systems are both considerably optimised for this specific task. The
system we have built is not really optimised for this correction task; we are
trying to fit the task into the general correction system rather than to create a
finely tuned bespoke system for the correction of prepositions and articles and
determiners.
On the other hand, systems that do use all of this, do not necessarily obtain
much higher scores. The Cambridge system is one example illustrating this. The
creators of the Cambridge system hint at the fact that being too specific is not
always a good thing. They tried training specific versions of the classifiers based
on the speakers mother tongue, and selecting the relevant classifier in the test
phase, but these specialised systems obtained lower results than the more general
systems.
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5.5 Improving the HOO system
As explained in the beginning of this chapter, the hoo-2012 system was the first
memory-based text correction we built. A major difference with the systems
described in Chapters 3 and 4 is the use of error classifiers. In Chapter 4 we
applied the error classifiers to the preposition and determiner task, but only to
the substitution errors. The question is if it can be used to improve the scores in
the original system. The problem with the error classifier is that it can only be
applied to the substitution errors, and not to the omission and insertion errors.
For the missing word classifier that corrects the omission errors, the information
is not available to begin with (it is impossible to have examples of specific missing
words), and for the redundant word classifier correcting the insertion errors,
there are too many possibilities. To create examples of redundant words, every
sequence with, for example, a preposition in it could be expanded to a similar
sequence with one of the other class members in its place. The combination
of possible words in all possible positions would lead to an explosion of data.
For example, a sentence with ten words has nine places between the words
where there could have been, for example, a redundant preposition. This one
sentence would be expanded to 423 different possible versions in the case of 47
prepositions. If we add the positions before the first and the last word, there
would another 94.
Of course, in real world data, the errors would not appear in all positions,
but would be governed by the grammatical knowledge of the author of the text.
This information could be extracted from a sufficiently large corpus of error
annotated data, but this was not done because of two reasons. First, no such
corpus was readily available at the time this thesis was written, and second, in
this thesis we are exploring the possibilities to do text correction with a general
(word predicting) system, and we try to rely as little as possible on specific
heuristics or data.
The improved hoo-2012 system will therefore be a system that corrects
three types of preposition and determiner errors, using an error classifier for the
substitution errors.
The original hoo-2012 shared task data was in a format that was not compatible with the format used in the succeeding incarnations of the shared tasks.
The error annotations in the original data set were in a different format from
the format used in the experiments in Chapter 4, and software to evaluate the
output was not provided. The implementation of the correction logic in the
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hoo-2012 system was, albeit similar to the systems described earlier in this thesis,
sufficiently tied to the old data format so as to be unusable for the new (error)
classifiers. The original system was therefore re-implemented to be able to handle
the more modern data format and incorporate the error classifiers.
First we will report on the data sets used in the remaining experiments.

5.5.1

Data

For the hoo-2012 system, the Google 1 tb corpus was used to train all the
classifiers. In Chapter 4, the umbc was used for the error classifiers, and these
two data sets will be used to train the system in the remainder of this chapter.
Due to the differences in data, the improved hoo-2012 system was tested on
the test set provided for the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task. The revised version of
the data set is used, in which a number of erroneous annotations were corrected.
This means the number of determiner and preposition errors is slightly different
from the similar CoNLL-2013 data set used in the previous chapter, but as this is
a different system correcting different types of errors, we felt that this did not
matter.
The CoNLL-2013 task dealt with correcting five types of errors, but our
focus was on the determiner and preposition errors. To prepare the data for
the experiments, we filtered out the other three categories from the scorer file,
and used the filtered version instead. The resulting scorer file contained 1,001
annotations, of which 690 were determiners errors and 311 were preposition
errors.
The total number of instances in the different data sets is shown in Table 5.5,
together with the counts for the Google data used previously.

5.5.2

Results on the CoNLL test set

The first system we built is similar to the system built for the hoo-2012 task;
the same parameters, and the same logic was used to correct the test data. The
difference is that this system can read the CoNLL-2013 test data, and that an
error classifier is used to correct the substitution errors. The classifiers for the
omission and insertion errors are the same Google-data-based classifiers used
earlier. The word predictor for the substitution errors was an ensemble igtree
classifier trained on the ten million line umbc corpus. The size of the corpus was
what lead to the choice of igtree over tribl2. The tribl2 algorithm is slower
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Table 5.5: Counts of normal and positive-negative instances in training data for the
preposition and determiner classes extracted from one million, four million and ten
million lines of umbc source material, and from the Google 1 tb 5-gram corpus.

Number of instances
Corpus
umbc
umbc
umbc

lines

tokens

Determiners

1 · 106
4 · 106
10 · 106

25,628,497
106,779,335
261,393,356

2,710,723
12,052,490
29,857,230

Google

n.a

+/−

prepositions

+/−

3,393,274
14,388,341
35,148,676
252,634,322

235,730,253

than its igtree counterpart, and the Google classifiers were also trained with
the igtree algorithm. The choice was made only to use igtree classifiers.
The results of this system on the CoNLL-2013 test set are shown in Table 5.6.
The F1 -score of 6.17 is lower than the F1 -score of the system in the hoo-2012
task, which obtained 7.80. We had hoped to raise the F1 -score with the error
classifiers, even though we are dealing with a different system and we tested on a
different test set.
Table 5.6: Scores on preposition and determiner correction on the CoNLL-2013
data with the hoo-2012 reimplementation. Substitution errors were corrected by an
igtree error classifier trained on data containing 10% errors.

Correct
edits

Proposed
edits

Gold
edits

% correct
Det

% correct
Prep

pre

rec

F1

73

1,366

1,001

6.09

9.97

5.34

7.29

6.17

One explanation for the lower score is the quality of the data. If we take a
closer look at some of the error annotations, we see the following (Listing 5.1).
Listing 5.1: Example m2– scorer annotations
S I do not agree on this argument that surveillance tech ...
A 4 5||| Prep ||| with ||| REQUIRED ||| - NONE -|||0
A 6 7||| Prep ||| statement ||| REQUIRED ||| - NONE -|||0
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In the example shown in Listing 5.1, the second annotation is for a preposition error, but it changes the word argument into statement. This can hardly
be called a preposition error. In the next example, in utilizing is changed into
of, and this is also marked as an preposition error. The problem here is that the
annotation does two things.
It changes the proposition in to of, but it also deletes the word utilizing.

Listing 5.2: Example m2– scorer annotations
S The high accuracy in utilizing surveillance technology ...
A 3 5||| Prep ||| of ||| REQUIRED ||| - NONE -|||0

The preposition classifiers in the system have been trained on data filtered on
lists with prepositions, and these did of course not include the above examples.
In other words, these annotation errors can never be corrected by the system.
And finally, the next example inserts the two words on the just before school.

Listing 5.3: Example m2– scorer annotations
S ... improved in many areas such as school campus or at the ...
A 11 11||| Prep ||| on the ||| REQUIRED ||| - NONE -|||0

Ideally, this should be annotated as two errors; the insertion of on as a Prep
error and the insertion of the as a Det error.
As we mentioned before, the data still contains the other three types of
errors, and contains a total of 1,643 errors. These include verb form errors and
agreement errors, but the classifiers have been trained on data that was assumed
to be error free. The errors in the test data could have caused unnecessary feature
value mismatches, causing a classifier to miss a full match, and consequently miss
a correction. On the other hand, this is just something the system needs to deal
with as one almost never knows the quality of the input data.

5.5.3

Results on artificial data

To alleviate the above problems, new test data was created where errors were
inserted artificially. A closer look at the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task data revealed
that it contains a specific distribution of errors listed in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: Distribution of substitution (labelled sub and sbl), insertion (ins) and
omission (omi) errors in the CoNLL-2013 test data filtered on preposition and
determiner errors.

Class
Determiner
Preposition

Total

sub

676
303

69
160

sbl
10.21 %
52.81 %

11
7

ins
1.63 %
2.31 %

373
96

omi
55.18 %
31.68 %

223
40

32.99 %
13.20 %

New data was created from the umbc data containing the same number of
lines, and the same number of errors according to Table 5.7.
Even though artificial data does not suffer from some of the problems
mentioned before, it has problems of its own. One of the problems with
artificial errors is that they are often unrealistic. Take the next example.

Listing 5.4: Example of an unrealistic artificial error
... by which synaptic transmission within is a modulated ...
... by which synaptic transmission
is a modulated ...

In this example, the preposition within is bluntly inserted between transmission and is. Inserting errors without taking any linguistic knowledge into
consideration at all probably makes it easier for the system to find errors than it
would be on real data. After all, the consensus in the examined literature seems
to be that it is beneficial to know the mother tongue of the subject writing the
text. This strongly suggests that the errors are made according to (implicit) rules,
or at the very least guided by linguistic knowledge. This is of course not the
same as randomly inserting errors. On the other hand, random errors could
be considered the hardest type for a system that does take the mother tongue
of the writer (or any other explicit linguistic information) into consideration.
Not only correcting random errors is hard for a system in that case, selecting
the wrong mother tongue of the subject on top of that may even have a negative
influence.
Table 5.8 shows the scores on this data set. The F1 -score obtained is 13.17 –
this is about twice as high as the scores obtained on the CoNLL-2013 data,
shown in Table 5.6. In both experiments, the system generated too many
corrections in relation to the amount of errors. On the CoNLL-2013 data 1,366
corrections were proposed, and on the artificial data the system proposed even
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Table 5.8: Precision, recall and F1 -scores on 1,381 lines of data containing 1,001
artificial errors in the determiner and preposition classes.

Correct
edits

Proposed
edits

% correct
determiner

% correct
preposition

pre

rec

F1

173

1626

17.25

17.36

10.64

17.28

13.17

more, 1,626 corrections. But as the F1 -scores already show, the amount of
correct classifications in relation to the proposed corrections is about twice as
high on the artificial data.
The scores on the artificial data are higher than on the real world CoNLL2013 data. There are two reasons for this. The first is that the artificial data is
much cleaner, and only contains errors the system has been trained to correct.
The second reason is related to this, and that is that the test set was extracted from
the same umbc data the substitution classifiers were trained on. It is generally
assumed to be an advantage if training and test sets are extracted from the same
corpus.
This means that even if we squeeze the last drop of performance out of the
system by using clean test data, which on top of that has been extracted from
the same corpus, the performance is still not very high. The conclusion should
be that this last task is too difficult for the memory-based system.

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have improved the text-correction system introduced in
Chapter 4 by adding classifiers to handle two new error types. These are omission
errors (missing words) and insertion errors (superfluous words).
The training data for the normal classifiers handling substitution errors
consisted of plain instances containing a left and right context around a focus
position, and a target word that fits the focus position. To handle the omission
and insertion errors, a new positive – negative classifier was introduced. This
classifier differs from the predictive classifiers in two ways. First, these classifiers
only predict if a word is expected between a left and right context, not which
word is expected. They are called positive – negative classifiers because they only
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return a binary answer, signalling the desired presence or absence of a word by
returning a yes or no answer. The second difference is that a positive – negative
classifier is trained on data which contains an empty focus position; that is what
the text looks like when a word is missing.
In the first part of this chapter, we reported on the performance of the
system in the hoo-2012 shared task. The memory-based text-correction system
ranked ninth out of fourteen with an F1 -score of 7.80. Comparing the system
to the other systems in the task revealed that ours was one of the simplest
correctors entered in the competition. The top performing systems made use
of preprocessing the data (spell checking, cleaning it up), used language-specific
syntactic features such as part-of-speech tags and relations between words, and
focused only on the most frequent errors in the data.
There is no denying that these systems were more successful than we were,
but we were interested in more than just getting the highest score. The whole
point of the exercise was to put a text-correction system based on a memorybased language model to the test. That also meant we trained the classifiers
on plain text without adding specialised knowledge for each particular task we
tried, and assumed that the local context around the errors would give sufficient
information to the systems to be able to correct them. This is not the case for
long-distance dependencies which stretch beyond the two positions around the
focus position.
The original hoo-2012-system did not make use of later improvements such
as error classifiers, which we described in Chapters 3 and 4. In the second part of
the chapter, we implemented classifiers trained on error data for the substitution
error handling. For the other two error categories, omissions and insertions,
error classifiers are conceptually impossible to implement, and were not tried.
Half the errors in the preposition class are substitution errors, and the system
was expected to perform better even if only these errors were handled by error
classifiers.
The updated system with the error classifiers was first tried on real world
data, on the test set supplied with the CoNLL-2013 Shared Task. The obtained
F1 -score was lower than that of the original system. We hypothesised that this
was mainly due to the composition of the data, containing both more error types
than the two we were correcting, plus a number of incorrectly annotated errors.
A new experiment was run on artificial data containing the same number of
errors as the CoNLL-2013 test set. This obtained a higher F1 -score, 13.17, but
still low enough to reach the conclusion that not the data was at fault. All things
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considered, this task appeared too difficult for the memory-based classifiers
trained on nothing more than plain data. Compared to the other systems
competing in the hoo-2012 task, we ended up somewhere in the middle. The
systems that performed best in the shared task were hand-crafted and optimised
for the task, and even their best scores were under 40.
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In this chapter we summarise our findings, and discuss the results obtained by
the memory-based language model and text-correction systems. We also address
to what extent this thesis has answered the research questions raised in the
introductory chapter. As a reminder, the following questions were put forward.
The overall research question we raised was as follows.
Given the simple nature of the memory-based language model, what
are the limits of its text correction abilities?
The overall research question was divided into two subquestions. The first one
concentrated on the skipgram ability of the memory-based language model and
read as follows.
To what extent does the ability to skip words offer an advantage in text
correction?
The second one dealt with the advantage the ensemble systems could bring to
text correction and was formulated like this.
To what extent does the ensemble system offer an advantage in text
correction?
We now take a closer look at the answers to the research questions, and
provide a more detailed explanation. We then look at the system from another
point of view, namely that of the usability and the use in real-world applications.
We address the specific research questions first, before coming to a conclusion
about our general research question.
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6.1 Answers to the research questions
We started this thesis by putting our memory-based language model in a language
modelling perspective in Chapter 2. In that chapter, we compared igtree, a
fast decision-tree approximation of k-nn classification with a similar back off
strategy to those of standard statistical language models, together with ib1 and
tribl2, to srilm, a standard statistical language model. We showed that the three
algorithms obtained perplexity scores which were similar to those obtained by
srilm, but finding similarities was not the main goal. The main goal was to assess
if the predictions produced by the algorithms are suitable for text-correction
systems.
The tribl2 algorithm possesses several unique features which sets it aside
from conventional language models. First, both the tribl2 and igtree algorithms
do not implement any explicit back off techniques. The algorithm which is
considered to be equivalent to an n-gram model with back off, igtree, backs
off to a default distribution when feature values do not match, whereas the
tribl2 algorithm skips the mismatching value and tries to match the remaining
feature values. The latter is equivalent to a skipgram model, and goes beyond the
capabilities of a normal n-gram language model. It was shown in the confusible
correction task that the ability to skip feature values gave tribl2 a significant
advantage over the igtree algorithm; the distributions returned by tribl2 were
smaller than those returned by igtree. The distributions returned by the igtree
algorithm would often contain many irrelevant words which made it more
difficult for the correction system to determine if it was dealing with an error,
and if it was, to find the right correction. The distributions returned by the
tribl2 algorithm were smaller, and contained more relevant predictions. This
made it easier for the correction system to detect and correct errors.
In the second part of this thesis, we shifted focus from language modelling
to text correction. The first text correction task we focused on was the detection
and correction of confusibles, which was explored in Chapter 3. The results
were promising. The error detection seemed to work well for small confusible
sets, containing no more than three words. One thing that stood out was the
strength of the tribl2 algorithm. The idea behind tribl2 is simple; the algorithm
skips over feature values that do not match, and continues to try to match the
remaining values. This is a relatively simple change from the igtree algorithm
which stops on the first mismatch, but turned out to give a large boost in F scores. Looking closer at the results revealed that using the tribl2 algorithm
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caused a rise in both recall and precision. The largest gains were observed in
the recall figures. This confirmed the idea that skipgram capabilities allowed
the system to extract the relevant information to make a difference compared to
igtree, in other words, it allowed the system to zoom in on specific instances in
the tree that carried the information needed for a successful correction.
To reiterate, the research question we are trying to answer at this point is
if the skipgram approach of the memory-based model has advantages for text
correction. In the case of confusible error detection and correction, we can
answer this question with a resounding yes.
The excellent results on the confusible detection and correction task can not,
however, be solely attributed to the tribl2 algorithm. The ensemble system,
which trains distinct classifiers for each confusible set, in combination with
the error-infused data, provided the extra bit of performance needed. On the
error-infused data, the ensemble system increased F -scores from 36 to over 45
using the igtree classifier, and from 55 to almost 58 using the tribl2 classifier. It
turned out that on the non error-infused data, the ensemble system obtained a
higher number of corrections, but at the cost of more false positives. On the
error-infused data, the number of false positives was greatly reduced, resulting in
higher F -scores.
The ensemble system had a larger influence on the scores obtained by the
igtree classifier than those obtained by tribl2. Due to the larger instance base,
the monolithic igtree system generates larger distributions than its ensemble
counterpart, which made it more difficult for the corrector to find the right
answer. The distributions from the ensemble system based on igtree were
smaller, turning the process of finding the correct answer in a choice between
two or three alternatives. The influence on the tribl2 algorithm was smaller,
because this classifier already returned smaller distributions and the distributions
from the ensemble and monolithic system are more similar to begin with. All
in all, we can say that, with regard to the third research question, using the
ensemble system showed some improvement, but not as much as the use of the
tribl2 classifier did.
In Chapters 4 and 5 the correction of two larger classes was explored, namely
determiners and prepositions. In Chapter 4 a system was created that was similar
to the confusible detection and correction system described in the preceding
chapter. It focused on the correction of substitution errors in the determiner
and preposition classes. The full task, described in Chapter 5, involved the
correction of three kinds of errors; substitution, omission and insertion errors.
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The promising results of the confusible correction system gave rise to high
expectations of the new system, but these expectations were not quite met.
Whereas the results on artificially created test data were good, yielding F1 -scores
of just over 40, they dropped to just under 12 on real world data. Investigating
the cause of the differences pointed to the real world data used to test the system.
It contained not only the errors from the training data, but a number of errors
from other grammatical categories as well. The artificial training and test data
were much more similar to each other than the real world training and test data.
In Chapter 5 the system was extended to handle the omission and insertion
errors as well. It was here we ran into the limits of what is possible with a
simple memory-based text-correction system; the F1 -scores obtained were in the
5 – 10 range. Examining the output revealed that only a few of the errors in high
frequency determiners or prepositions were corrected. Previously, the same task
had already been tried with a simpler corrector, and we had expected the new
insights gained in the two preceding chapters, classifiers trained on error-infused
data in combination with the tribl2 algorithm, to make a difference in this task
as well. Both incarnations of the system, the original one and the augmented
one are described in Chapter 5. Even though the updated version of the system
reached an F1 -score of almost 20 on data infused with artificial errors, neither
system reached F1 -scores of over eight on real world data.

6.1.1

Compared to other systems

The determiner and preposition detection and correction task was part of the
CoNLL-2013 Shared Task, and this gave us the possibility to compare the
memory-based systems with other systems. Comparing them to other systems
that performed well on the same task revealed several significant differences. First,
those systems made use of language-specific syntactic features. Second, they were
heavily tuned for the task they had to perform (including only correcting the
most frequent mistakes and using training data with error statistics), and finally,
they pre-processed the training data (by spellchecking it). We choose not to do
any tuning or pre-processing, and our performance suffered because of it. We may
venture to conclude that the simple distribution based approach with minimal
pre- and post-processing works for confusible detection and correction, but not
for anything beyond making the contextually appropriate choice between two or
three words. Considering the determiner and preposition task, it needs flexible
and long-distance dependency information to be done correctly, and these are
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not provided by the local contexts used by our system.
We also had difficulties with the insertion and omission errors. This is
another area where the features used by the systems, or even the way they are
handled, could be improved. One of the disadvantages of using fixed sized
instances is the difficulty of modelling missing and redundant information; we
are training the system on text which is correct. Missing information is the most
computationally intensive of the two, for the following reason. For each position
in a sentence where there could be a word missing, and that is between each
pair of words, the system has to try to predict a possible missing word. That
means that even in a five word sentence there are a total of six positions (also
counting before the first and after the last word) where a word can be inserted,
but most of these will be irrelevant. As is the nature of our memory-based
predictor, a list of possible missing words will always be generated, leaving it up
to the filtering algorithms and the parameters to decide if a prediction should
be inserted. This is further complicated by the fact that it is hard to determine
which class the missing word belongs to, as all the classifiers will return an
answer. This led to many false positives being generated by our system. The
insertion error check was slightly easier; the system only needs to apply the
classifier when encountering a class member, involving only the appropriate
classifier. The filtering algorithm decides if the probability of the word occurring
at that position is low enough to signal a redundant word.
Finally, for the normal word predicting classifier, it proved to be profitable
for confusible error correction to use error-infused data to train the system. This
means that the instances contained the incorrect word in context, forcing the
classifier towards the right answer. The results on the confusible detection and
correction task showed an improvement in F -scores when using this technique.
In the determiner and preposition task, however, no such improvement was
observed.
Even though the two text correction tasks described in this thesis seemed similar, they helped to locate where the strengths and weaknesses of memory-based
text correction lie. The confusible detection and correction task was handled
with relative success by our methods because there were a number of small
classes containing two or three elements which are used in contextually different
positions. The determiner and preposition task centred around two larger classes
with elements which are used in similar contexts. The text-correction systems
we described only use the surface structure of the text in order to find errors and
determine suitable corrections, which worked in the former but not in the latter
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case. Examining the literature on similar text-correction systems supported this
conclusion. With this we have answered our research questions, and established
the limits of what is possible with a simple memory-based text corrector.

6.1.2

Real world applications

When it comes to practical applications, the language modelling and word
predicting capabilities have been used in real world tasks. We mention two
of them. First, wopr provides the language model in t-scan1 , which is a tool
used for readability prediction of Dutch language texts [Pander Maat et al.,
2014]. Second, a plain word predictor based on the igtree algorithm is used
in valkuil.net and fowlt.net. Valkuil.net is a Dutch language grammar
and spelling checker using a number of different modules to check for errors,
and fowlt.net is its English language counterpart.2 Both versions use wopr
as a general purpose corrector, which tries to catch the errors for which no
specialised module is available. In these systems, the distribution of a general
word predictor is used to find errors (as discussed in the second chapter), as
opposed to the specialised predictors discussed in the later chapters. In both
these systems, the memory-based language model looks only for substitution
errors, not for omission and insertion errors.
The fact that the memory-based systems are used in real-world applications
once more affirms the viability of the method. What remains is to turn our eye
to the future and see if there are areas where the system can be improved.

6.2 Future work
With regards to the future possibilities of memory-based text-correction systems,
there are several ways of solving some of the performance issues that we faced in
our studies.
The first one is centred around the task of text correction, for example the
correction of determiner and preposition errors. The system discussed in this
thesis could be extended by adding grammatical features, (statistical) knowledge
about the errors in the training data, tweaking of parameters per classifier,
et cetera, but if we do this we change the nature of the system; it will not be this
1
2
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simple memory-based system anymore, the one which could easily and quickly
be trained on a large text corpus. The grammatical knowledge has to be provided
from other sources such as treebanks and parsers; these are language specific,
and not always readily available for any language. Incorporating grammatical
knowledge will lose one of the big advantages of the system, and that is that it
can be trained on plain text.
Another way to solve some of the performance problems could be to adapt
parts of the system. Would better training data make a difference? It seems
unlikely – the scores obtained increased with clean artificial data, but that did
still not create a useful system. We have been using a ‘two words to the left and
two to the right’ context throughout this thesis, hoping it would capture enough
information for the text correction tasks. What is left unexplored are larger, or
even flexible contexts. A flexible context would span a larger number of words,
but with ‘gaps’ where the seemingly unimportant words would have been. This
is different from the tribl2 skipgram approach used at this moment which is
trained on the full context and only skips features when they do not match. This
would allow the instances to be both much longer, and at the same time keep
the memory requirements low. It is possible that these larger, flexible contexts
would be able to capture some of the longer dependencies needed for our task.
The classifiers could also be incorporated in a real text-correction system.
This can be done interactively, where the user of the system is given a choice
of possible corrections if an error is detected, or fully automatic, without user
intervention. The performance of the confusible detection and correction
system was good enough to be used without user interaction. The determiner
and preposition correction system could not be used without user input, but
this was the case for all the systems that competed in the CoNLL-2013 Shared
Task. The question is how many false positives a user is willing to deal with,
and if she is able to pick the right answer from a number of alternatives. The
latter is not obvious if the text-correction system is aimed at language learners or
non-native speakers of a language.
Concluding, we have shown that the memory-based text-correction system
worked well on the confusible correction task, and it could be used in a text correction system. The determiner and preposition correction system could already
be used interactively, and we feel confident that with the right improvements it
too could deserve its place in a text-correction system.
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A

Determiner and Preposition Sets
The 23 determiners and articles

a, all, an, another, any, both, each, either, every, many, neither, no, some, that,
the, these, this, those, what, whatever, which, whichever, who

The 64 prepositions
about, above, across, after, against, along, alongside, amid, among, amongst,
apart, around, as, aside, at, atop, before, behind, below, beneath, beside, besides,
between, beyond, by, down, due, for, from, in, inside, into, near, next, of, off,
on, onto, out, outside, over, past, per, since, though, through, throughout, till,
to, toward, towards, under, unlike, until, up, upon, versus, via, vs., whether,
while, with, within, without
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Summary
The field of computational linguistics is already more than half a century old,
but progress in the field of machine learning, availability of larger and larger
amounts of data and the proliferation of capable computing devices (e.g. mobile
phones) still provides a strong incentive for continuous development.
One of the areas which are subject to ongoing research is text correction.
Text correction is a broad term, and includes techniques ranging from grammatical correction to spelling correction. While the first text-correction systems were
often built around small sets of grammatical rules translated into a computer
readable format, the availability of large quantities of data has raised the question
if it is possible to build a well performing text-correction system using machine
learning, i.e. trained on large amounts of plain text.
One field of machine learning is memory-based learning, which is characterised by the following properties; learning consists of storing examples in
memory, and processing of data is done by comparing new examples with stored
examples in memory. This leads to systems which are easily trained and adaptable, but would these systems be able to process natural language in a meaningful
way?
In this thesis, we introduce several text-correction systems which are built
around a memory-based language model. Our goal is to determine to what
extent the memory-based models are suitable for text correction; when has the
task become too difficult for the system to handle? The main research question
we pose is the following.
Given the simple nature of the memory-based language model, what
are the limits of its text correction abilities?
The language models, described in Chapter 2, have been implemented as a
word predictor. They store information in a decision tree, and are capable of
predicting a list of words fitting a context around it. The list not only contains
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words, but also information about how often each predicted word occurs in the
given context. This list will be referred to as a distribution. The words in the
distribution are used by the correction system to detect and correct errors in a
text. If a word in a text is not part of the predicted words, we may be dealing
with an error.
In order to answer the research question, the systems are applied to two
specific tasks, confusible correction, and the correction of determiners and
prepositions.
The confusible correction system is described in Chapter 3. The determiner
and preposition correction task is divided into two subtasks. The first subtask
deals only with substitution errors in the determiner and preposition class. This
system is similar to the system correcting the confusible errors. The second
subtask correct three kinds of errors in these two classes; substitution, omission
and insertion errors. The two subtasks are assigned a chapter each, Chapter 4
deals with substitution errors, and Chapter 5 with the omission and insertion
errors.
The memory-based language model implementation we use in this thesis
has two interesting properties. First, it does not just use a left context but
can make use of both the left and right context. This means it does not just
predict a word following sequence, but can predict words which fit best inside a
certain sequence. The second, more important property is related to the back
off strategy employed by the tribl2 algorithm in the text-correction systems.
The tribl2 algorithm has the ability to skip mismatching feature values when
classifying instances, which makes it equivalent to a skipgram model. This
property is important enough to warrant its own research question. The second
research question we pose is this.
To what extent does the ability to skip words offer an advantage in text
correction?
Beside training classifiers to correct all the errors in one class, we create
systems containing a number of classifiers which have been trained to correct
just one specific error each. We call these systems ensemble systems. In this
thesis, we also ask the question if this provides an advantage when performing
text correction. We pose the following research question.
To what extent does the ensemble system offer an advantage in text
correction?
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The answers to the research questions can be found in the final chapter,
Chapter 6. As for the second research question, we conclude that the skippingability of tribl2 does provide an advantage. The third question can also be
answered positively – the ensemble systems give the extra push necessary to
make a very good text-correction system.
The overall research question has also been answered. The correction system
performs well on the confusible correction task, especially when trained on
data infused with artificial errors. Applying the system to the determiners and
preposition correction task shows a marked decrease in performance, and we
see that the limit of its performance is reached when we extend it to deal with
insertion and deletion errors as well.
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Computersystemen die natuurlijke taal verwerken bestaan al een aantal decennia,
maar ontwikkelingen op het gebied van machinaal leren, de beschikbaarheid van
steeds grotere hoeveelheden data en de toename van steeds kleinere en krachtigere
computers (zoals mobiele telefoons) maakt dat onderzoek en ontwikkeling nog
in volle gang zijn.
Een van de gebieden waarvoor dit geldt is dat van tekstcorrectie. Tekstcorrectie is een tamelijk brede term. Aan de ene kant van het spectrum vinden
we systemen die fouten in grammatica en zinsbouw kunnen verbeteren, en aan
de andere kant systemen die spelfouten kunnen corrigeren. Waren de eerste
tekstcorrectiesystemen nog gebaseerd op handgeschreven regels die omgezet
werden naar een voor de computer begrijpelijk formaat, heeft de toegenomen beschikbaarheid van grote hoeveelheden data de vraag opgeworpen of het mogelijk
is om een goed werkend tekstcorrectiesysteem te bouwen gebruikmakend van
zelflerende systemen, en getraind op grote hoeveelheden tekst.
Een deelgebied binnen kunstmatige intelligentie houdt zich bezig met
geheugen-gebaseerde systemen. Kenmerkend voor deze systemen is dat het
leren bestaat uit het opslaan van voorbeelden, en het verwerken van nieuwe data
bestaat uit het vergelijken van nieuwe gevallen met al opgeslagen voorbeelden.
Deze systemen zijn eenvoudig te trainen en makkelijk aan te passen aan nieuwe
data, maar de vraag is of ze een systeem opleveren dat goed genoeg is om een
bruikbaar tekstcorrectiesysteem van te bouwen.
In dit proefschrift beschrijven we verschillende tekstcorrectiesystemen die
gebaseerd zijn op een geheugen-gebaseerd taalmodel dat op grote hoeveelheden
tekst is getraind. Het hoofddoel van het hier beschreven onderzoek is om
te bepalen of geheugen-gebaseerde modellen geschikt zijn om als basis voor
tekstcorrectiesystemen te dienen. De overkoepelende hoofdvraag die we ons
stellen luidt als volgt.
Gegeven de eenvoud van het geheugen-gebaseerde taalmodel, waar
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liggen de grenzen wat betreft tekstcorrectie?
De geheugen-gebaseerde taalmodellen worden beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2.
Ze zijn geïmplementeerd als een woordvoorspeller, en slaan hun informatie op
in een beslissingsboom. Deze woordvoorspeller kan een lijstje met woorden in
een bepaalde context van andere woorden voorspellen. Behalve woorden bevat
deze lijst ook informatie over hoe vaak de woorden voorkomen. Dit lijstje met
voorspellingen noemen we in dit proefschrift een ‘distributie’. De voorspelde
woorden worden door het tekstcorrectiesysteem gebruikt om correcties voor te
stellen en toe te passen. Als het gebruikte woord in een tekst niet voorkomt in
het lijstje met voorspelde woorden, hebben we mogelijk met een fout in de tekst
te maken.
Om de onderzoeksvraag te beantwoorden passen we verschillende tekstcorrectiesysteem toe op twee specifieke taken; het verbeteren van verwisselwoorden,
en het verbeteren van fouten in lidwoorden en voorzetsels.
Het systeem om de verwisselwoorden te verbeteren beschrijven we in Hoofdstuk 3. Het systeem dat de lidwoorden en voorzetsels verbetert wordt in twee
hoofdstukken behandeld. In Hoofdstuk 4 worden alleen de vervangingsfouten
behandeld (dat wil zeggen, een bepaald woord wordt door een ander, fout woord,
vervangen). In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt het systeem uitgebreid om ook weggelaten
en redundante woorden te detecteren en corrigeren.
Het geheugen-gebaseerde taalmodel dat we implementeren heeft twee speciale eigenschappen. De eerste eigenschap is dat het niet alleen een lijst met
woorden voorspelt die na een sequentie van andere woorden komt, maar ook
woorden in een bepaalde context kan voorspellen. De tweede eigenschap, die
belangrijker is dan de eerste, heeft te maken met de back-off strategie die door het
tribl2 algoritme geimplementeerd wordt. Het tribl2 algoritme beschikt over
de mogelijkheid om bepaalde woorden in een sequentie over te slaan, en toch
de overblijvende woorden te gebruiken om een voorspelling te doen. Dit maakt
het algoritme gelijk aan een skipgram algoritme. Deze eigenschap is belangrijk
genoeg om een eigen onderzoeksvraag te krijgen, en die luidt als volgt.
In hoeverre is de mogelijkheid om woorden over te slaan een voordeel
voor tekstcorrectie?
We trainen niet alleen klassificeerders die alle fouten in een klasse behandelen
(deze noemen we monolithische systemen), maar onderzoeken ook systemen die
uit een aantal kleine, op slechts één fout getrainde klassificeerders bestaan. Deze
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systemen noemen we ensemblesystemen. De derde onderzoeksvraag heeft op deze
ensemblesystemen betrekking, en luidt als volgt.
Biedt het voordelen een ensemblesysteem te gebruiken in plaats van
een monolitisch systeem?
De antwoorden op de onderzoeksvragen worden in het laatste hoofdstuk,
Hoofdstuk 6, gegeven. De tweede onderzoeksvraag wordt positief beantwoord;
de mogelijkheid om woorden over te slaan biedt significante voordelen in de
taken die we onderzocht hebben. Ook de derde onderzoeksvraag kan positief
beantwoord worden. The ensemblesystemen verhogen de prestatie van de
correctiesystemen.
De eerste, overkoepelende onderzoeksvraag krijgt ook een antwoord. De
tekstcorrectiesystemen doen het goed op fouten die in de verwisselwoorden
gemaakt worden, vooral als we trainingsdata gebruiken waarin kunstmatige
fouten zijn geïntroduceerd. Als we dezelfde systemen toepassen op de vervangingsfouten in lidwoorden en voorzetsels is de prestatie iets lager. We zien dat
we de limiet van de mogelijkheden bereikt hebben wanneer we ook de fouten
die te maken hebben met redundantie en vergeten woorden toevoegen.
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Språkteknologi har funnits sedan mitten av nittonhundratalet, men teknisk
utveckling, nya behov och ökad kunskap driver utvecklingen vidare. Ett område
med mycket aktiv forskning är textkorrigering. Textkorrigering är ett vitt begrepp som omfattar olika tekniker för såväl stavningskontroll som korrigering av
grammatiska fel. Textkorrigeringssystem har traditionellt byggt på ett stort antal
grammatiska språkregler som omvandlats till programspråk. De stora mängder
av textdata som idag finns tillgängliga har gett upphov till frågan om det går att
uppnå bra resultat inom textkorrigering med hjälp av maskininlärning, dvs genom att låta systemet lära sig själv av stora textmängder, utan förprogrammerade
regler.
Ett delområde inom maskininlärning är minnesbaserad inlärning som karakteriseras av att inlärningen består av att en stor mängd exempel läses in och
lagras i minnet. Bearbetning av data sker därefter genom att ny data jämförs med
de exempel som tidigare sparats. Fördelen med detta är att ett sådant system blir
lättanpassat och enkelt att träna upp - men skulle det klara av att hantera och
bearbeta naturligt språk på ett ändamålsenligt sätt?
I denna avhandling presenteras olika textkorrigeringssystem som är uppbyggda kring en minnesbaserad språkmodell. Målsättningen är att avgöra i vilken
utsträckning en minnesbaserad modell är användbar för textkorrigering. Den
övergripande forskningsfrågan är följande:
Med hänsyn till den minnesbaserade språkmodellens enkla karaktär,
vad har den för begränsningar när det gäller användning inom textkorrigering?
Språkmodellen, beskriven i kapitel 2, har implementerats i form av en
ordprediktor som sparar informationen i ett beslutsträd och som kan analysera
kringliggande text. Utifrån texten skapar den en lista av passande ord med
nyckeltal som visar dess beräknade sannolikhet att uppträda i den aktuella
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kontexten. Denna lista av utvalda ord och dess nyckeltal är mycket central i denna
avhandling och benämns här distribution. Listan används av korrigeringssystemet
för att hitta och korrigera fel i texter. Om ett påträffat ord i en text inte ingår i
listan kan det tyda på att ett fel upptäckts.
För att besvara forskningsfrågan används systemet för korrigering två specifika typer av fel i texter. Den första uppgiften är att korrigera förväxlingsord,
den andra gäller korrigering av artiklar och prepositioner.
Systemet för korrigering av förväxlingsord beskrivs i kapitel 3. Korrigering
av artiklar och prepositioner är uppdelat i två delmoment. I ett första steg,
beskrivet i kapitel 4, behandlas enbart utbytesord, dvs när ett ord i texten ska
ersättas av ett annat. Detta system liknar det tidigare beskrivna systemet för
förväxlingsord. I steg två tillkommer korrigering av fel som gäller utelämnade
och infogade ord. Detta beskrivs i kapitel 5.
Den minnesbaserade språkmodell vi implementerat har två intressanta egenskaper. Den ger för det första möjlighet att inte bara förutsäga vilket ord som
följer på en viss ordsekvens utan kan utnyttja texten på båda sidor om det aktuella ordet och säga vilket ord som passar bäst inne i en viss text. Än viktigare är att
den backoff-strategi som implementeringen av tribl2-algoritmen medför ger oss
möjlighet att hoppa över vissa ord i en sekvens och använda kvarvarande ord för
att förutsäga ett ord, vilket motsvarar en skipgram-algoritm. Denna egenskap är
viktig nog att motivera en separat forskningsfråga som lyder:
I vilken utsträckning är förmågan att bortse från vissa ord en fördel
inom textkorrigering?
Utöver att träna upp klassificerare till att korrigera alla fel inom en viss
klass skapar vi också system som kombinerar ett antal klassificerare där var
och en tränats upp att korrigera ett specifikt fel. Dessa system kallas här för
ensemblesystem. I denna avhandling undersöker vi om detta ger ett förbättrat
resultat avseende textkorrigering och ställer alltså också följande forskningsfråga:
I vilken utsträckning är användning av sammansatta klassificerare en
fördel inom textkorrigering?
Avhandlingen avslutas med kapitel 6 där samtliga forskningsfrågor besvaras.
Resultaten kan sammanfattas som följer. Slutsatsen avseende forskningsfråga två
är att möjligheten att hoppa över ord ger en signifikant förbättring av resultatet i
genomförda undersökningar. Även fråga tre kan besvaras positivt - sammansatta
klassificerare förbättrar resultatet av korrigeringarna.
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Den övergripande forskningsfrågan har också besvarats. Systemet ger ett
bra resultat avseende korrigering av förväxlingsord, särskilt när det tränats upp
med hjälp av texter som innehåller konstruerade fel. När systemet används för
att korrigera artiklar och prepositioner uppnås inte inte lika bra resultat och
när vi utökar funktionaliteten till korrigering av utelämnade och infogade ord
konstaterar att vi har nått gränsen för vad systemet klarar av.
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